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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

16 CFR Part 444

Trade Regulation Rule; Credit
Practice*
AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission.
ACTION: Final trade regulations rule.
SUMMARY: The Federal Trade
Commission issues a final rule, the
purpose of which is to restrict certain
remedies used by lenders and retail
installment sellers in consumer credit
contracts. The remedies affected by this
rule are: Confessions of judgment,
waivers of exemption, wage
assignments, security interests in
household goods, and certain late
charges. The rule further prohibits
misrepresentations of cosigner liability
and provides that potential cosigners be
furnished a "Notice to Cosigner" which
explains in general terms their
obligations and liabilities.

This notice contains the rule's
Statement of Basis and Purpose,
incorporating a Regulatory Analysis,
and the text of the final rule.
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 1,1985.
ADDRESS: Requests for copies of the
rule. the Statement of Basis and Purpose
and Regulatory Analysis should be sent
to Public Reference Branch, Room 130,
Federal Trade Commission, 6th Street
and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20580.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Christopher W. Keller, Division of Credit
Practices, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Federal Trade Commission.
Washington. D.C. 20580 (202) 724-1580.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

List of Subjects in 16 CFR Part 444
Consumer credit contracts. Cosigner

disclosures. Trade practices. Truth in
lending.

By direction of the Commission.
Commissioner Calvani did not participate.

Dated: February 17.1984.
Benjamin L Berman,
Acting Secretary.
CREDIT PRACTICES RULE;
STATEMENT OF BASIS AND
PURPOSE AND REGULATORY
ANALYSIS
L History of the Proceeding
A. Introduction

This proceeding focuses on the
relationship between consumers and the
institutions from whom they seek and
obtain credit for purposes other then the
purchase of real estate. It originated as a
result of: (1) An extensive survey
9. No. 42 / Thursday, March 1.1984 / R

conducted by the National Commission
on Consumer Finance which examined
the consumer credit market and reached
a variety of conclusions based upon
empirical data and econometric
analysis;'and (2) an investigation of the
consumer finance industry conducted by
the Bureau of Consumer Protection from
the Fall of 1972 until the Spring of 1974,
to determine whether the use of certain
collection remedies was an unfair
practice under Section 5 of the FTC Act.*

The Commission published an Initial
Notice of Rulemaking in the Federal
Register on April 11,1975.* Written
comments were received through August
5,1977. Comments were received from
industry, consumers, legal services, state
attorneys general, labor unions,
consumer organizations and other
interested parties. A Final Notice of
Rulemaking was published on June 24,
1977, setting forth the time and places
for public hearings on the proposed rule
and enumerating 14 issues which the
Presiding Officer designated under
f 1.13(d][l] of the Commission's Rules of
Practice.4 Hearings were conducted in
Dallas, Texas; Chicago, Illinois: San
Francisco. California; and Washington,
D.C., from September 12,1977, to
January 30,1978. Rebuttal submissions
were received untill May 1.1978.

The written comments, the materials
placed on the record by the Presiding
Officer and the Commission staff, the
hearing transcripts and exhibits, and the
rebuttal statements comprise the
principal evidentiary record of this
proceeding. After the receipt of rebuttal
statements, reports to the Commission
based on the rulemaking record were
prepared by the Presiding Officer.* who
made findings on designated issues, and
by the Commission staff.* who
summarized and analyzed the record
evidence and made recommendations to
the Commission for a revised Trade
Regulation Rule. The Bureau of
Economics also submitted comments

' "Coniumer Credit in the United Statei." Report
of the National Commission on Consumer Finance
(1072).

'Memorandum to Commiuion dated April 10.
1074.

•40 FR 16347. Thif Notice contained a Statement
of Reaum for the Propcred Rule which let forth the
legal theory applied to the act* and practice* at
l—ue in the proceeding, a* well ai a lilt of 12
queidon* which the Conuniwion deemed
particularly pertinent and upon which comment waa
•pedficaUy invited.

'42 FR 32M1. June 24,1077.
•Report of the Pretiding Officer on Proposed

Trade Regulation Rule: Credit Practice*. Auguit 11,
1076 (hereinafter cited ai "Preeiding Officer'*

'Report").
•Credit Practice* Staff Report and

Recommendation on Propoied Trade Regulation
Rule 16 CFR Part 444. Auguit 1060 (hereinafter died
a* "Staff Report").
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nd recommendations to the
ommission for a revised rule.7
Pursuant to S 1.13(h] of the
ommission's Rules of Practice,
ublication of the Final Staff Report
nitiated a sixty-day comment period
hich afforded the public an
pportunity to comment on the reports
f the Presiding Officer and the staff.
his comment period was extended and
losed on January 10,1981. A summary
f post-record comments was placed on
he public record.

On April 14,1983, the rulemaking
taffs memorandum recommending a
inal modified proposed rule. and
emoranda from the staff of the Bureau

f Economics, and the Directors of the
ureaus of Consumer Protection and
conomics were placed on the public
ecord. On June 6 and 7,1983, the
ommission heard oral presentations

rom prior rulemaking participants who
ad been invited to present their views
irectly to the Commission as provided

n { 1.13(i) of the Commission's Rules, 16
FR l,13(i).»
On June 13,1983, the Commission met

o consider whether to adopt a final rule,
nd if so, what form the rule should
ake. Although as to the rule as a whole
o final determination was made during
hat meeting, the Commission deleted
he provisions of the staff proposed rule
oncerning attorneys' fees and
eficiency balances and directed the
taff to draft proposed disclosures for
he remaining provisions of the rule. The
ommission further directed the staff to
raft alternative proposals for a

imitation on household goods security
nterests and third party contacts. The
taff was instructed to draft a modified
isclosure for cosigners. The
ommission indicated tentative support

or a ban on confessions of judgment
nd wage assignments. The Commission
urther indicated support for the late

'Memorandum by Edward Manfield. Bureau of
conomic*. Auguit 16,1060.
• The participant* were Commonwealth of
uuchuMtt*. Department of the Attorney
eneral: Credit Union National Auocialion. Inc.;

he Legal Aid Society of Cleveland; Profeiion
ame* Berth and Anthony Yexer, George

aihlnglon Univeraity: National Automobile
ealer* Atfociation: American Financial Servicel
iiociatton. (Throughout the major portion of the

proceeding thil organization wai denominated
National Conaumer Finance Aaiociation (NCFA)
and will be *o termed in relevant citation* in thr
atalement), Conxuner Federation of America,
George Wallace. Rutgen School of Law; Federal
Reaerve Board: American Retail Federation and
National Retail Merchant* Arociation; New
Oriaan* Legal Afiiftance Corp.: Coniumer Banken
Aaaoc.. American Banker* Acociation, California
Banken Auodation, and Independent Banker*
AwocialJon of America; National Con*umer Law
Canter: and Legal A**i*tance Foundation of
Chicago.
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charges provision subject to clarification
of the language to focus more clearly on
the "pyramiding" problem.

On July 20.1983, the Commission
teniativeiy adopted the portions of
stdff's revised proposed rule banning
confessions of judgment, waivers of
statutory property exemptions, wage
assignments, pyramiding late charges
and binnket security interests in
household goods. The Commission also
tentatively adopted staffs revised
proposal requiring that potential
cosigners to be furnished with a "Notice
to Cosigner" which explains their
obligations and liability. The
Commission rejected the provisions of
tlie proposed rule pertaining to third
party contacts and cross
coliateralization. The Commission
determined that the effective date of the
rule is to be one year from the date of
promulgation.
B Nature of Evidence on the Record

Publication of the proposed Credit
Pratices Trade Regulation Rule was
pieceded by a two-year investigation
which culminated in subpoena returns
from 12 large national consumer finance
companies.* The subpoenaed material
consists of over 7,000 individual files on
delinquent debtors10 and official
company operating manuals and
training materials.

In response to the invitation to
comment on the proposed rule '' the
Commission received over 1.300 written
comments. The comments are divided as
follows by source: Banks (475); bank
trade associations (19); finance
companies (169); finance company trade
associations [46]; retailers (103]: retail
tra'1e associations (8]; credit unions (96];
ciedit union trade associations (9);
savings and loan associations (11);
savings and loan trade associations (6);
legal aid attorneys (117); consumer
groups (23); governmental entities (36);
other organized groups (18); and
miscellanpous. including individual
consumers (207). An additional 358 post-

• These fin"? a-.d debtor file record abbreviation*
•re Associates Financial Services (ASSOC). AVCO
Finantii.1 Service* (AVCO). Beneficial Finance
CorporBlion (BEN), CIT Financial Service* (CIT),
credit Thrift of America (CTA), Dial Financial
Corporation (DIAL). General Electric Credit Corp.
(GECC). General Finance Corp. (GFC), General
Motor* Acceptance Corp. (GMAC), Hou*ehold
Finance Corporation (MFC). Liberty Loan
Corporation (LIB) and Transamerica Financial
Corporation (TA).

1° Several tabulation* of information froni the
file« were prepared by FTC staff and placed on the
record Became the *taff collected file* 10 illuctrale
potential problem* with creditor*' remedie*,
however, for moat (tatrtical purposes other •urveya
on the record are luperior. The primary value of me
file* lie* in the narrative information they contain.
" S<w *upro note 3.
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 

record comments were received during
the 1980-81 reopening for comments on
the Presiding Officer and Staff Reports.

Three hundred and nineteen
witnesses appeared in ten weeks of
hearings held in Chicago, Dallas, San
Francisco and Washington from
September 1977 through January 1978.
The interests they represented were:
Finance companies and their trade
associations (95); banks and bank
associations (25); retailers and their
associations (12); credit unions and their
associations (8); legal services attorneys
(67); governmental entities (49);
consumers and consumer groups (14);
and miscellaneous (15). In all, 508
hearing exhibits were placed on the
record.
C. Consumer Credit Market

Approximately 70 percent of
household indebtedness is in the form of
home mortgages; about 23 percent is in
the form of installment consumer
credit. '* About 5 percent of consumer
debt is noninstallment consumer credit,
that is, 30 day charge credit held by
retailers, travel and entertainment
companies and single-payment loans at
commercial banks for consumer
purposes. "At the end of December 1981
total consumer noninstallment credit
amounted to $78.4 billion."

At the end of 1981, consumer
installment credit totaled $333.4
billion." Of that amount, 44.8 percent
was held by commercial banks, 26.9
percent by finance companies, 13.8
percent by credit unions. 8.9 percent by
retailers, 3,5 percent by savings and
loan associations, 1.3 percent by
gasoline companies, and 0.8 percent by
mutual savings banks."

By type of credit, $126,4 billion, or 37.9
percent of installment credit outstanding
at end of 1981, was for the purchase of
automobiles." Revolving credit

" "Contumer credit" ll defined by the Federal
Reaerve a* "most »hort and intermediate-term credit
extended to individuals through regular businesi
channel*, uaually to finance the purchase of
consumer goods and services or to refinance debts
incurred for such purposes, and scheduled >o be
repdid (or with the option of repaying) in two or
more installments." Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, Federal Reserve Statistical
Release, G. 19 (Feb. 10.1978).

"NCFA 1982 Finance Facts Yearbook at 41.
»/rf.
"During the 1870's, the increases varied between

<4J billion in 1670 and $43.1 billion in 1878. The
Increase in 1880 was only $1.5 billion.

»ld.
"Generally the automobile serves as security for

installment contracts which are written by dealers
and sold to banks or finance companies, or as
security for auto loan* made directly to consumer*
by banks and credit unions. Predominant in
financing these purchases were commercial banks,
with $58.2 billion outstanding of which $35.1 billion
was purchased paper and $24.1 billion direct loans
/ Rules and Regulations____7741

outstanding amounted to $63.0 billion at
the end of 1981 (18.9 percent of the
total). Commercial banks held $33.1
billion, retailers $25.5 billion and
gasoline companies $4.4 billion."

All other consumer installment
financing of $125.4 billion comprised
37.6 percent of the total outstanding at
the end of 1981. Commercial banks held
$46.7 billion, finance companies $40.0
billion, and credit unions $23.5 billion.
Retailers (including the wholly owned
Finance subsidiaries of chain stores)
held $4.0 billion, savings and loan
associations $8.4 billion, and mutual
savings banks $2.8 billion. This "other"
category includes installment contract
financing of household goods such as
appliances and furniture, as well as all
personal loans.'*
II. Legal Basis for the Rule

This proceeding focuses on certain of
the terms and conditions that appear in
the written contracts that consumers
sign when they obtain credit for reasons
other than the acquisition of real estate.'
Its purpose is the evaluation of certain
collection remedies and related
practices in light of the requirements of
Section 5 of the FTC Act. This Chapter
of the Statement discusses the
Commission's mandate to proscribe
unfair or deceptive acts or practices and
will serve to place in perspective
subsequent discussions of the specific
provisions of the rule.

The Commission's authority to
promulgate this Trade Regulation Rule is
derived from two sections of the FTC
Act: Section 18(a)(l)(B) and Section
5(a)(l).2

A. Rulemaking Authority
Section 18(a)(l)(B) of the Federal

Trade Commission Act states, in
pertinent part, that the Commission may
prescribe:

[Rjules which define with specificity acts
or practices which are unfair or deceptive
acia or practices in or affecting commerce
* * * [within the meaning of section 5(a)(l) of
the FTC Act] * * * Rule* under this
subparagraph may include requirements

for the purchase of automobiles. Finance companies
held $45.3 billion, most of which consisted of
contracts purchased by the subsidiaries of
manufacturers—that is, by General Motors
Acceptance Corporation (GMAC), Ford Motor
Credit and Chrysler Financial Corporation Credit
unions'held $22.0 billion in loans made for the
purchase of automobiles.

"Id.
"NCFA 1982 Finance Facts Yearbook at 42
' See Statement of Reason for the Proposed Rule

at 40 FR 1S348 (April 11.1875).
'15 U.S.C. 57(a)(l)(B); 15 U.S.C. 45(a)(l) (Cum.

Supp.1983).
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prescribed for the purpose of preventing auch
acts or practices.'

The Commission believes that the
record should contain a preponderance
of substantial reliable evidence in
support of a proposed rule before that
rule ii promulgated. This belief is based
partly on the Commission's perception
of its function and partly on statutory
and judicial authority. An}' rule
promulgated by the FTC may be
challenged in court and may be set aside
if "the court finds that the Commission's
action is not supported by substantial
evidence in the rulemaking record * * *

*taken as a whole," FTC Act section
18(e)(3)(A), 15 U.S C, 57(e)(3)(A) (West
Supp. 1983). Congress imposed this high
standard as a " 'grealei procedural
safeguard []' " because of the
'potentially pervasive and deep effect" "
of FTC rules. American Optometric
Ass 'n v FTC, 626 F.2d 896, 905 (D.C. Cir.
1900) (quoting H.R. Rept. No. 1107, 93d
Cong., 2d Sess. 45-46,1974 United States
Code Cong. and Ad. News 7702, 7715.)
Therefore, the Commission takes
seriously its responsibility to determine
if there is a preponderance of
substantial reliable evidence to support
a proposed rule, and to see that any
supporting evidence is clearly recorded.

Initially, the Commission requires
substantial evidence for the factual
propositions underlying a determination
that an existing act or practice is legally
unfair or deceptive. When substantial
evidence both supports and contradicts
such a finding, the Commission bases its
decisions on the preponderance of the
evidence. Before promulgating a rule,
however, rather than bringing individual
cases, the Commission believes the
public interest requires answers to the
following additional questions: (1) Is the
act or practice prevalent? (2) Does a
significant harm exist? (3) Will the
proposed rule reduce that harm? and (4)
Will the benefits of the rule exceed its
costs?* In analyzing each of these
questions, three types of evidence are
frequently brought to bear: Quantitative
studies, expert testimony, and
anecdotes. The Commission has the
flexibility to marshal! evidence for a

•15 U.S.C. 57(a)(l)(B) (Cum. Supp. 1983)..
* Although the Commission believe* that these

questions should be asked and. to the extent
possible, answered in every rulemaking, on the
basis of the best evidence reasonably available, it
recognizes there is room for variation in the specific
answers that would justify the issuance of a rule.
depending upon the circumstances of each
particular rulemaking Different industries lend
themselves in varying degrees to answenng these
questions, the characteristic! of the industry, the
ability to reasonably gather information, the
burdensomeness of the regulation, and the agency's
ability to address the unfair or deceptive practice by
alternative means must be considered
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lemaking record that combines the
st mix of these three. However, it has
responsibility to aee that the best
idence reasonably available is
cluded.*
The best evidence will often be
rveys or other methodologically sound
antitative studies. Carefully prepared

udies can often give a reliable answer
 each of the four questions. First,
liable estimates of the incidence of a
actice are an integral part of an
sessment of prevalence and are
equently well-suited to quantitative
ethods. Second, the overall harm
used by a problem is best measured
 determining both the magnitude of
nsumer injury when it occurs and the

equency of such an injury. This issue is
so well-suited to quantitative analysis.
ird, the effectiveness of a proposed

medy can often be shown only by
antitative studies since informally
served changes may be influenced by
her, uncontrolled factors, or may be
e result of chance (i.e., not statistically
gnificant). Finally, quantitative studies
e most helpful when comparing costs
ith benefits.
In many instances, of course, precise
antitative answers to these questions
e not possible, or could be obtained
ly at a prohibitive cost. In such cases,
e Commission will seek alternative
ays to conduct a systematic
sessment of the benefits and costs of
 regulatory proposals. As in
nsidering the merits of a rule, the

ommission will balance the benefits
d costs of obtaining additional
formation. Although carefully
ructured quantitative studies are
nerally preferred as evidence in a
lemaking record, the Commission
lieves that it is possible in some
stances to support a rule without such
udies.
The second type of evidence is expert
stimony. The primary use of expert
stimony is in providing underlying
chnical details, such as medical or
gineering facts or information
ncerning state law and procedures.

xpert testimony is also useful to
dress the methodology of quantitative

udies, and its possible effects on the
sults. Finally, experts can give their
n opinions regarding the issue facing

e Commission. These opinions are
ually predictions of what quantitative
udies would show. As such, they are
ss satisfactory than an actual study.
hen an expert's opinion conflicts with

*The concept of "reasonably available" takes
to account the practical resource constraints on
e ability of the Commission or parties to a
emaking to marshal evidence bearing on a
trticuNr problem.
/ Rules and Regulations

the conclusions of a study, the study
itself is generally more reliable, unless
deficiencies in the methodology or
execution of the study have been
established and a better study would, in
all likelihood, support the expert's
opinion.

A third type of evidence is anecdotes.
Narratives of specific consumer injuries
are helpful in certain ways. They call
attention to a possible problem; they
illustrate the contours of a known
problem; and they may suggest areas for
further inquiry. By themselves,
anecdotes are generally good evidence
that some harm exists. Without thorough
exploration of the details of individual
examples, however, anecdotes cannot
establish the cause of a problem.
Moreover, anecdotes give little evidence
of the frequency of the harm, they
provide limited evidence for the
effectiveness of a proposed rule and
virtually no evidence of the balance of
benefits and costs. Therefore, anecdotal
evidence is rarely sufficient to provide
the "substantial evidence" which the
Commission requires in the rulemaking
record.
B. The Criteria for Unfairness Under
Section Five *

Section 5(a)(l) of the FTC Act, in turn,
states:

Unfair method* of competition in or
affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive
acts or practice* in or affecting commerce,
are hereby declared unlawful.''

The Commission's authority to
prohibit unfair acts or practices in the
marketplace is well established.'The
Commission and the courts have
developed an extensive body of law
concerning unfair practices.*

'Although a majority of the adopted rule
provisions are based on the Commission's authority
to regulate unfair acts or practices, I 444 3(a)(l),
which concerns misrepresentations of the nature or
extent of cosigner liability, is premised on the FTC's
lunsdiction over deceptive acts or practices A
discussion of the Commission'1 authority to identify
and correct consumer deception is set forth in
Chapter IX. infra

'15 U.S.C. 45 (Cum. Supp 1083).
'when Congress created the Commission's

unfairness authority, it deliberately framed that
authority in general terms. Congress felt that anv
attempt to list all "unfair • • • acts or practices"
could leave loopholes for evasion of the law Also.
Congress did not intend the meaning of "unfair" lo
be static. It was expected that the underlying
criteria would evolve and develop over tune. For a
comprehensive discussion of the generality of
Section 5. aee Statement of Basis and Purpose,
Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Services. 43
FR 23982. 24000 (1978).

•See generally. FTC v. S.F. Keppel Bros; 201 U.S
304,313 (1034); Statement of Basis and Purpose,
Trade Regulation Rule for the Prevention of Unfair
or Deceptive Advertising and Labeling of Cigarettes
In Relation to the Health Hazards of Smoking. 29 FR

Continued
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The Wheeler-Lea amendment of 1938,
the 1975 and 1980 FTC Improvements
Acts, and pending legislation in the
Congress constitute legislative
recognition that, in an imperfect system,
certain commercial practices may
impose undue costs and risks on
individuals, depriving them of the
banpfits normally associated with free
ar.d vigorous competition.'"In this
proceeding, the Commission is
exercising 1)3 unfairReas jurisdiction to
determine whether in the consumer
credit roaiket there is a market
imperfection that is preventing a
baldiicing of costs and benefits to
individuals. This proceeding examines
the market to determine whether it
ensures an efficient allocation of cost
and risk bstwecn consumers and those
who extend credit to them. It is our
conclusion that the practices addressed
by this rule, as discussed individually in
Chapters IV-IX, are within the
parameters of unfairness under
Section 5.

In December 1980, the Commission
prepared d formal statement analyzing
the legal basis for the exercise of its
Section 5 consumer unfairness
jurisdiction." That document reviewed
tiie Commission's prior exercise of its
unfairness juiisdication and clarified the
criteria for its future use of this
authority.

Consumer injury is the central focus
of any inquiry regarding unfairness. Not
every instance of consumer injury is
unfair, however, because virtually any
commercial practice involves a complex
mix of benefits and costs. In its
statement, the Commission observed
that;

To justify a finding of unfairness the injury
1711; sl satisfy three lests. It must be
substantial , it irrst not be outweighed by any
ccui:!en^ili';s benefits to consuniers or
co'T!pe;.!:r'.- ;hal the practice produces, and it
must be an i-.-ury that consumers themselves
cwlu i.ot reasonably have avoided u

83^4. E'15J il'?M; A ' l Stotes l.-idJsi.-ies Inc v F T C .
4:3 F <id 423 14th Cir). cf-t denied. 400 IJ S. 828
(1170) FTC v Sperry » Hulchinson Co., 405 U.S.
233.244-45 n. 5 (1S72), Statement of Basil and
Purpose. Preservation of Consumers' Claiirs and
Defenses. 40 FR 53506, 53522 (1975), Spies"!. Inc., S8
F.T C 425 (1975). off'din part, 540 F.2d 287 (7th Cir.
1976)

" See. e.g., Homon Corporation, 97 F.T.C. 484
(19C1].

" See Letter from the Comn'ission to the
Honorable Wendell H. Ford and the Honorable John
C. Danforth (Dec 17,1880) (hereinafter cited a*
"Commission Unfairness Statement"), See also
Horizon Corporation. 87 F T.C 464 (1981); Letter
from the Commission to the Honorable Bob
Pdckwood and the Hunorable Bob Kasten (March 5,
1982) (hereinafter cited ai "Commission Letter").

"See Commission Unfairness Statement, id. The
1980 Commission Unfairne— Statement li entirely
coniiitent with the legal theory which we
enunciated in the 1875 initial notice of nilemaking
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Pending legislative proposals would
ive Congressional recognition to this
nfairness standard:
An act or practice in or affecting commerce

hall be considered to be en unfair actor or
ractice* • • if—
(i) Such act or practice causes or is likely to

ause substantial injury to consumers; and
(ii) Such substantial injury (I) ii not

easonably avoidable by consumers; and (II)
s not outweighted by countervailing benefits
o consumers or to competition which result
rom such practice.
ny determination under the preceding
entence regarding whether an act or practice
s an unfair act or practice (hall take into
ccount, in addition to other relevant factors,
hether such art or practice violates any

ublic policy as established by Federal or
tate statutes, common law, practices in
usiness or industry, or otherwise."
The Commission's unfairness

uthority does not extend to trivial or
peculative harm. "An injury may be
ufficiently substantial, however, if it
oes a small harm to a large number of
eople, or if it raises a significant risk of
oncrete harm," "Furthermore, except in
ggravated cases where tangible injury
an be clearly demonstrated, subjective
ypes of harm—embarrassment,
motional distress, etc.—will not be
nough to warrant a finding of
nfairness. Rather, economic or other
angible harm must also be present."

Earlier articulations of the consumer
nfairness doctrine have also focused
n whether "public policy" condemned
he practice in question. "In its
ecember 1980 statement, the
ommission stated that it relies on
ublic policy to help it assess whether a
articular form of conduct does in fact
end to harm consumers.

or thin proposal We indicated that relief under
ection 5 would be appropriate if
(1) The creditor imposca upon consumers

ontract* of adhesion (i.e., the cre.'it cufto-ners
annot bargain over the particular contract
rovisions) which contain provisions
isadvantageous to consumers or the creditor tails
u include in the contract* ofadhreion provisions
eneficial to con»ume-s. all to the consumers'
etriment, and
(2) This detriment to consumers is not offset by a

easonable measure of value received in return.
440 FR 16349 (1975)
These are, of course, the same elements—

eaBonable avoidance and countervailing benefits—
s those identified (albeit in different language) in
he 1980 statement.

"H R. 2870,98th Cong., Isl Sess. This proposed
egislation i* supported by the Commission and a
ajority of the commissioners have endorsed ita

ncorporation into the FTC Act.
"Commission Unfairness Statement supra note

1.
»/</.
"Sea, e.g.. Statement of Basis and Purpoae,

nfair or Deceptive Advertising and Labeling of
igarette* in Relation to the Health Hazard* of
moking, 29 FR 8324,8351 (1964); FTC v. Sperry fr
utc/linson. 405 US. 233.244-45 ILS. (1972).
/ Rules and Regulations___7743

We have thus considered established
public policy "as a means of providing
additional evidence on the degree of
consumer injury caused by specific
practices." "By "established" public
policy, we mean that: (i) The policy is
embodied in "formal sources" such as
constitution!, statutes, or judical
decisions, and (ii] it is widely shared by
a number of states. "This is especially
true concerning court decisions
involving constitutional rights, such as
due process guarantees. Where public
policy appears to be in conflict, the
Commission will "reconsider its
assessment of whether the practice is
actually injurious in its net effects." "
The Commission has applied this
standard to the creditor practices
prescribed by this rule.

In short, consumer injury is the central
element in a finding of unfairness. But
not every instance of consumer injury
will lead to a determination of
unfairness. The injury must be found to
be substantial, not reasonably avoidable
by the consumer, and not outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or
competition. The record as it relates
these criteria to each rule provision will
be reviewed in the respective chapters
of this statement addressing each rule
provision. Chapter III of this Statement
contains an examination of the record
as it relates to the general question of
reasonable avoidance by consumers of
creditor remedies. The balance of this
Chapter presents an overview of the
remaining unfairness criteria as they
relate to the rule.
C. Unfairness in Creditors'Contractual
Remedies

1. Substantial Injury
The rulemaking record documents

substantial consumer economic or
monetary injuries from the use of thr^e
creditor remedies. For example,
confessions of judgment cause injury by
depriving consumers of notice of a suit
or hearing and the opportunity to appear
and present any meritorious claims or
defenses. Once obtained, the confessed
judgment can be turned into a lien on
the consumer's real and personal
property.*" If the contract also contains

"Commission Unfairness Statement, supra note
11, at 9. See also Commission Letter, supra note 11,
at 3 "A thorough analysis of such [established
public) polides 'can serve as an important chtck on
the overall reasonablenes* of the Commission's
action' "

"Commission Unfairness Statement, supra note
11, at 12.

••/rf. at 10.
"See infra Chapter IV.
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a waiver of exemption clause, the
consumer can lose the basic necessities
of life. This would require that the
debtor replace these items or face
destitution, and the possibility of
becoming a public charge." Blanket
security interests in household goods
also present this possibility.11

A wage assignment also occurs
without the due process safeguards of a
hearing and an opportunity to assert
defenses or counterclaims. For
consumers who may have valid reasons
for nonpayment, the injury inherent in
the denial of due process protections'
can be severe. It can lead to job loss, or
severely reduced income, either one of
which could prevent the consumer from
providing for his or her family or cause
default on other obligations.23

Pyramiding of late charges results in
the consumer being unknowingly
assessed multiple late charges for a
single late payment, even though
subsequent payments are timely made.
The multiple late charges can add up to
60 percent annual percentage rate in
many cases.14

The rulemaking record establishes by
a preponderance of the evidence that
consumers suffer substantial economic
or monetary injury from creditors' use of
these practices. This is the primary
focus of our unfairness analysis.
Although our unfairness standard makes
it a subsidiary consideration, the record
shows that consumers often suffer
substantial emotional or subjective
harm as well. For example, wage
assignments invade the consumer's right
of privacy, causing embarrassment and
humiliation, without a judicial
determination of the validity of the
creditor's claim. Although such
subjective harm is not easily
quantifiable, it is clear that consumers
value measures to protect them from
such injury.

In assessing particular remedies, our
focus has been on the consequences of
this remedies for consumers in those
cases when the remedy is invoked or
threatened. Nonetheless, all consumers
will benefit from the rule to the extent
that it reduces the adverse
consequences of default because it
serves, in that capacity, as a form of
insurance. At the time a consumer
enters into a loan agreement, the
likelihood of default is both remote and
difficult to assess. Thus. all consumers
face some risk of default and will value
insurance which reduces the most
injurious consequences of default, even

"See infra Chnpler VU.
"See infra Chapter VI.
"Sse infra Chapter V.
"See infra Chapter VIU.
9. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984

if they never need the insurance.1* In
this sense, all consumer debtors will
benefit.
2. Not Reasonably Avoidable

A violation of the Section 5 unfairness
standard will almost always reflect a
market failure or market imperfection
that prevents the forces of supply and
demand from maximizing benefits and
minimizing costs. Normally, we can rely
on consumer choice to govern the
market. In considering whether an act or
practice is unfair, we look to whether
free market decisions are unjustifiably
hindered.

In consumer credit transactions, the
rights and duties of the parties are
defined by standard-form contracts,
over most of which there is no
bargaining. The economic exigencies of
extending credit to large numbers of
consumers each day make
standardization a necessity. The issue,
however, is whether the contents of
these standard form contracts are a
product of market forces.

Although market forces undoubtedly
influence the remedies included in
standard form contracts, several factors
indicate that competition will not
necessarily produce optimal contracts.
Consumers have limited incentives to
search out better remedial provisions in
credit contracts. The substantive
similarities of contracts from different
creditors mean that search is less likely
to reveal a different alternative. Because
remedies are relevant only in the event
of default, and default is relatively
infrequent, consumers reasonably
concentrate their search on such factors
as interest rates and payment terms.
Searching for credit contracts is also
difficult, because contracts are written
in obscure technical language, do not
use standardized terminology, and may
not be provided before the transaction is
consummated. Individual creditors have
little incentive to provide better terms
and explain their benefits to consumers,
because a costly education effort would
be required with all creditors sharing the
benefits. Moreover, such a campaign
might differentially attract relatively
high risk borrowers.**

For these reasons, the Commission
concludes that consumers cannot
reasonably avoid the remedial
provisions themselves. Nor can
consumers, having signed a contract,

"The ineurance tho* provided ii not cootleu. of
coune. uid iome columnar* may prefer not to
puichaw 1L Th« cotti are diecuued ID thi* Chapter,
we infra Section 1: Countervailing Benefit*, end, to
the extent that they can be identified for each of the
individual rule provlriow. la Ac "ofhetting
benefit*" eectlon of Chapter DC-X.

-SM Ja^o Chapter HL Section A.
 / Rules and Regulations

avoid the harsh consequences of
remedies by avoiding default. When
default occurs, it is most often a
response to events such as
unemployment or illness that are not
within the borrower's control. "Thus,
consumers cannot reasonably avoid the
substantial Injury these creditor
remedies may inflict.
3. Countervailing Benefits

These creditor practices involve a
mixture of costs and benefits, both
economic and social. An individual
creditor practice will not be considered
to be unfair unless it is injurious in its
net effects.** The potential costs include
burdens such as "increased paperwork,
increased regulatory burdens on the
flow of information, reduced incentives
to innovation and capital formation, and
similar matters."**

The potential costs of most
significance in this proceeding include
increased collection costs, increased
screening costs, larger legal costs, and
increases in bad debt lossses or
reserves. Increased creditor costs
generally would be reflected in higher
interest rates to borrowers, reduced
credit availability, or other restrictions
such as increased collateral or larger
down payment requirements.**

The possible magnitude of these costs
is diminished by the fact that the rule
leaves untouched a wide variety of more
valuable creditor remedies. Remedies
such as repossession, suit, garnishment,
acceleration and direct contacts, which
are highly valued by creditors," are not
affected by this rule. Thus, for example,
the impact of restrictions on wage
assignments is limited, given the
availability of garnishment to allow
creditors to reach a debtor's income.
The remedies subject to the rule must be
evaluated in light of their more limited
incremental contribution to deterring

"See infra Chapter IB. Section B
"See Pfizer, Inc.. 1 F.T.C 23, «2-«3 n.13 (1B72);

Statement ofBaai* and Purpon, Diacloiure
Requirement* and Prohibition* Concerning
Frenchifhing the Buiineu Opportunity Venture*. 43
PR UB14. S8638 n.95 (197B). When making Ihr
determination, the Commiuion may refer to exiiting
public polide* for help in a*certaining the exiitence
of container injury and the relative weight* that
ehould be aeeigned to variou* co*t* and benefit*.
The role of public policy to anfaiinee*
determination* will be ditCtUted more generally
below.

•Comml—loo Unfelrnee* Statement, tupro note
11, at 7.

"£(., Walter E. Hulxeaga, National Automobile
Dealer* Aeeodatton. R-U [D-tig; Helmut Schnudt,
Traneamerica Finance Aaeodation. Tr. B187-aa.

"S^.. ComuiMrCndit in the United State*.
Report of the National Commiiiion on Con»umer
Finance (NCCT) at 44 (1972); NCCF Technical
Studio*. VoL V. at 11S-127,151-113 (1873).
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default or reducing other creditor costs,
given remedies that remain available.

The action we take today based on
this record is premised on our finding
that the cost of each rule proposal is
lower than the costs, to consumers and
competition, of the specific practices at
which the rule is aimed. For the
provisions we adopt, record evidence
establishes that the action we take will
provide benefits to consumer in excess
of any costs. In other cases, the record
does not justify the action originally
proposed.**

To the extent that the remedies that
the rule prohibits reduce the cost of
business for creditors, borrowers as a
group benefit from those remedies
through greater availability of credit and
lower interest rates. However, the
Commission believes the overall costs to
consumers are greater than these
benefits."
D. LegalFormat of the Rule

We have adopted certain text changes
to bring this rule into accord with the
decision in Katharine Gi'bbs School v.
FTC u (hereinafter Gibbs}, which
requires a rational connection between
the practice found to be violative of
Section 5 and the prescribed remedy. In
order to make this connection dear, the
Second Circuit held that the Magnuson-
Moss Act requires the Commission to
set forth in the actual text of a rule a
description of the underlying unfair or
deceptive acts or practices which serve
as its basis.

Most of the provisions of this rule
require the elimination or restriction of
specified contractual terms and
conditions," or of identified accounting
procedures. "The rule defines the use of
such clauses or procedures, in se, to be
an unfair practice. Because in these
instances the direct relationship
between the unfair practice and the
proscription of that practice is apparent
on the face of each such provision, there
is no reason to set out the two
separately.

The only provision to which this
analysis does not apply is the
requirement of a cosigner disclosure
notice in f 444.3. In order to comply with
the Gibbs ruling, we have modified this
section to, first, define the unfair or
deceptive practices (misrepresentation
of and failure to disclose the nature or

"We have deleted, therefore, the provision*
concerning deficiency balance*. •Homey' fee*.
coiigner* (other than the disclosure notice to
cosigners). thud party contact*, and crou
collalerahution.

"See infra Chapter X.
-12 F.2d 656 (2d Cir 1979).
-Section 444-2(e) (1) through (4).
-Section 444 4.
, No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 / 

extent of cosigner liability) and, second,
prescribe the remedy (furnishing the
required notice). We believe this
language meets both the statutory
requirement that the unfair practice be
described with specificity and the Gibbs
imperative that the identified
prescription be rationally related to the
defined unfair practice.
E, Regulatory Analysis

Based on unfairness, the legal theory
for this rule requires the Commission to
examine the benefits and costs of each
rule provision to conclude that the
practice at issue violates Section 5. This
analysis is no different than that
embodied in the statutory requirement •
to conduct a regulatory analysis." For
this reason, the Commission has
integrated the regulatory analysis with
the Statement of Basis and Purpose for
the rule. A regulatory analysis for the
sections of the original proposal that the
Commission decided not to promulgate
is included in Chapter XIII.
HI. Evidentiary Basis for the Rule as a
Whole

As discussed in the preceding chapter,
there are three elements in the
Commission's consideration of whether
the consumer injury associated with a
practice reaches the level of legal
unfairness. To justify a finding of
unfairness, the injury must be
•ubstantial, not outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or
competition, and not reasonably
avoidable by consumers.

This chapter discusses our rationale
and the evidence relating to the third
element—the degree to which injury is
reasonably avoidable by consumers.
The ability to avoid injury depends in
part on whether consumers have access
to loan contracts without the provisions
in question, and in part on whether,
having signed a contract containing
these provisions, consumers can avoid
their implementation. Our analysis deals
with the rule as a whole. Discussion of
record evidence pertaining to specific
provisions is reserved for subsequent
chapters.
A. The Market for Creditors' Remedies

In part. consumers'ability to avoid
certain remedies depends on their
ability to shop and compare the
language of different credit contracts. To
the degree consumers cannot reasonably
obtain contracts without certain

- Section 22 of the Federal Trade Coomi-ion
Act. a* amended. If VS.C. »7b-3. The itatutory
authority ipecificaUy provide* far inlegratuw the
n(ulatoiy analysis with the Statement of Bad* and
PuipoM. See FTC Act wction XtfbWKAWl-
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rovisions, they must accept those
rovisions if they want a loan.
The record shows that although

onsumers may be able to bargain over
erms such as the price of credit and the
umber or size of payments,1 there is no
argaining over the boilerplate contract
erms that define creditor remedies.* We
oncur with the Presiding Officer's
inding that creditors:
Universally make use of itandardized

orm* in extending credit to conaumer. These
orm* are prepared for creditor* or obtained
y them, and the completed contract is
resented to the progpective borrower on a
take it or leave it basis".'
he consumer credit industry,
overnment officials, legal aid attorneys,
nd academics concurred with this
inding.4

1 E.l; Gerald Kell, Board of Governor*. Federal
eserve System. HX-4SO (summarising bank

comment*); Paul Stansbury, Valley National Bank.
R-I(a)-3S4.

'E.g.. Clare Rollwagen, Minneiota Container
Finance Conference, Tr. 3928, Richard Halliburton.
Legal Aid ft Defender Society of Kama* City. Tr.
114: Jane Johnson. New Orlean* Legal A*»nt«nce.
R-l(c>-l(n. Eugene Thirolf. Land of Lincoln Legal
Aurtance R-I(c)-20; Paul Smith. Pennivlvania
CFA, Tr S469: Eric Wright, Santa Clara Law School.
Tr. 8059: Sam Kelly, Texa* Conauner Credit
Commissioner, Tr. 1293, Michigan Banker*
Association. R-4(a)-181; Robert Cobrann. Delta
Bank and Truat Co.. R-D(c)-t; Leslie Butler.
Consumer Bankers Association. Tr. 1158S, Robert
Mallock. Beneficial Fianance Company. Tr. 9578,
"Remedial and security provision* seem to be
standard bom one lender to another, and the
market very possibly would not reflect bargaining
for these provision* since lender* da not compete
for delinquent accounts." Royal White. Mississippi
Consumer Finance Association, Tr. 207.

• Presiding Officer'* Report at 61.
• E.g.. Banker*: Alfred Lapan. Masaachwetts

Cooperative Bank League. Tr. 11481. Paul
Pfielsticker. Cont. Illinois Bank a Trust. Tr. 2337,
RuBsel Fnedman, Security Pacific Co, R-l(s)-t29;
|oe Martin, lit United Bancorporauon. Tr. 1132;
Hagen McMahan. Independent Bankers of Texa*.
Tr. 191& Donald Boudreau, Chai* Manhattan Bank,
R-l(a)-522; Kenneth Larkin. Bank ofAmenc*. Tr
5673. Robert Bark, Republic National Bank of
Dallas, R-I(A)-872. Finance Companies Hyman
Wehner, Atlantic Finance Co., California Loan and
 Finance Association, Tr. 6494. lame* Ambrose,
International Consumer Credit Association. R-I(a)-
432; Robert E. Dean. Security Mutual Finance,
Alabama Consumer Finance Association. Tr. 155,
William Lehye. Consumar Loan Co. IT. 4365; H. E.
Smith, Alabama Lenders AssociaUon. R-I(a)-383,
Fred Harvey, Georgia Industrial Loan Association,
Tr. 4476. Stephen Hellenlein. Colorado InduatnaJ
Banker* Association. Colorado Consumer Finance
Association. Tr. 7113; Joseph Park, Community
Finance Co.. Tr. 3210; Frank |. Fore. Ford Motor
Credit Co.. R-I(a)-»16. Hetaihr*: Gordon Wear.
Texas Independent Automobile Dealers, Tr. 707.
Robert Lewis. Firestone Tire ft Rubber Co.. R-l(a)-
669; P. T. Welmer. Scan. Roebuck and Co.. R-l(A)-
427. Credit Union*: lames Barr, National
Association of Federal Credit Unions. R-I(a)-464;
Harold Welsh. Dlinois Credit Union League. Tr.
4091: Jackson Guyton. Mutual Savings Credit Union.
R-l(a)-S42- Usol Aid Attorney*: \uaw HiatL Legal
Aid of Oklahoma. R-I(c)-14; John Paer. Legal Aid of
Hawaii, Tr. 533ft Jonathan Epstein. Easex/Neward

Continued
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In and of itself, standardization is not
an indictment of the consumer loan
market. The use of standardized forms is
an efficient, low cost method of
conducting a loan transaction.'The
costs of negotiating with each customer
would surely outweigh the benefits that
would result from individually tailored
contracts. As the Presiding Officer
found, "it is simply not feasible to
conduct the transaction any other
way."'In addition, testimony indicates
that the complex regulatory environment
in which most lenders do business
makes precise contract wording
important, and thereby necessitates the
use of standardized contracts.1'

In a well-functioning market,
competition among sellers would tend to
produce the mix of standardized
contract terms that would best satisfy
borrower preferences.' Despite the use
of standardized contracts, individual
creditors have incentives to compete

Legal Service!. Tr. 8943: Eric Wrighl, Profetior of
Law. Univenity of Santa Clan. Tr. 8059. Alex
Soldamando. Dutnct Attorney, San Franciico. R-
I(d)-22ft lane )ohn»on, New Orleans Legal
Assistance. Tr. 405; John Seveck. California Legal
Assistance, Tr. 8894, Pamela Pierring. CAMP.,
Consumer Action Project. Tr. 6375; Charlei Pyle,
Southern Legal Aid. Inc., Tr. 479; Richard
Halliburton. Legal Aid and Defender Society of
Kanni City, Tr. 114: David Dritcoll. El Pan Legal
Aiiiitance. Tr. 1B14. Otfiers: Gerald KeU. Board of
Governor*. Federal Reserve Syalem, HX-4SO;
Michael Hayea, Center of Law end Social Policy, R-
I(c)-32; Vem Countryman. Profefor of Law.
Harvard Univenity School of Law. Tr. 8143;
Raphael L- Podoliky. Connecticut Legal Assistance,
Tr. 10618. Thomas Raleigh. (•elf) Illinoil Conmmer
Protection, Tr. 2454: William S. Ballenger. Michigan
Department of Licenaing and Regulation. Tr. 8176.

• E.g.. David Pohl. Capital Financial Servicei. R-
l(a)-641; Sam Kelly. Conauner Credit
Administrator, Slate ofTexai. Tr. 1294: Harold
Welsh. Illinoi* Credit Union League, Tr. 4091;
)ack»on Guyton. Mutual Saving! Credit Union, R-
l(a)-342. Charlei Towers, Florida Coniumer Finance
Association. Tr. 3802; William Lehye, Consumer
Loan Co.. Tr. 4365; H. E. Smith. Alabama Lender
Association. R-l(a)-383, Kenneth Lakin, Bank of
America. Tr. 56"3.

• Presiding Officer's Report at 81
' In some cases, lawyers and courts have

struggled for years refining (he language of these
contracts. See Robert E. Dean. Alabama Consumer
Finance Assoc.. Tr. 157; Mark A. Denny, Nebraska
Consumer Credit A»»oc., Tr. 3747; Charles W.
Lowers, Florida Consumer Finance Assoc., Tr. 3802.

In some states a form cannot be altered without
approval from the regulatory authority. Among the
atates that require prior review and approval are
Wisconsin, Richard A. Victor. Assistant Attorney
General. R-I(d)-42 at 3: Alabama. Robert E. Dean.
Alabama Consumer Finance Assoc., Tr. 155-56:
Nevada. Frank ]. Fahrenkopf, }r., Nevada Consumer
Finance Association, Tr. 7857; Florida, Charlei W.
Lowers. Florida Consumer Finance Assoc., Tr. 3802;
Rhode Island. John). Dunnigan, Lincoln Finance. Tr.
10215-16; and California. William Probasco, Mid-
Valley Time Loan. Tr. 8118. In Idaho, creditor forma
are reviewed annually. Tom 0. McEIdowney,
Director, Idaho Department of Finance. Tr. 5077.

•E.S . |ohn Umbeck. Purdue University, Tr. B557:
cf: William Ballenger, Director. Michigan
Department of Licensing end Regulation. Tr. 8176.
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ith each other by offering different
tandard form contracts, provided that a
ufficient number of consumers know
bout the differences and prefer one
ontract to another.'In such
ircumstances, consumers could
easonably avoid undesirable contracts,
nd there would be no basis for
ommission intervention. It is therefore
ecessary to examine the factors that

imit consumer search for more
esirable credit contracts.
Record evidence indicates that

ifferences exists in the kinds of
ontracts offered by different creditors.
inance companies in particular are
ore likely to use the remedies subject

o this rule than are other creditors." ,.
mong finance companies, use of some
ontract terms is relatively low when
xamined nationally. In particular
tates, however, where certain remedies
re more widely used, the incidence is
onsiderably greater. "Moreover, within
 local area, contracts offered by
reditors of a given class may be
ubstantially identical."

•This genera) proposition Is widely recognised in
he economic literature. See, f.g: Schwartz and

ilde, Intervening in Markets of the Bom of
mperfect Information: A Legal anil Economic
nalysis. 127 U.Pa.LRev. 830 (1979); Scales.
raswell. and Salop, The Efficient Regulation of
onsumer Information. 24 Journal of Law and
conomic* 491 (1981). It* applicability to consumer
redit market* was recognixed by the National
ommission on Consumer Finance (NCCF) in the
ontext of Truth In Lending disclosures. See
onsumer Credit in the United Suites, Report of the
CCF at 176-7 (1972).
"See generally. National Consumer Law Center

urvey of Credit Contract Practices (1877). HX-467;
CCF Technical Studies, Vol. V (1972). The

ncidence of particular clauses is discussed in
elevant chapters of this statement.
" E.g.. use of wage assignments is most prevalent

n Illinois and New York, see infra Chapter V; use of
ognovits is substantially limited to one state—
ennsylvania, see infra Chapter IV-
"E.g., Steven P. McCabe. Consumer League of

ew lersey, Tr. 8729, R-I(d)-67; Paul). Pfeilaticker.
ontinental Illinois National Bank 6 Trust Co., Tr.
338. Agnes C. Ryan. Legal Aid Bureau. United
harities of Chicago. Tr. 2244; Drew johnson. Lane
ounty Legal Aid. Tr. 8305-08; George H. (ones.
ssociation Management Services, R-I(a)-28 at 4;

errold Oppenbeim, Legal Assistance Foundation of
hicago, Tr. 2155; Michael Bums, Legal Aid Society
f Minneapolis. R-l(c)-96: Carol Knutaon.
eighborhood Legal Services Association.
ittsburgh. Tr. 11103: Robert Erickson. DNA Legal
ervices, Tr. 1886; R. A. Stanton. Mid Cities Schools
redit Union, R-4(a)-525, Raphael L Podolsky,
onnecticut Legal Services. R-I(c)-56; Richard
arren. Alabama Lenders Association. R-I(a}-361;

obert Bark. Republic National Bank of Dallas. R-
(a)-872; Stephen Cochran, Bexar County Legal Aid.
r. 171ft Andrew Eiler. Consumer Affairs
epartment, United Auto Workers. R-I(d)-02;
agen McMahen. Independent Bankers Association

f Texas. Tr. 191ft Robert Duke, Texas Consumer
inance Association. Tr. 1835; Joe Martin, 1st United
ancorporation. Tr. 113ft Russell Freeman. Security
acific Bank. R-I(a)-t2B; but see Donald Boudreau.
hase Mahattan Bank. R-I(a)-522.
 Rules and Regulations

The strong similarity of consumer
credit contracts among creditors of a
given kind within a local area limits
consumers' incentives to search
elsewhere for a better contract. "If 80
percent of creditors include a certain
clause in their contracts, for example,
even the consumer who examines
contract from three different sellers has
a less than even chance of finding a
contract without the clause. "In such
circumstances relatively few consumers
are likely to find the effort worthwhile,
particularly given the difficulties of
searching for contract terms discussed
below.

A second factor also limits the
incentives of consumers to search for
better credit contracts. Default is a
relatively infrequent occurrence, and
most often occurs for reasons that are
beyond the control of the borrower."
Unlike terms such as interest rates or
payments, which are relevant in every
transaction, the chances are good that
the remedial provisions in any particular
transaction will never be relevant. Thus,
consumers would quite reasonably
concentrate their search for credit on
terms such as interest rates and
payments, rather than alternative
remedial provisions.

Consumers' limited incentives to seek
out better contracts are compounded by
the costs and difficulties of searching for
contract language. Borrowers usually
cannot understand the technical
language used in credit contracts."

"George Stigler. in a pioneering article on the
subject of search, shows that "if the dispersion of
price quotations [among] sellers is at all large
(relative to the cost of search), it will pay, on
average, to canvass several sellers." In contrast,
when price dispersion is small and the cost of
information acquisition it high. it will not pay lo
search for additional quotations. The Economics of
Information." 88 Journal of Political Economy, 171 at
173 (1961) This argument applies, In general, to any
information, not just price quotations If additional
search is unlikely to discover a better alternative, it
will not pay to engage in additional search

"If 80 percent of creditors chosen at random use
a particular term, then the chance that 3 creditors
chosen at random all use the term is .BxAx.B, or
851 percent.

-See infra Section B.
"E.g.. Professor )ohn Spanogle, Tr 9714: Dr. Paul

E. Smith, Wharton School, on behalf of the National
Consumer Finance Association. Tr. 8468: William S.
Ballenger, Director. Michigan Department of
Licensing and Regulation. Tr 8177; Kayla Vaughn.
Michigan PIRG. Tr. 4648; Karl Friedman, Alabama
Consumer Finance Association. Tr. I486. Professor
Eric Wright, Univenity of Santa Clare School of
Law, Tr. 8062.

Although debtors may not be able to understand
the specific terms of particular contracts, most
debtors probably have a reasonably accurate
general perception of what is likely to happen to
them if they default on their obligations. See lerrold
Oppenheim, Legal Assistance Foundation of
Chicago, Tr. 2154-55; Michael Bums. Legal Aid

Continued
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Some witnesses stated that many
provisions are phrased in terms that are
virtually impossible for the non-lawyer
to understand. "As the Presiding Officer
noted:

Consumer credit contracts are not drafted
with a view of making the provisions
understandable to the consumer generally
and do not contain an adequate explanation
of either the consumer's rights or the
creditor's obligations.'*

Nor can consumers seek explanations
from lenders, because inquiries by
prospective customers regarding
remedies may tend to make a creditor
wary and hesitant to grant the loan.'*
The Presiding Officer concluded "that
consumers do not have a complete
understanding of consumer credit
contracts." *°We concur.

Comparing contracts is also
complicated by the lack of standardized
terminology among various creditors.
Different creditors may use different
language to achieve essentially the same
results.21 For example, some contracts
might refer to a cognovit, which other
contracts might describe as a confession
of judgment. Particularly given the
complex legal terminology often
employed, many consumers may find it
difficult even to identify substantive
differences in contracts. In some cases,
comparison is impossible because the
creditor refuses to give out the loan
contract until the borrower seems ready
to sign it.**

In many other markets when
comparing products is difficult for
'hoppers, companies attempt to make
s.'ch information more easily accessible.
Companies with more favorable
remedial terms have an incentive to
advertise that fact, and thereby attract a

Suc;ety of Mmreapoln. HX-8S it 5-6 Clarence
Naborowda, Illinois Coiumner Finance
Association. uid the great majority of coluumen
recognize an obligation to pay their debt*, Tt. SMf,
but they do ool read evefy line of their contract*
and. for example, do nol know what statutory
evemptiuc* are available. Tr. 387S-79.

"E.g.. Alfred Blake*. North Louiiiana Legal
Ariftance Corporation. HX-50 at 3-1.5— also, W.
Lloyd Copeland Legal Aid Society. Tr. 2004; David
M Dnscoll. B Paao Legal AMiftance Society, Tr.
1614-15.

"Pretiding Officer's Report at 77.
"Eg.. F. T. Weimer. Sear. Roebuck a Co., R-

l(a)-427, Leflie Butler, Coasumer Bankers
Afociation. Tr. 11586; lame* K. Owens. Bank of
Gordo. R-I(a)-as at 3; Keneth V Lartei. Bank of
Americe. Tr 5674; Paul). Pfellaticker, Continental
Ulinoil Nati Bank ft Trust Co., Tr. 2337.

••Presiding Officer's Report at 77.
"E.g.. R-M-IM.185.1S7.191-183.195; tee

generally, consumer credit contracts, R-Xl-(name of
company), in binders 215-»2-1-12-38 through 294.

"See lonatfaan Epstein, Essex-Newsrk Legal
Service, Tr. 8945; Toby I. Rothschild. Legal Aid
Foundation of Long Beach. HX-264 at 1.
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 /

larger share of the loan market** No
such advertising is reflected in the
record, however. Nor does the
rulemaking record have specific
information on why such advertising
fails to occur. Nevertheless, the
Commission sees several possible
explanations, including those discussed
above: the complexity of the legal
process surrounding remedies and the
fact that the average consumer does not
focus on elements of a transaction that
are distant in time and probability.

Consumer ignorance with regard to
the meaning of contractual language is
one factor that may inhibit such
advertising. For example, the company
that claims that its contract contains no
waiver of exemption will have to
explain what a waiver is, and why
consumers should prefer a contract
without it Such an educational
campaign is costly and will tend to
benefit other creditors who "free ride"
on the company's efforts.** If consumers
prefer contracts without waivers, then
other companies can eliminate their
waivers (and advertise the fact} without
bearing the costs of education.

Adverse selection by borrowers also
limits the incentives of creditors to
promote remedies that are relatively
lenient. Within any group of borrowers
that appear identical to the creditor, the
true default risk for some is greater than
others. If a creditor were to introduce a
loan contract with less onerous
remedies than those of its competitors,
then its contract would become
especially attractive to relatively high
risk borrowers, because these borrowers
have the most to gain from the more
lenient remedy terms. Therefore, a
disproportionately greater share of the
borrowers attracted to this company
would be those with a relatively high
risk of default. "Thus. a company mat
promoted more lenient remedy terms
might experience a higher rate of
borrower default than its competition.
Unless its higher rate of interest could
fully compensate for this higher rate of
default, the company would find these
remedy provisions unprofitable, even if
consumers would prefer the provisions.

Ultimately, similar considerations led
the Commission to reject an alternative
rule that would have required plain
English disclosure of contractual
remedies. Such a rule would make

"In general "sellers have a substantial economic
Incentive to disseminate information to consumers."
See, e.g, Bealas. CreswelL and Salop, litpm note 9.
at 491. 502.

—The free rider problem can lead to an
underprovision of information. Id. at 503-505.

"Aho, « aJ.. The Federal Trade Comnlssion
Proposal* far Credit Contract Regulation* and the
Availability of Consumer Credit. R-M-10 at 129.
 Rules and Regulations 7747

information more easily accessible to
borrowers. However, in so doing it
would tend to exacerbate the adverse
•election problem. Moreover, disclosure
alternatives would deal only partially
with limited seller incentives to promote
alternative remedies due to the free
rider problem, and would not address at
all consumers' limited incentives to
search for information about remedies.**

Although some options exist, and
some consumers may search for
contract provisions they prefer, the
record indicates that in consumer credit
markets, comparison of competing
contracts is difficult and costly.
Moreover, remedies intended to reduce
the costs of identifying better contracts
are unlikely to succeed. Therefore, the
Commission has concluded that
consumers cannot reasonably avoid the
contract clauses at issue in this
proceeding.
B. Default audits Causes

Even if a contract contains
undesirable remedies, borrowers could
reasonably avoid injury if they could
avoid implementation of remedies.
Addressing this possibility requires an
examination of the causes of default.

There are two leading studies of the
causes of default one by the National
Commission on Consumer Finance "
and the other by sociologist David
Caplovitz.** The studies complement
each other—the NCCF relied on survey
data from creditors but Caplovitz
surveyed debtors. Both reach similar
conclusions.

"Loss of income" stands out as the
leading reason for default in the
Caplovitz study. ** The primary causes
of loss of income are "adverse
employment change" (including
unemployment, loss of overtime, etc.)
and "illness to chief wage
earner." "Findings of the NCCF are
similar. Unemployment is ranked as the
most important cause of default by all
classes of creditors. Overextension is
found to be the second most important
cause by banks and finance companies,
and the third most important cause by
retailers.*1

These categorizations are necessarily
somewhat imprecise. "Nevertheless,
the results indicate that the precipitating
cause of default is usually a
circumstance or event beyond the
debtor's immediate control. When such
events occur, default is generally an
involuntary response.

—For a fuller discussion of the disclosure
alternative see Chapter XIII.

"NCCF Techical studies. Vol. V, at 5 (1872).
"David Caplovltx, Consumer* in Trouble: A

study of Debtors in Default 54 (1974).
Continued
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Nonetheless, among a minority of
debtors, default might have been
prevented. Caplovitz found voluntary
overextension was given as either a
major or contributing cause of default by
25 percent of the debtors surveyed and
debtor irresponsibility by 5 percent.**
The NCCF found overextension to be

-Caploviti' reiull* in •ummariied •• follow:
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cond or third most important cause
fault (no distinction was made
een voluntary and involuntary
xtension) and lack of intention to
 as the last or next to the last most
rtant cause of the 8 causes
ed.*4 Moreover, some debtors can
e in precautionary behavior that
often the impact of unfortunate
ts, and enable them to increase
chances of weathering adversity
ut defaulting on their obligations.**
e study on the record provides
 insight in this regard. It examines
cidence of seven economically
atic events in a representative

le of American families over a five-
period. Events studied were firings,
ployment, underemployment,

ions, unplanned emergency
nditures, unplanned children, and
s resulting in two or more weeks
ce from work. The study found
ver a five-year period almost all

eholds experience at least one of
sted events. A majority experience
or more.**
fault, however, is a far less
on experience. Data on
obile loans, for example,"

ates a yearly default rate which
uates between 3 and 6 percent,
nding on the general state of the
my.** Robert Shay, Columbia
ersity Business School, testified for

 that at any given time about 7
nt of finance company accounts
 60 or more days past due.** He
ou itopped making payment* on the
handiie/loan)?" A typical reiponie wai: "I

k and didn't work for a while and then were
ny bill* to keep up." I* the cauae of Ibil
t involuntary overextenaion or Illneu? Such
lioni are difficult to make and Caplovif
ledge* that hit coding deciiioni "were to

xtent arbitrary " D. Caplovitz, lupm note 28,
1 In addition, there may be reiponte biai ai
* may tend to undereatimale their own
ibllity In cauiing default.
e *upro note 29.
e tuprc note 31.
r example, one wilneil (fated that a major
of default with reapect.to automobile loani
e uninaured colliiion. He added that If the car
en Inaund when damaged, repair* would
een made at the expenae of the inauranca
ny, and there would have been no default
 E. McCaIip. Northeaat Ford. Tr. 11531-32.
ta war* taken bom the •'Panel Study of

e Dynamic*." a continuing longitudinal ttudy
t of the Univenlty of Michigan Survey
rch Center, R-XuI-4 •t 6-& and from E.
. Involuntary Diuvptioiw of "tiff-Cycle"

 In Fin Thousand American FwaUiw—
u of Economic Prosrfu. Aaalyiw ofUu
ix Yean of the Panal Study oflnconw
ic*. Vol. in (G. Duncan and I. Moran. eda.

liable data for overall default ratea are not
ble.

erican Banker* Aaaociation (ABA)
ment Landing Divition. "Delinquency Ratea
k InitaUmeat Loan*", variou* year*. 5— alio,

lo, R-I(a)-8ia at 4S; R-l(*)-Hl2 at 5.
-M4al24.
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ggested that these borrowers are most
kely to be subject to creditor
medies.4* Creditors other than finance

ompanies have lower delinquency
tes than do finance companies.*'
Although most consumers do not

efault, many defaults nonetheless
ccur. Moreover, the record
emonstrates that among those defaults
at occur, the majority are not
asonably avoidable by consumers.
stead, default is a response to events
at are largely beyond the consumer's

ontrol. Precautions can reduce the risk
f default, but no reasonable level of
recautions can eliminate the risk.
oreover, some consumers are unable
 take various precautionary steps.4*
hus, consumers cannot reasonably
void the harsh consequences of
reditors' remedies by avoiding default.

. Confessions of Judgment
Section 444.2(a)(l) of the rule provides
at it is an unfair act or practice for a
nder or retail installment seller to take
r receive from a consumer an
bligation that constitutes or contains a
ognovit, confession of judgment (for
urposes other than executory process
 the state of Louisiana],' warrant of

ttorney, or other waiver of the right to
otice and the opportunity to be heard
 the event of suit or process thereon.

. Nature of the Practice
The cognovit is a legal device
hereby the debtor, by means of a
rovision included in the contact,
onsents, in advance to the creditor
btaining a judgment without prior
otice or hearing. The debtor either
onfesses judgment in advance of
efault or authorizes the creditor or an

"Id. at 23. Thoaa figure* may, however,
ndentate the number of conaumera who become
elinquent during the term of a credit obligation.
hu*. Robert Mallock of Beneficial Management
orporation teatified that about 30 percent of
eneficial account* become delinquent in the courae
fayear.Tr.9580.
u A* of the end of 1976. federal credit union* had

n over 60 day delinquency rate of 3.7 percent of the
umber and U, percent of the amount of loan*
utatanding. W» Annual Report of the Nabonal
redit Union Adminittratioo al 7-& In the third
uarter of 197B. bank inatallment loan 30 day*
elinquent rate* were about 2.4 percent down from
 high of •lightly over 3 percent al the beginning of

S7& ABA. "Daliiiquancy Rate* of Bank Inatallment
oan*." (Bulletin No. 405. Third Quarter 1978),
aaed on weight average of eight loan type*.
eraonal loan delinquency rate* were lomewhat
igher, at about 3.1 percent in the third quarter of
978.
"See. ff.. Renee H Relxach. Greater Upatate

aw Project. XV-3U at 1155; Joanna S. Faulkner.
ew Haven Legal Aaafatanca Aaiociation. Inc.. XV-

50 at 395.
'The exception provided for Louiiiana u

iacuiaed infra at note* 103-105 and accompanying
xL
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attorney designated by the creditor to
appear and confess judgment against
the debtor.* Unless the contract BO
provides, default is not a necessary
condition precedent to the entry of
judgment. The judgment may be taken
by any person holding the note. At
common law it operates to cut off the
opportunity to contest jurisdiction or
venue or lo present any claims or
defenses that the debtor may have.'
{udgment is rendered for the amoiint due
shown on the face of the note plus any
other charges authoiized, such as
attorney fees and any court costs. It can
be converted into a lien on the debtor's
property, which subjects debtor's
property to seizure and sale to satisfy
the judgment.

Because the common law cognovit is a
drastic remedy, its use today typically is
constrained to some extent by statutory
safeguards in those states where it is
permitted end used. In such states, as at
common law, judgment is entered
against the debtor by the filing of a
confession. The filing creates a lien on
the debtor's properly, subjecting it lo
execution in satisfaction of the debt.
Unlike its operation at common law,
however, the entry of judgment does not
cut off all opportuniiy to contest the
creditor's claim. The judgment debtor
has the right to petition the court and, if
the debtor presents a prima facie case,
the court will reopen the judgment.* The
debtor may then raise any substantive
defenses to the creditor's claim that
could have been used in the debtor's
defense in a trial on the merits.'The lien

'A warrant of attorney authorizing [udgmmt is
pc'+.apt I.IP moat powerfu! and drastic document
unov.n to civil law The sijpci dt-piivet '"msi-lf of
ever> defense and eipry delay of execution. he
waives exemption of personal property from levy
and sale under the exemption laws, he places his
ca'ise in the hands of a hostile defender The signing
of a w arrdnt of attorney is equivalent to a wdrnor of
old cn'-nr;; a combat by discarding his shield and
brcdking his avxord

Cutler v Lots/law. 374 Pa 1, 4-5, 97 A.2d ;34. 236
(1953)

'/on»( . fohn Hancock A/ut. Life Ins Co, 289 F
Supp gar 533 (W.D Mich iges), aftd. 4ie F.zd 629
(6th Cir> 18S9, See also. Presiding Officer's Report
a<79

'This discussion ofttatutory safeguards reflects
the law governing confessions of judgment in
Pennsylvania, see infra notes 33-45 and
accompanying text. In other stales, procedural
lafeguards governing the use of cognovits are
similar but variations exist. See, e.g.. discussion of
statutory safeguards in Delaware and Virginia infra
notes 29-32 and accompanying text.

* Absent a defense, however, judgment will not be
reopened merely because the debtor has a
counterclaim or set-off that he could have joined
with his defense ] M Kom frSon. Inc v Fleet Air
Corp. 300 Pa. Super 458.——. 446 A.2d 945. 947
(1982) Additional limits on the debtor's right to a
trial de novo are discussed infra at notes 43-47 and
accompanying text.
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the judgment or of any levy or
tachment is preserved while these
oceedings are pending.
Although such statutory •afeguards
ovide debtors with come means of
otecting their property interests, they
l to provide the full due process
otection required by the fourteenth
endment to the Constitution. The

sence of the due process clause as it
lates to property is to protect the
dividual from wrongful deprivation by,
 through the offices of, the
vernment.* Such protection is
hieved by giving individuals notice of
e claims against them,1 and the
portunity to contest those claims at a
aring.'If the hearing is to achieve its
rpose, then, in anything other than an
ergency situation it must precede the

operty deprivation.*
Judgment debtors whose property is
cumbered through the existence of a
editor's lien lose the full use and
joyment of their property. Debtors are
likely to be able to sell it, for example,
 to use it as collateral while it is
bject to a lien. Although the debtor
ay eventually prevail on the merits
d dissolve the lien, the post-judgment
hts provided by statute cannot cure

e deprivation experienced while the
tion is pending. Even a temporary and
n-final deprivation of the use of one's
operty is a matter of constitutional
nificance and invokes the protection

 the due process clause. "Because
ate statutory protections governing
gnovits arise only after debtors are
prived of the full use of their property,
ey cannot guarantee full due process
otection. The right to a hearing before
privation occurs is essential."
The contractual waiver of one's right
 due process is constitutionally
rmissible, provided that the waiver is
ade voluntarily, knowingly, and
telligently." Thus, in a commercial
ntext, the use of confessions of
dgment has been upheld where the
cts demonstrated that this standard
d been met. "A consumer who is
aware of the existence or meaning of
cognovit clause, however, cannot be
id to have waived due process rights
luntarily, knowingly, and intelligently

•Fwntes v Shevin. 407 U.S. B7,81 (1972).
'Baldwin v. Hale, 66 U.S. (1 Wall.) 223, 233 (1863).
•Grwinii v. On/eon, 234 U.S 385, 394 (1914).
'Fuenles v. Shevin, W U.S. W, 81 (1B72); Bell v.
rson. 402 U.S. 835, S42 (1971).
"Smadach v. Family Finance Corp., 395 U S. 337,
2 (1969); North Georgia Finishing v. DiChem. Inc.,
9 U.S 606 (1975).
" See Fuenie* v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67,81 (1972)
'* Compare Ovenneyer v. Prick. 405 U.S 174,187
71) with Swarb v. Lenox. 405 U.S. 191 (1971).
"See Overmeyvrv. Frick. 405 U.S. 174 (1971).
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y signing a contract that includes such
 clause.'4
Of the creditor remedies addressed by
e rule, confessions of judgment are
ast likely to be understood by
onsumers." In many cases, consumers,
pecially low-income consumers, are

ot aware that cognovit clauses are in
eir contracts." To the extent that they

re aware, consumers rarely understand
e significance of these clauses because
ey are worded in obscure technical
nguage and because the concept of
dgment by confession conflicts with
e common understanding of basic due

rocess rights.17 The record shows that,
r these and other reasons (discussed
 Chapters II and III above], consumers
o not bargain over this provision or
op for contracts without it. The

ommission finds, therefore, that
onsumers cannot reasonably avoid the
jury caused by cognovits.
. State Law
Virtually all states currently impose

ome statutory restrictions on the use of
ognovit clauses. The protection that
uch statutes provide is far from
niform, however. A number of states
ither bar the use of confessions of
dgment altogether or prohibit their use
 connection with any claim arising out

f a consumer credit transaction."
ther states restrict their use in

pecified classes of transactions, such
s retail installment sales contracts, but
o not impose a general prohibition on

"See Swarb v. Lennox. 405 U.S. 191.197-98
972; Slate statutes governing confessions of
dgn;ent do not fenerally provide for a hpanr.g on
e question of waiver But see Dt\. Code Ann tit
 section 3908 (1974), which does provide fur such

 herring
'' Presiding Officer's Report at 90
" Sec Swarb v Lennox, 405 U.S. 191,197 (i9-.;|
 it 198 (citing a 1868 study conducted by DaviJ
sploviti of 245 confessed-judgment debtors m
hiladelphia, only 14 percent of whom knew that
e contrac— they had signed contained cogiicul
hines)

' ' ' E.S . Carolyn C McTighe, Legal Aid Society of
leveland, Ft-I(c)-38; Jules S. Uttman, Middlesex
ounty Legal Service Corporation, R-l(c)-28 at 3,
ugene Thiroll. Land of Lincoln Legal Afsislan:e
oundation, Tr. 3356
'• See. e.s, Colo. Rev. Stat. sections 5-2-415, 5-3-

07 (1973). D.C. Code Ann. lection 28-3804 (1981).
daho Code section 28-43-305 (Supp. 1983). III. Ar.n
tat ch. 110. section 2-1301 (Smith-Hard 1983). Ind
ode Ann. lection* 24-4.S-2-415.24-4.5-3-407

Bunis 1982); Kan. StaL Ann. section 16a-3-306
981); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 9-A, lection 3 306
980), Mail. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 231, lection 13A

West 1974); N.M. Stat. Ana. sections 39-1-16, 39-1-
8 (1981); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. lection 232313 (Page
981). Okia Slat. tit. MA, lectioni 2-415, 3-407
1983). S.C. Code Ann. sections 37-2-415,37-3-407
Law Co-op. 1976); Utah Code Ann. lections 70B-2-
15, 70B-3-407 (1980); VL StaL Ann. tit. 9. section
455 (1970), W. Va Code lection 4CA-2-117 (1980),
i*c. Stat. Ann. lection 806.25 (Welt 1977). lection

22.40S (Welt 1974); Wyo. Slat. sections 40-14-249.
0-14-338 (1977).
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their use with respect to all consumer
transactions.1' In addition, a significant
number of states prohibit small loan
licensees from utilizing confessions of
judgment in loan agreements with
consumers.10 The statutory definition of
a small loan licensee varies from state
to state, however.*' Thus, the protection

" See. e.g.. Conn Gen. Slat. Ann lection 42-68
(1956) (confession of judgment void in retail
installment contract or imtallment loan contract):
Hawaii Rev. Stal. lection 476-13 (1876) (void in
retail iiulaJImeot contraci) Md. Con: Low Code
Ann sections 12-601,12-607 (196,1) (prohibited in
retail installment niei agreement* between buyer
and teller or lalei finance company); Mich, Comp.
Law Ann. lection 445.652 (1976). tection 445.864
(Supp. 1963-64) (prohibited in retail installment
contract or retail charge agreement for goods or
aervices), Minn Stal Ann StJiion 325G 16 (West
1961) (prohibited in consumer credii sale for good*
or service*), N.H Rev. Stat. section 361-A-7 (1966)
(void in retail instaliinent contraci for purchase of
motor vehicle); N.I Rev. Slat. aection 17.16037
(Supp 1963-64) (void ui retail ins;d:lmenl contract
or retail charge account), N J. Rev. Stal. section
1716C-64 (1975) (void in home repair contract): N.Y.
Per* Prop section 403 (Consol. 1976) (prohibited in
retail installment contracts); N Y. Civ. Prac Law
section 3201 (McKuiney 1970) (void if executed
before default in connection with the purchase of
consumer goods for S1500 or leas), N C Gen Stat.
sections 25A-2.25A-16 (Supp. 1963) (void in
connection with claim arising out of a consumer
credit *ale for goods or •ervices). N D. Cent. Code
lection 51-13-021 (1B62) (prohibited ;n retail
installment contracts); Or Rev. Stat section 83.670
(1973) (unenforceable in retail installment contract
for motor vehicle), Tex. Rev. Civ. Stal. Ann. Art.
5069-6.05 (Vernon Supp. 1962-63) (prohibited 10
retail installment contract or retail charge
agreement).
" See. eg.. Ala. Code section S-18-16 (1975),

Anz. Rev. Stat. Ann. lection (-629 (1974). Cal. Fin.
Code lection 22467 (Deering Supp 1983). Conn. Gen.
Slat Ann —ebon 36-236 (WesI 1961); Fla Slat.
Ann aection 516.16 (West 1972), Hawaii Rev. Stat.
aection 409-15 (1976). Ky. Rev Stat. Ann section
268.580 (Bobbs-MerriU Supp. 1962). Md Corn. Law
Code Ann. section 12-311 (1963). Mich Comp. Laws
Ann. lection 493.12 (Supp 1983-84). Minn Stat.
Ann section 5612 (West 1970|: Mus Code Ann
section 75-67-127 (Supp 1983). Munt Code Ann
section 32-5-305 (1961). Neb. Rev. Stal. lection 8-
447 (1977). Nev Rev. StaL lection 675.350 (1979);
N H Rev. Stal. Ann. lection 399-A:5 (1966). N.j Rev.
StaL aection 17:10-15 (Supp. 1983-84): N.Y. Banking
Law section 353 (Consol 1970). N C Gen. Stat.
section 53-181 (1982). N D Cent Code section 13-
03-15 (1961). R I Gen Laws section 19-25-24 (1968).
Tex Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. Art. N169-3.20 (Vemon
1974). VL Slat. Ann. tit 8. aection 2222 (1970). Va.
Code section 6.1-283 (1983). Wash. Rev. Code
section 31.06.150 (Supp. 1963-64).

The Presiding Officer indicated that 29 states bar
the me of confessions of judgment by small loan
licensee*. Presiding Officer'1 Report at 61. In the
interim, six states—Idaho, Indian*. Oklahoma.
South Carolina, Utah, and Wyoming—have replaced
•uch statutes with statutes that prohibit confession*
of judgment In all consumer loan transactions.
Pennsylvania also repealed It* statute invalidating
confessions of judgment in-small loan transactions.
Pennsylvania's statutory limitations on confessions
of judgment are discussed infra at note 33.
California and Rhode Island were not included in
the Presiding Officer'* total. These states prohibit
confession* of judgment in most (mall loan
transactions, however.
" Compare Mont. Code Ann. section 32-5-103

(1961) (licensee is any person engaged in business of
9. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 /

•uch provisions afford consumers varies
accordingly.

Other states authorize confessions of
judgment, but only if they are executed
after action on the underlying obligation
has been instituted. "The hallmark of
the common law cognovit is the waiver
of due process rights before the time
that the debtor needs their protection.
Because such statutes prohibit waiver of
these rights before commencement of an
action against the debtor, in effect they
bar the common law cognovit and the
ills traditionally associated with it."
Before an action can be commenced the
debtor must receive notice, and the right
to a hearing necessarily follows. If at
this point the debtor chooses to confess
judgment, the waiver of the right to a
trial on the merits may be assumed to
have been made intelligently and
voluntarily. A few other states restrict
confessions of judgment by requiring
that they be entered into after default,
rather than after institution of suit," or
by requiring that the debtor appear
personally in court to confess judgment
if he or she chooses.*

Another group of states restricts
confessions of judgment by authorizing
their use but requiring that the debtor
sign a verified statement under oath
attesting to the existence of the
obligation due or to become due. "Such

making loan* or advances of money on credit in
•mounts of $25,000 or less) with Hawaii Rev. Stat.
aection •09-15 (1976) (licensee if any person
engaged in business of making loans of money,
credit goods, or things in action in the amount or
value of $300 or leas).

The statutory definition of a licensee typically
excludes federal and (late banks, trust companies,
savings or building and loan associations and credit
unions. 11 often also excludes pawn-broken and
retail sellers. See, e.g., Ani, Rev. Slat Ann. section
6-602 (Supp. 1963-84). Mont. Code Ann. »eclion 32-
5-103 (1961).

••See, •«_ Al«. Code section 8-fl-ll (1875); Fla.
Stat. Ann. aectioo 55.0! (Weal 1969); Ga. Code Ann.
section 110-601 (1973); Ky. Rev Stal. Ann. aection
372.140 (Bobbl-Memll 1970); Miss. Code Ann.
section 11-7-187 (1972). Or. R Civ. P 73 (1981).
Tenn Code Ann. lection 25-2-101 (I960), Tex. Rev.
Civ. StaL Ann. Ait. 2224.

"As a result confession* of judgment obtained
pursuant to such statutes are not prohibited by this
rule provision. See infra note 106 and accompanying
texL

-See. e^.. Ariz. Rev. Stat Ana. lection 44-143
(1962), low Code Ann. section 537.3306 (We*)
Supp. 1883-64).

"See, e.g.. Ark. Stat. Aim.aeclion 29-301 (1979);
Neb. Rev. Stat. section 25-1309 (1979).

"See. e.g., Alaska Stat. tection 9.30.050. Alaska
R. Civ. P. 87 (c) (1973); Cal. Civ. Proc. Code lection*
1132-1134 (Dnrinc 1961) (confession may be
entered only if an attorney Independently
representing the debtor signs a certificate that the
attorney ha* examined the proposed judgment, ha*
advised the debtor with respect to waiver of right*
and defenses, and ha* advised the debtor to utilize
the procedure); Mo. Rev. Stat. sections 511.070-
511.100 (1974); Mont Code Ann. lection* 27-B-101,
27-9-102 (191); Nev. Rev. StaL aaction* 17.0BO-
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rovisions may help to focus the
ebtor's attention upon the existence of
he cognovit clause at the time due
rocess rights are waived. They do not
nsure that the waiver is made
ntelligently, however, or at a time that
he waiver has meaning for the debtor."

A few states provide for the entry of a
udgment by confession without
equiring verification of the confession
nder oath and also without providing

the debtor with notice and a hearing at
he time of entry. Instead, these states
ely on post-judgment procedures to

alleviate wrongful deprivation that the
ebtor may have suffered." The
equired procedures provide varying

degrees of protection to the debtor.
elaware, for example, provides for a

hearing on the question of whether the
ebtor understood the constitutional
ights waived at the time the judgment
as confessed." Before judgment

becomes final the court clerk must send
otice to the debtor by certified mail of

the opportunity for such a hearing. In
addition, the debtor may seek to vacate
or reopen the judgment and may present
any defenses not deemed to have been
waived, i.e.. any defenses of which the
debtor had no knowledge at the time of
the confession of judgment or that arose
subsequently."

Virginia law provides that any
confessed judgment may be reduced or
set aside within twenty-one days
following notice to the debtor of its
entry on any ground that would have
constituted an adequate defense or set-
off to the underlying claim." It also
requires the court clerk to notify the
debtor of the right to contest judgment
on these grounds." Unlike Delaware,
however, Virginia does not specifically
provide for a hearing on the preliminary
question of intelligent or understanding
waiver.

Pennsylvania also authorizes the
entry of judgment by confession against
a debtor without advance notice and
hearing. Although some statutory
restrictions apply," it appears that

17.110 (1979); S.D. Codified Laws Ann sections 21-
26-1—21-26-t (1878); Wash Rev Code sections
4.60.060-4.60.070 (1974).

"The California statute is an exception in
requiring detailed procedure* designed to ensure
intelligent waiver. See lupro note 26.
" Sea, e.s; Del. Code Ann. tit. 10, sections 2306,

3908 (1974). Pa. Ct. R. Civ. P. 2950-2962 (Welt 1983).
Va. Code lections S.01-t31—B m-441 (1977)

-Del. Code Ann. tit. 10, section 3906 (1974).
" I d .
" Va. Code section 8.01-433 (1977).
•/d. at section 801-438.
" Pennsylvania law permit* a creditor to take a

confessed judgment bom a debtor. It also permits
the creditor to enter judgment against the debtor at
any time before default and to use it .0 create a lien

ConliBun)
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confessions of judgment are used
relatively frequently in this state."
Pennsylvania's procedural protections
are more limited than those of Delaware
and Virginia. In Pennsylvania, judgment
is entered by the filing of a instrument
confessing judgment or authorizing a
third pariy to confess judgment against
the debtor. Default is not a necessary
condition prpcedent to the entry of
judgment." The court clerk must notify
the defendant debtor of the entry of
judgment and enclose copies of the
documents filed in support of judgment.
Such notice is sent by ordinary mail
rather than certified mail, however, and
no return receipt is required.** Thus, the
court has no assurance that the debtor
has, in fact, received notice. Failure to
mail the notice and documents does not
affect (he lien against the debtor's
property imposed by the judgment." As
a result, debtors may be wholly
unaware that their property is subject to
a lien.

Pennsylvania law provides for striking
off or reopening of a judgment entered
by confession. "To strike a judgment the
defendant's petition must assert defects
eppearing on the record. To reopen a
judgment the defendant's petition first
mast assert prima facie grounds for
relief. The existence of offsetting claims
or counterclaims that the debtor has
against the creditor does not constitute
grounds for reopening. "All defenses
that are not included in the petition are
waived. The court determines whether
to reopen the judgment on the basis of
the defendant's petition, the plaintiffs
answer, and on testimony, depositions,
and admissions. There is no statutory
provision for a hearing on the petition to
reopen Only if the pleadings produce
evidence that would require submission

on the d-L'.u.-'s real and personal property. The
deb'"' ? '̂ '.'..''-T'al real estate is prof-'-ted from
exccu'.iu • on the ba«is of such a lien however, in
t^d1 e^pi'-il.un may not occur Jntil after a tnal on
tha mei .is of l'..e clanr. 41 Pa Conr Slat Ann
si-cli^r. 4'-;' (P-Jrdon Supp 1383-64)

Similarly execution may not be had on srcli a
basis as to any of the debtor's property without first
proceeding as in any anginal action when the claim
anses out of a retail installaient sale, contract or
account eg Pa Cons Slat. Ann lection 1605
(Purdon Supp 1183-84) Thil chapter prohibits the
us? of a power of attorney to confess such a
judprcrU, set id. at lection 14Cn(e). but not the
taking of confesiion from a debtor.

In contrast, home improvement contracts may
contain a power of attorney clause authorizing
confession of nidgment. (udgmpnl may be entered
before default, (hereby creating a lien. but execution
before default is prohibited. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 73,
lection 500-«06 (Purdon 1971).

•• See discunion of prevalence infra Section C.
•• Pa Ct R. Civ. P. 2851 (Welt lfl83).
•• Pa Ct R. Qv. P. 236 (We»t 1B83).
•'Id.
•Pa Ct R. Civ. P 2859 (We*) 1083).
"See luprv note 5.
. No. 42 / Thursday, March 1, 1984 / 

of the issues to a jury will the court
reopen the judgment "Thus, the
reopening of a judgment entered by
confession involves a preliminary
pleading contest in which the debtor has
the burden of persuasion."

In the event that the court does reopen
the judgment, the lien of the judgment or
of any execution issued on it is
unimpaired, although the court may stay
execution pending final disposition of
the proceeding.4'This is a discretionary
matter, however, the court is not
required to stay execution. No further
pleadings are permitted after reopening.

Although these statutory provisions
afford some means of contesting a
judgment that has been improperly
entered, they fail to ensure that debtors*
rights will be protected adequately. This
is true because, as noted above, there is
no assurance that debtors will receive
notice of the entry of judgment. Even
when debtors do receive notice of the
entry of judgment, the law does not
require that they be notified of the right
to contest the judgment or the grounds
upon which they may do so. "Evidence
in the rulemeking record shows that
debtors may fail to recognize the
implication of judgments entered by
confession against them, as well as the
means that they may use to contest such
judgments. "Moreover, ignorance of the
rights that were waived at the time of
confession is not a statutory defense in
Pennsylvania." Finally, debtors' due
process rights are inadequately
protected by Pennsylvania statute
because the law permits encumbrance
of their property before, rather than
after, a hearing en the merits of the
crfcditors' claims.

•Pa Ct. R. Civ. P. 2959 (West 1983) A "defendant
must allege • meritorious defense to liabil.'y on the
note. ind must produce evidence B'.'rr'iir'nl lo
prpucnt a )ury question and avoid a diret.fd
verdict' Federal Deposit Insurance Corp v
Durrets, 484 F. Supp. 1134, 1141 (E.D. Pa. 1MO}

•' "The placing of this burden upon the debtor is
in direct contrast to the burdens in a normal or pre-
jud^meni creditor-debtor action. In those cases
instituted by a creditor against a debtor, the creditor
is considered the proponent of a claim and the
burdens are his." Swarb r. tennox, 314 f Supp.
1091 (E.D. Pa. 1970), affd, 405 U.S. 191 (1972).

••7 Stand. P». Prac 172,174. sections 138.142.
"This contrail* with Virginia law, for example,

which requires such notification to the debtor. See
tupra note 32 and accompanying text.

•'See, e.g.. Henry). Sonuncr, Community Legal
Services of Philadelphia, Tr. 10980, Carol Knutson,
Neighborhood Legal Services Association.
Pittsburgh. Tr. 11104; Henchel T. Elkini. Office of
the Attorney General of California, HX-211, Tr.
5290-91.

•Bernard A. Podcasy. Legal Services of
Northessie-n Pennsylvania. Tr. 9629. This contrasts
with Delaware law, for example, which provides for
• preliminary bearing on (he isaue of waiver. See
mpm note 29 and accompanying text.
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It is also apparent that Pennsylvania's
ost-judgment remedies do not provide
he procedural equivalent of a trial de
ovo to debtors. A creditor in
ennsylvania who has not obtained

udgment by confession must geek
udgment through a civil suit. "The
ction is commenced when the creditor
iles a complaint. The district justice
ets a date for hearing, to occur within
ixty days of the filing, and notes it on
he complaint. The complaint is then
erved personally upon the debtor, along
ith a notice of the right to contest and

he time period for doing so. The notice
ncludes a prominent warning that
ailure to appear will result in the entry
f a default judgment. Debtors are
nformed that they may enter a defense
nd may also file a complaint raising a
ross-cldirn againul the creditor. Such a
omplaint may assert any claim within
he court's jurisdiction. The district
ustice who conducts the hearing has
uthority to subpoena any necessary
itnesses. The court issues a judgment
ithin five days after the hearing. Costs
re awarded to the prevailing party.47

This procedure is simple,
traightforward, and expeditious. It
nsures service of process upon the
ebtor. It provides full notice of the
ebtor's right to defend, the time and
lace for doing so. and the
onsequences of failure to appear.
ecause depositions and interrogatories
re not permitted, the burden and
xpense of presenting a defense are
egligible.
The reopening of a confessed

udgment involves a preliminary
leading contest in which the debtor has
he burden of persuasion. By contrast, to
efend against a creditor's claim ir. a
rial de novo under the procedures
utlined above, the debtor may simply
ppear and present any defenses to the
istrict j'ls'i'ce. No lien may be created
pon the debtor's property until after the
ebtor has had this opportunity.
Notwithstanding a meritorious

efense, the procedural burden of
eopening a judgment under
ennsylvania law requires a greater
ophistication and expenditure of

"The civil procedure discussed in this section is
he applicable procedure in c&»es brought before
ennsylvania district courts, which have

urisdiction over claims net exceeding $4.000. See
ennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure Go\ craing
ctions and Proceedings Before District Justices. Pa
t. R. Civ. P. 301-382, (Weat 1983). Claims that

xceed $4,000 mult be brought in the Court of
ommon Pleas.
" If judgment ii entered against the debtor,

xecution may be ordered by the district justice.
lternatively, the creditor may file the hidgment

with the Court of Common Pleas. Creditors wishing
to execute upon real property mult choose the latter
alternative. See id.. Pa. Ct. R. Civ. P. •02,406
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resources by the debtor than would be
required in a trial on the merits in the
first instance. For these reasons,
Pennsylvania's post-judgment remedies
provide an inadequate substitute for a
trial de novo and fail to guarantee that
debtors' rights will be protected to the
degree that due process requires.
C. Prevalence

There is limited record evidence with
respect to the prevalence of cognovit
clauses in consumer credit contracts on
a nationwide basis. Both legal aid
attorneys and members of the finance
industry testified to the use of
confessions of judgments in
Pennsylvania, *• Illinois, ** and
Louisiana. "Other evidence points to
frequent use in Pennsylvania, Illinois,
and Ohio.51 There was also testimony
that in Maryland, although confessions
of judgment are prohibited in many
consumer credit transactions, their use
in other kinds of consumer contracts
remains common.**

Survey evidence exists concerning the
prevalence of cognovit clauses but does
not break down the results by state. A
survey of its members conducted by the
Consumer Bankers Association, for
example, shows that approximately 20
percent of banks responding to the
survey included cognovit clauses in the
majority of their contracts where
permitted by law.** A survey of legal aid

-Carol Knutaon. Neighborhood Legal Service*
Association. Pittsburgh, Tr. 11121 (100 case* in 3
years). Bemerd A. Podcaiy. Legal Service* of
Northeastern Pennsylvania, Tr. 9635 (3 current
cases. perhapt 50 olhen), William T. Gwennap.
Pitfburgh National Bank. Tr. 12232-34 (PNB uiei
cognovits in home improvement loana; other bank*
in Pmn»ylv«nia al«o use them]. Leslie R. Butler,
Consumer Bankers Asiocialion. HX-488, Tr 11567
(in Pennsylvania many consumer contract* contain
cognovits).

"lerroid Oppenheim, Legal Assistance
Foundation of Chicago. HX-7B, Tr. 2147.
Confessions of judgment have since been prohibited
in consumer transactions in Ilhnoil.

*°|ane fohnson. New Orleans Legal Assistance
Corp , Tr 407-08. Herscbel C. Adcuck. Lounana
Consumer Finance Association. Tr 1210 e! seij.,
Donald S Wingerter, Lounana Savings and Loan
League, HX-437, Tr. 10690 el leg.

" See Hopoon. Cognovit fudgments An Ignored
Problem of Due Process and Full Faith and Credit,
29 U Chi. L Rev. 111. US (1961) (theie atatel
produce the "overwhelming bulk" of cognovit
)udgmenls) Ohio, like Ulinoia, now prohibits the uie
of a warrant of attorney to confeit judgment in
urtrument* airing out of a consumer loan or
transaction.

"H. Robert El-win. Conaumer Law Center, Legal
Aid Bureau. Baltimore. Tr. 10034 {e.g., home
improvement contract*).

"Richard K. Slater, Coniumer Banker*
Aaaociation. HX-490, Tr 11630 Mr Slater. Indicated
that the bank* responding to the furvey held over 15
percent of all conaumer credit outitandingi in the
type* of credit extenaion that the lurvey addreiaed
and a much larger market ahare overall. Thua. he
believed that the aurvey reaponiei were
reapreaentative of the overall marketplace, Tr.
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ttorneys indicates that, where
ermitted by law, cognovit clauses were
tilized in 20 percent of loan agreements
y credit unions, 21 percent by finance
ompanies, 16 percent by banks, and 30
ercent by creditors generally.M
A National Consumer Finance
ssociation (NCFA) survey of over
3,000 consumer accounts indicates that
ognovit clauses were used in 3.7
ercent of consumer credit contracts
sed by its responding members and
hat all but one of the contracts came
rom Illinois or Louisiana.** A
ommission staff survey of 1,001
onsumer account files subpoenaed
rom twelve large consumer finance
ompanies in thirty-five states found
ognovit provisions in seventy-four
ontracts (7.3 percent).-This figure was
hought to underestimate the true
incidence of cognovit provisions in the
sample, however. "A more reliable

ureau of Social Science Research
(BSSR) survey of 1,001 consumer
account files drawn from the same
roup, but including only nine consumer

finance companies in nineteen states,
found cognovit provisions in ninety-six
contracts or 9.5 percent of the sample."

he results of both samples show that
cognovits appeared in contracts from
Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana,

ew Jersey, Michigan, Ohio, Tennessee,
and Virginia.** Although Louisiana,

11616-17. Although Mr. Slater wai unable to preaent
the result* on a alate-by-atate baiii. he Indicated
that the number of reipondenti wai loo great to
reflect banking practice only in Pennaylvanla. Tr.
11637. He noted that a nuirber of the reapondentf
did buiinea* in Michigan, Ulmoii. and New York
Tr. 16642.

"National Coniumer Law Center (NCLC) Survey
of Credit Contract Practicea (1977). HX-467 at 44.
Although 105 conaumer law ipeciahsl* reiponded to
this survey, confessions of judgment were not
lawful in many of the respondent*' atatea. The
eatunate of prevalence reflect* the opinion* of the
22 rcapondenta in whose atatea the practice wai
permitted, but reiulta were not tabulated by Kate.
Thua. the 20 percent ettimete of prevalence may
reflect the practice of creditor* in a relatively amall
number of alatea. See Prending Officer'* Report at
302-04 for an evaluation of Ihi* aurvey a* a whole.

—Robert P. Shay, National Conaumer Finance
Aaaociation. HX-494 at 33. Tr. 12053.

—For an explanation of the methodology
employed and the reaulla of thi* and the BSSR
aurvey fee R-XI-153 at 3-5,9-10. For criticlam of the
underlying •ampling methodology, fee Robert P.
Shay. National Cooaumer Finance Association. HX-
404 at 4-10.

"See R-XI-153 at 4-5. Because many of the files
aurveyed by the Conuniaaion ataff were incomplete,
it was not poaaible to determine in all caaea
whether a given contract provision wai included. In
addition, if a proviilon wai found in all contract*
from a given office, staff did not attempt to code
—ch incidence of the provision The BSSR aurvey.
in contrast, used complete files and followed a
formal coding procedures.

—Id. at 9.
"Id., printout A at 14-21, printout B at 1-6.
 Rules and Regulations

Illinois, and Ohio account for the
majority of the cognovit provisions in
the sample,** consumer account files
from these states are over-represented
in the sample. Eleven percent of the
consumer account files were from Ohio,
for example.*' Because the consumer
files upon which these surveys were
based were not drawn, from all states
and because some states were
disproportionately represented in the
file samples, the results do not
necessarily reflect those states in which
cognovits were used most frequently nor
the frequency of their use in a given
state. They do suggest, however, that the
use of cognovits may be somewhat more
widespread geographically than the
NCFA survey would indicate."

Finally, a 1970 industry survey
conducted by the National Commission
on Consumer Finance showed that 17
percent of large bank respondents and
17 percent of large finance companies
stated cognovits to be a highly valuable
provision in contracts for unsecured
cash loans. This suggests that, among
these respondents, confessions of
judgment are employed on a regular
basis."

No precise quantification of the extent
to which cognovits are used in consumer
credit contracts can be made on the
basis of record evidence. Evidence
demonstrates their use in Pennsylvania,
as well as in Louisiana, Ohio, Illinois
and, at least to a limited extent, in
several other states. There also is
evidence to show that in states where
their use is permissible, they are used
with some frequency." Beyond this,
there exists the issue of full faith and
credit that must be paid by the courts of
one state to the judgments of the courts
of another state." To the extent that
confessions of judgment are entered on
the basis of the laws of a state in which
they are permissible, they may be

"See id.
" I d at3.n.4.
—Alternatively, the differences in survey mills

may reflect changes in state law or creditor use of
cognovit* that took place between 1973, when the
Commission gathered Its survey data, and 1977,
when the NCFA conducted ill lurvey
• National Commillion on Coniumer Finance

(NCCF), Technical Studiei. Vol 5, Tablei 25.27
(1972).
- See, e.g.. NCLC aurvey. lupro note 54 and

accompanying text: Thomas E. Raleigh.
Adminittrator. Collection Agency Act, niinor. HX-
96, Tr, 2433: jerrold Oppenheim, Legal Aairtance
Foundation of Chicago. Tr. 2147. Herachel C.
Adcock, Louisiana Consumer Finance Association.
Tr. 1211: William T. Gwennap, Pittaburgh National
Bank, Tr. 12232-34.
• For a diacuaaion of the applicability of the full

faith and credit clause to cognovit judgments, fee
Hopaon. lupro note 51 at 143-56: Note. Poverty Law.
Judgment* by Confeuion. W Tex. L. Rev 169,171
(1970).
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enforceable in other states where they
would not otherwise be permissible.

On balance it appears that cognovits
are prevalent in Pennsylvania and may
be used in other states as well, such as
Virginia, where they are permitted."
Despite the fact that their use has been
prohibited or severely restricted in most
states, the Commission finds that there
is sufficient evidence of continued use of
cognovits to warrant a rule addressing
that use.
D. Consumer Injury

Although procedures for reopening
confessions of judgment exist, the
absence of notice and a hearing prior to
the entry of the judgment causes
significant consumer injury. Cognovit
clauses typically are worded in arcane
language and may appear in small
print. "Record evidence supports the
conclusion that debtors are unaware
that they have agreed to such clauses
and that they waive due process rights
by doing so." When debtors receive
notice of a judgment entered against
them, they may not understand its
import or that they must act
affirmatively to raise any defenses
against it. "This problem is exacerbated
by the fact that many states, including
Pennsylvania, do not require notice
informing the debtor of the right to
contest the judgment or the grounds for
doing so. "As a result the debtor may
fail to respond despite having valid
defenses to the judgment.71 The
rulemaking record shows that judgments
entered by confession frequently are
invalid on their face. "It also shows that

" Record evidence alio demonstrates their
prevalence in Illinois and Ohio. Cognovit! are no
longer permitted in these state* in conauiner
iransacliom. however Although they are alio
prevalent in Louisiana, (he rule will not prohibit
their u*e in that ftate. See infra notes 103-105 and
accompanying text.
" Carolyn C. McTighe, Legal Aid Society of

Cleveland. R-I(c)-3S; Henry j. Sommer. Community
Legal Service* of Philadelphia. Tr. 10980
- Henry ] Sommer, Community Legal Servicel of

Philadelphia. Tr. 10980,10689; Jamel D Morris.
Legal Service* of Northeastern Pennsylvania. Tr.
9636, Herschel T. Elkins, Office of the Attorney
Genera) ot California, Tr. 5290; Bernard A. Podcasy.
Legal Service* ofNortheartem Pennsylvania, Tr.
9628, Eugene Thirolf, Land of Lincoln Legal
Assistance Foundation, Tr. 3358.
- Carol KJQulson. Neighborhood Legal Service*

Association. Pittsburgh, Tr. 11104. Carolyn C.
McTighe. Legal Aid Society of Cleveland. R-l(c)-38.

'• Carol Knutson, Neighborhood Legal Service*
Association, Pittsburgh. Tr. lllOt. Compare
Pennsylvania notice requirements, supm note 43
and accompanying text with those of Delaware and
Virginia, supra note* 30-32 and accompanying text.
" Henry |. Sommer, Community Legal Service* of

Philadelphia. Tr. 10860.
" In an investigative study of Chicago, Illinois.

courts, 377 of 1774 contested judgment* filed during
a two-week period in 1980 were invalid. See
Hopson. uipiv note ft at 122. Confessions of
, No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1964 / R

debtors frequently have some defense to
the judgment."

When debtors are not apprised of
their rights and therefore fail to
challenge facially invalid judgments or
fail to asset valid defenses, the
consumer injury is clear. The judgment
debtor's property may be taken in
satisfaction of a claim that would not
survive judicial scrutiny at a hearing on
its merits. Loss of this property causes
economic hardship, since the debtor
loses both its use and any equity in it
Moreover, consumers must replace any
essential items that are seized, usually
at a greater cost than they were credited
with for the seized property. The
economic injury, therefore, is
substantial."

Alternatively, if they have the
resources to do so, consumers may
simply pay judgment debts when
threatened with execution or
garnishment although they dispute the
underlying claim.7* Legal aid attorneys
estimate that actual (or threatened]
invocation of cognovits results in
payment of disputed debts in a
significant number of cases.7*

Even when debtors understand their
right to challenge the entry of judgment,
post-judgment remedies of the sort
provided by Pennsylvania statute do not
make them whole. The procedure for
reopening a judgment is complex and
debtors are unlikely to succeed without
incurring the cost of hiring an attorney."

judgment are no longer permitted in Illinois, but this
study demoMtnte* the potential for abuie that
exists in states where they are permitted.
" Carol Knutson, Neighborhood Legal Service*

Association, Pittsburgh, Tr. 11102-03.11121-22
"See. tf.. Cam! Knutson. Neighborhood Legal

Service* Association, Pittsburgh, Tr. 11102; fane
fohnson. New Orleans Legal Assistance Corp., Tr.
413. See generally Karl B. Fnedman, Alabama
Consumer Finance Association, Tr. 81, William
Ballenger. Michigan Department of Licensing and
Regulation, Tr 817S; Tom D. McEldowney, Director,
Idaho Department of Finance, Tr. 5058, Andrew
Eiler, Consumer Affair* Department, United Auto
Worker*. R-l(d)-fl2.

"Henry ]. Sommer, Community Legal Service* of
Philadelphia. Tr. 10980.

'•Coofe—ion* of judgment are more commonly
used in unsecured loans, see Robert P. Shay,
National Consumer Finance Aisociition, HX-494 at
34, where coniumer defense* may be lei* likely.
Nontheless, 22 consumer law specialists estimated
that payment of disputed debt* occurred in 23
percent of cases, based on their experience* in
•erring mainly low-income consumer*. NCLC
•urvey, supra note 54, HX-487 at 44-45.

"See discussion of Pennsylvania procedure* for
reopening »upro note* 38-42 and accompanying
text. Becaufe the procedure for reopening depend*
essentially on depoiltioni, we Sworb v. Lennox, 314
F. Supp. 1(1.1065 (ELD. Pi. 1970). affd, 405 U.S. 191
(1872). It would be extremely difficult for • judgment
debtor to proceed effectively pro se. See, ef;
Eugene Thirolf, Land of Lincoln Legal Awiltince
Foundation. Tr. 3372.
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ddition to legal fees, sheriffs costs
 deposition and transcript costs are
inarily required in a proceeding to
ke or reopen." Such costs are not
essarily incurred in a trial de novo.
 a proceeding to reopen, the debtor
 assert the same affirmative

enses that could have-been used in
ending against an action on the
erlying claim. However, in a
ceeding to reopen the burden and
ense of instituting litigation shift
 the creditor, where they would lie

ent the confession of judgment, to
 debtor. "Because of the relative
e with which confessions of
gment may be entered, creditors may
tempted to use them
iscriminately.-To the extent that
sumers must institute legal action to
end against unwarranted claims, they
er considerable economic injury
ugh the costs that they must incur.
lthough consumers with meritorious
enses may ultimately succeed in
ating judgments against them, they
 deprived of the full use of their
perty during the process. Under
nsylvania law the entry of judgment
ates a lien on the consumer's
perty and thus encumbers the right to
 it." Until such a lien is dissolved,
 consumer's ability to use the
perty for collateral or to dispose of it
ignificantly unpaired. "Moreover,
ause the lien is effective whether or
 notice is mailed to or reaches the
tor," debtors may leam of its

stence only at the precise point at
ich they seek to use the property for
h purposes. "By the time debtors
ceed in dissolving the lien, the
ortunity for which they intended to
 the property may have passed.
nsumers have no recourse for the
nomic injury that is suffered as a
ult. There is no statutory provision
an award of damages to a consumer

warb v. Lennox, 314 F. Supp. 1091,1095 (E.D.
970), affd. 405 U.S. 191 (1972).

I d . at 314 F. Supp. 1095; Bernard A. Podcaiy.
l Service* of Northeaitern Pennsylvania, Tr.
.
ee NCLC rorvey. supra note 54. HX-487 at 44
ercent median niece** rate In reopening
ovit judgment* suggests invalid use of

fession* by creditor*); see also diicuwion of
ntial for abuse of cognovit provisions supra
 72.
 Pa. Ct R. Civ. P. 230 (We*t 1983).
ee, ef.. Nesbitt v. Blazer Financial Services,

F. Supp. 819, 830 n.8 (NJ). 111. 1982)
Pa. CL R. Qv. P. 238 (Weft 1983).
When a judgment I* executed upon year* after
ntry, judgment debtor* suffer significant
tical problem* in producing evidence of any
nses they may have. See, e.g.. Carol Knulson.
hborhood Legal Service* Association.
 burgh. Tr. 11108; Herschel T. Elkins. Office of
Attorney General of California, Tr. 5290-91.
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whose property has been improperly
encumbered.

The record demonstrates that
economic loss of several different sorts
is experienced by debtors against whom
confessions of judgment are entered,
Injury occurs even when consumers
ultimately succeed in overturniiig a
confessed judgment. "Accordingly, we
find that the use of cognovits causes
substantial consumer injury.
E. Offsetting Benefits

Conflicting evidence appears in the
rulemaking record with respect to the
benefits derived from the use of
cognovits. There is testimony indicating
•-hat confessions of judgment are
considered a particularly useful
collection device in Pennsylvania " and
Illinois. "Other evidence suggests that
some creditors do not consider them to
be of great utility, however.**

Those who supported the importance
of cognovit clauses suggested that the
abolition of confessions of judgment
might decrease credit supply or increase
credit cost. "One commenter suggested
that large finance companies and
commercial banks might require security
for iot'ns more frequently than they
currently do if cognovits were
abolished."

In contrast, the National Commission
on Consumer Finance found that where
sta'ps had prohibited or restricted
confessions of judgment, there had been,
in fact, no significant effect on the cost
or avilability of consumer credit.*' Other

"In the NCLC lurvey legal aid allomeyB eitimate
that tht likelihood of surcetB in reoprnmp a
confessed iudgmeni ;s 72 pfitant See discusiion
srprv note 80 A Pennsylvpnia legal aid attorney
eilimdtes thai she succeeded ir reopening cic'e to
50 r>f 100 conft saed |dd('ments in three yehrs Carol
Kr.i;;»on Nr'ghnorhood L"gal Services Association,
Pli'.slnirA 1r 11122

'•I'u'ir" '~»ine. Professor of Law, Temple
L'n-vrrt ' > , • > , behalf of the Pennsylvania Consumer
Firi.inee \<s'i,-]s;ion. Tr 8423

'•Ciciicn.'-i' Naborottski, Illino's Consumer
Finance A.Miociation, Tr 3045-46

"The .NCCF •urvey shows that only 17 percent of
large barks and finance companies rgle cognovits
as among the two most essential provisions in
unsecured loan contracts. See suprv note 63 and
accompanying text.

"See, ef, Herschel C Adcock. Louisiana
Consumer Finance Association, Tr. 1211-13: rebuttal
submission of the National Consumer Finance
Association, R-XU!-31 at 50; Richard Peteraon.
Credit Research Center, Purdue University, Tr 9466.
Robert P. Shay, National Consumer Finance
Association. HX-494 at 34, Tr. 12054, Clarence
Naborowski, Illinois Consumer Finance
Association. Tr. 3846. Richard K. Slater. Consumer
Bankers Association. Tr. 11630

"Robert P. Shay. National Consumer Finance
Association. HX-494 at 34.

"This conclusion was based on a cross-state
econometric model of survey data obtained from
four different types of lending institutions See
Consumer Credit in the United States, Report of the
NCCF. 2S (1872). R-Xl-ll(g) Richard Peterson.
9, No. 42 / Thursday, March 1, 1984 / 

commenters agreed with this finding
with respect to the extension of credit in
their states.**

The principal reason that the abolition
of cognovits might increase the cost of
credit is that creditors would be
required to file suit against defaulting
debtors rather than merely filing a
confession and obtaining judgment. Suit
was described as a more time-
consuming and costly procedure by one
commenter from Illinois, •* Another
stated, however, that although
instituting suit might impose a thirty or
forty day delay in carrying out collection
activities, the abolition of confessions of
judgment would have no practical
significance for creditors.**

In fact, it appears that as many as 01
percent of debtors fail to appear to
defend when creditors institute suit
against them.** To the extent that
debtors do not answer and defend,
creditors do not incur the legal expenses
of preparing for and litigating their
claims. Thus, although creditors may
experience a slight delay in collection
activities, it is unlikely that any
significant additional costs will be
incurred in the vast majority of cases.

Other testimony suggested that
creditors might respond to the abolition
of confessions by increasing the use of
other more costly remedies that remain
available,** so that additional costs
would transfer to the debtor. On the
other hand, commenters note that the
use of cognovits imposes additional
costs upon debtors who seek to reopen

Credit Research Center, Purdue University, Tr. 9406,
criticizes the NCCF survey results. Fur • cntu al
analysis of Mr. Peterson's methodology, see Staff
Report at 110, n 70.

" E g • lames G Boyle, Texas Consumer
Association. Tr 21-22, Thurniie Tshnk. Minnesota
Office of Conaurner Services, Tr 2902-03, Puinck
Ryan, Oklahoma Department of Consumer Affdirs.
Tr 764-65, fames Davis, Indiana Depdrtmer.t of
Financial Institutions, Tr 47G4.

"Clarence Naborowsl". Illii';"s CuiiBumer
Finance Association, Tr 3r.lu

"Michael Brown, United Auto Dealers
Association. Chicago, Tr 3846.

"Dand Caplovitz, Consumers in Trouble. A
Study of Debtors in Default 222 (1974). See also
Clarence Naborowski. Illinois Consumer Finance
Astoaabon. Tr. 3845, James H. HialL Legal Aid
Society of Oklahoma County, R-I(c)-14 at 2.

As discussed more fully supra at notes 6-14, it is
the opportunity to exerdse due process nghts
before deprivation of property occurs that is
constitutionally mandated. Whether to exercise this
opportunity is a matter of individual choice. In
which many factor*—including lack of a defense—
may be mvolved.

"For example, it was suggested that if cognovits
were abolished, lenders might make more frequent
use of mortgages to secure consumer loam. Cost* of
preparing and filing mortgages ire said to be higher
than costs of preparing and filing confessions of
judgment. See, e.g.. Emest T. Salzer, Bank of
Pennsylvania. Reading, Post-Record Comments XV-
51 at 1-2; C-R. Gearhart. Pittsburgh National Bank,
Post-Record Comment* XV-238 al 2.
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dgments against them," and may force
btors in marginal financial
rcumstances into bankruptcy. "Thus,
e costs associated with the prohibition
 cognovits appear to balance the costs
herent in their use.
Without cognovits, creditors will be
quired to litigate their claims against
ose consumers who choose to appear
d defend. In these cases creditors may
timately incur greater expense than
ey would have through the simple
try of judgment. Presumably, at least
me of these same consumers would
ve petitioned for reopening of the
dgment, however. In such cases, the
editor would have incurred the
pense of litigation in any event. Thus,
cept to the extent that debtors who

ould not otherwise have done so are
couraged to contest creditors' claims
hen served with a complaint as
posed to notice of judgment, this
ovision of the rule will have little
onomic impact on creditors.**
Viewed as a whole, the record
monstrates that confessions of
dgment do not produce significant
nefits to creditors or, by extension, to
nsumers. Because the injury
sociated with their use can be
bstantial, the Commission finds that
y benefits produced by their
ntinued use do not outweight the
jury that they cause to consumers.
 Alternatives Considered and
odifications Adopted
This rule provision is intended merely
 ensure that, before any deprivation of
operty occurs, debtors will be
forded the basic due process rights of
tice and an opportunity to be heard.

he proposed rule addressing
nfessions of judgment origninally

rohibited the taking or receiving from a
nsumer an obligation constituting.
ter alia, a "power of attorney." In
sponse to the concerns cxpressc.J by

c'.ny commenters, the phrase "warrant
 attorney" has been substituted
stead in the final version of the rule.
his revision is designed to ensure that
al estate first mortgages and deeds of
ust are not affected by this rule

"Richard Alpert, National Consumer Law Center,
-I(d}-85 at 15; Carol Knulson, Neighborhood Legal
rvices Association, Pittsburgh. Tr 11103, lee also
gene Thiroll. Land of Lincoln Legal Assintance
undation, Tr. 3371-72.
"W C. Evans. Texas Finance Association. Tr
4. But see Robert P. Shay. National Consumer
nance Association, HX-494 at 35.
"The NCLC survey of legal aid attorneys, supra
te 54. HX-407 al 44-45. suggests that the use of
gnovils results in the payment of disputed debts
 23 percent of their case*. The record provides no
sis for estimating what percentage of these
btors would defend against a complaint where
ey would not have (ought to reopen a judgment.
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provision. Such agreements typically
contain powere of attorney for purposes
of foreclosure, subject to various state
restrictions governing, for example,
mortgagors' rights to cure, equitable
rights of redemption, and permissible
notice and sale procedures. This rule
provision is intended to bar the use of
confessions of judgment in real estate-
secured second motgage loan
obligations, however, to the extent that
the proceeds of such secured loans are
used for consumer purchases. "x)

Similarly, powers of attorney given to
expedite the transfer of pledged
securities of the disposal of repossessed
chattels are not within the scope of this
provision. For example, an automobile
installment sale contract may include a
power of attorney authorizing transfer of
title in the event of repossession and
sale of the vehicle. A power of attorney
for this purpose would not constitute a
"waiver of the right to notice and the
opportunity to be heard in the event of
suit or process" as contemplated by
§ 444.2(a)(l). This applies as well to a
power of attorney to transfer ownership
of pledged stocks, bonds, or similar
instruments.

A power of attorney in an insurance
premium finance contract enables
prompt cancellation of an underlying
third-party insurance agreement in the
event of default."" Such provisions
likewise do not fall within the ambit of
the rule because they do not entail loss
of notice and hearing rights "in the event
of suit or process." Comparable powers
of attorney in two-party insurance
agreements will be unaffected as well.102

This section of the rule was also
revised, in response to testimony and
written comments, so as not to apply to
the Louisiana Via Executiva process.
The state of Louisiana prohibits
confessions of judgment except for
purposes of executory process."" This
civil law executory procedure enables a
creditor, when making a loan, to take a
mortgage on property that is specifically
identified in the mortgage. The mortgage
may contain a confession of judgment,
which has the effect of creating a
security interest in the specified
property.10* Thus, the Louisiana
confession of judgment operates in rem;
it is used only to execute upon property
that the debtor has selected to serve as
collateral Unlike confessions of

'"Set mie definition*. 14441 (•). (b). and (d).
"') Robert Sweat. Florida Premium Finance

Awociation. Tr. •753: fee also Robert C. Duke,
Texal Consumer Finance A»»ociation. Tr. 1813-14,

"* See Jeffrey Yale*. National Association of
Insurance Agents, R-l(o)-581

'"La. Rev. Stat Ann. { 9:3590 (Wed 1983).
—'Herschel C. Adcock, Loumana Conaumer

Finance Association. Tr. 1215-16.1224
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udgment in common law jurisdictions, it
oes not operate in personam and,
herefore, it does not create a general
ien on other property of the debtor.lot In
um, the property that may be
ncumbered or sold under Louisiana's
xecutory process appears to be
onsciously chosen with that possibility
n mind by the debtor. To the extent that
ouisiana executory process may

nvolve the loss of any due process
ights, the Commission lacks sufficient
vidence to find that these rights are
aived involuntarily or unknowingly. •
Finally, confessions of judgment

rohibited by this rule provision should
e distinguished from the cognovit
ctionem, or confession acknowledging-
iability following institution of suit and
ervice of process. Unlike the latter,
hich is executed in conjunction with
egotiated settlements, the prohibited
onfessions of judgment involve
nticipatory waivers of procedural due
rocess protections in the context of
redit obligations.10*
. Wage Assignments
Section 444.2(a)(3) of the rule provides

hat it is an unfair act or practice for a
ender or retail installment seller to take
r receive from a consumer an
bligation that constitutes or contains a
lause that makes and assignment of
ages unless the assignment by its

erms is revocable at the will of the
ebtor, constitutes a payroll deduction
r preauthorized payment plan, or is an
ssignment of wages already earned.
. Nature of the Practice
A wage assignment is a contractual

ransfer by a debtor to a creditor of the
ight to receive wages directly from the
ebtor's employer. To activate the
ssignment, the creditor simply submits
t to the debtor's employer, who then
ays all or a percentage of debtor's
ages to the creditor.' The debtor

eleases the employer from any liability
rising out of the employer's compliance
ith the wage assignment, and may
aive any requirement that the creditor

"•/ri.atTr.l215.
"•Numerous commenti on the record urged that

onfecior of judgment obtained in the settlement
r disposition of a pending action should not be
rohibited, a* they an entered into after the debtor
ai had notice and an opportunity to be heard. See,
.g.. George H. Braaach, American Bar Anociation
ommittee oa Coiuiimer Credit. R-l(d)-76, F.T
eimar. Sear*. Roebuck and Co.. R-l(a)-t27. Due

roceaa implication! of the cognovit aclionem are
iacmied more billy supra at note* 22-23 and
coompaayiBg text.

'PNaiding Officer'* Report at 115. For an example
f a typical wa«e aaaignmant. s— Gwyneth D.
UUngham, Legal Aid Society of Kent County. R-

(c)-88atExh.B.
/ Rules and Regulations 7755

first establish or allege a default.*
Absent a statutory restriction, it is not
necessary to obtain the employer's
consent to enter into a wage
assignment*

Wage assignment and wage
garnishment are both methods by which
a creditor can obtain the debtor's wages
to apply to or satisfy a debt
Procedurally, however, the two
remedies are very different.
Garnishment requires that the creditor
obtain a court judgment before wages
can be garnished to collect the debt. The
Supreme Court has held that
prejudgment garnishment deprives the
debtor of constitutional due process
rights.* Wage assignment, on the other
hand, does not require a judgment. A
creditor can file a wage assignment
without any judicial review of the
creditor's claim. The debtor does not
have a hearing with an opportunity to
assert any defenses. Unlike prejudgment
garnishment, prejudgment wage
assignment has usually survived
constitutional challenge.'There is no
meaningful distinction between the
effects of the two remedies.* but when

'Some Hate itatutea prohibit the creditor from
filing a wage alaumment with an employer unleu
there 11 a payment in default. See e.g: 111. Ann Slat
ch. 48. lection 36.2 (Snuth-Hurd 1976).

•a Am )ur. 2d Assignments section 46 (1963)
'Sniodach v. Family Finance Corp; 395 U S. 337

(1969) The Witcontin garnishment itatute al nue
in Sniodacfi required thai the debtor receive a
summons and complaint within 10 day after
aervice of garnishment on the employer Wagea
were frozen, however, during there 10 day. 395 U S
at 338-38. The court found that:

(The wagei] may, it it true. be unfrozen if the tnal
of the main •uil la ever had and the wage earner
wins on the merit* But in the interim the wage
earner is depnved of hi* enjoyment of earned wage
without any opportunity to be heard and to tender
any defense he may have. whether it be fraud or
olherwiae.

395 U S. at 339.
It ii the aeizure of wage* before notice and

hearing that violatel due proceu justice Harlan
wrote in hii concurrence in Sniadach that "due
process la afforded only by the kind* of 'notice' and
•hearing' which are aimed at establishing the
validity, of at least the probable validity, or the
underlying claim agamit the alleged debtor before
he can be depnved of his property or il»
unreatricted me," 385 U.S. at 343 (Harlan,)
concurring) (emphasil in original).

Additionally, the court conaidered the nature of
the seized property and. in a paaiage that appliei
with equal force to wage alugnmentt. wrote'

We deal here with wages—a specialized type of
property presenting distinct problems in our
economic syrtem' • '. A prenidgment garnishment
. . . is B taking which may impotx tremendours
hardship on wage earners with families to support.

395 U.S. at 340.
'But see. e^ Foster's Application. 23 Pa. D. 558

1914), affd. 60 Pa. Super. 8 (1015) (Pennsylvania
wage assignment statute held to violate state
constitution].

•The Presiding Officer referred to wage
assignment as the "contractual equivalent of
garnishment * * *." Presiding Officer's Report at
124.
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presented with challenges to wage
assignments, courts generally have not
found sufficient state action7 in the
assignment to trigger the due process
protections of the fourteenth
amendment; thus courts have not
reached the merits of challenges based
on constitutional claims.'

Some wage assignments are used as a
method of making regular payments on a
debt prior to delinquency rather than as
a collection remedy.'These wage
assignments are essentially voluntary
payroll deductions, and are used most
frequently by credit unions and other
creditors closely associated with the
employer.10 This record does not
indicate that payroll deduction wage
assignments cause consumer injury;11

we have therefore exempted such
assignments from the rule. Similarly,
preauthorized electronic fund transfers
to accounts from wages may be
considered to be wage assignments,"
but they are used as methods of
payment rather than as a collection
remedy." Thus, they are exempted from
the rule because this rulemaking record
docs not show that they cause consumer
injury.'4

D. State Law

Wage assignments are prohibited in
the Uniform Consumer Credit Code
States, "several other stales, "and in

'The due process clause of ihe fourteenth
arr.endmcnl applie» only to (tale action, not to
private conduct U.S Conil amend. XIV. lection 1
("nor shall any Stole deprive any person of life,
liberty or property, without due process of
taw ' • *) (emphasis added)

•See e g . Bond v Dentzer. 494 F.2d 302 (2d Cir..),
cert dwifd. 419 U S 83- (1974). Donohod v
Hotisef- ),U Finance Corp . 472 F Supp 353 (E.D
Mi-h W~9)

•Presiding Officer's Report •t 121-22
"For examples of pavroll deduction payment

plans, see. e g , Merle )ewell. Boeing Employees'
Credit Union. Tr 10905-12. Tilman R Thomas. Jr ,
Goiemment Employees Credit Union. Tr 836-40:
Da\id IVhi'e National Associdtion of Federal
Crcdil Unions, HX-459 at 5, Durton Came.
Ptnns.i, 1'. an'o Consumer Finance Association. Tr.
84 ;9

"Presiding Officer'* Report at 129.131. See also
discussion i.ifra. Section* 0 and F.

"Presiding Officer's Report at 129, citing William
T Gwennap. American Banker* Association. HX-
500 at S.

"Electronic tranifen are governed by the
Electronic Fund Transfers Act. 15 U.S.C. Part 1693 el
leq (1982] and the implementing regulation* at 12
CPU Part 205 (1983). A preaulhonzed transfer may
be revoked by the consumer with • three-day
notice 15 U.S.C 18936 (1932); 12 CFR Part M5.10(c)
|1;163)

"See discussion of consumer injury infra Section
D

"Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. lection* 5-2-410. S-3-403
(1973), Idaho Code lection 28-43-304 (Supp. 1983);
, No. 42 / Thursday, March 1, 1984 / 

the District of Columbia." A substantial
majority of the remaining states have
imposed restrictions on the use of wage
assignments. Some of the more common
restrictions are: a time limit for the
assignment, "a requirement that the
employer "or spouse "consent to the
assignment, and an absolute prohibition
of assignment in certain kinds of
transactions. "In addition, some states
bid. Code Ann. Mctioni 24-4.5-2-410, 24-4.S-3-403
(Burn* 1962); Iowa Code Ann. section 537.3305
(Welt Supp. 1963-64); Kan. Stal. Ann. lection 16a-
3-305 (1961): Me. Rev, Stat. Ann. tit. 9A. section 3-
305 (1960); Okll. Slat. Ann. tit 14A. lections 2-110,
3-403 (1963). Utah Code Ann. sections 70B-2-410,
70B-3-403 (1980); Wyo. Stat. Ann. lections 40-14-
244. 40-14-334 (1977).

All of the U.C.C.C. stales except Colorado permit
an employee to authorize deductions from his or her
wage* as long •« the authorization I* revocable.
Idaho and Iowa also require that the debtor receive
a complete copy of the document evidencing the
authorization, and that the document contain a
conspicuous notice of the right to revoke.

In addition, South Carolina and Wl»consin have
enacted consumer protection code* that are
substantially similar to the U.C.C.C.. and
incorporate the U.C C C. wage assignment
prohibition See S C. Code Ann section* 37-2-410.
37-3-403 (Law. Coop 1976), W» Slat. Ann lection
422.404 (West 1874]

"Ala. Code section 6-5-21fa) (197S) (assignment
of future wage* void): Conn. Gen. Slat. Ann. section
f2-3ei|g) (Supp 1963-64). Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
section 1321 32 (Page 1978), (assignment valid only if
for child support), section 4113.16 (Page 1980).

In Pennsylvania, a statute regulating the
assignment of future wage* wai held to be
unconstitutional in Foster'* Application, 23 Pa. D
558 (1914). off'd. 60 Pa. Super. 8 (1915).

"D.C. Code Ann section 28-2305{a) (1981).
"See e g . Anz. Rev. Slat. Ann. lection 8-631

(Supp. 1982] (four years): III Ann. Stat. ch. 48.
sections 39.3.39 5 (Smith-Hurd 1976) (two year* as
to future employer*, three year* otherwise), Ky. Rev.
Slat. Ann section 371140 (Bobbs-Memll 1971)
(ninety days. small loans) Md Corn. Law Code
Ann. lection 15-302 (1975) (lix month*). Mas* Gen
Laws Ann ch 154. lection 2 (Weit Supp. 1983-64)
(one year, imall loam), Mass Gen Laws Ann ch
154. section 3 (1971) (two years, loam above $3,0001.
Minn Stat Ann lection 181.06 (Welt Supp. 1963)
(sixty days unless salary is over 11,500 per month.
then 5 years); R.I. Gen law lection 28-15-2 (1979)
(one year). W. Va. Code lection 21-5-3 (1981) (one
year)

".See eg.. Ark Stat Ann section 81-316 (1976),
Del. Code Ann tit. 5 lection 2115 (1974). La. Rev
Stat. Ann. lection 23.731 (Welt Supp. 1983). Mass.
Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 154. lection 2 (West Supp. 1983-
84]: Minn. Stat. Ann. lection 181.05 (West 1971);
Mill Code Ann. lection 71-1-45 (19721: N.C. Gen.
Slat. lection 95-31 (1981); Term. Code Ann. section
S0-2-105(a) (1963); W Va. Code lection 21-5-3
(1981).

"See e.s. Ariz. Rev. Slat. Ann. section 6-631
(Supp. 1962); Ark. Stat. Ann lection 61-317 (1976);
Cal. Lab. Code lection 300 (Deenng Supp 1963);
Hawaii Rev. Stal. wcllon 409-20 (1976). Md. Corn.
Law Code Ann. lection 12-311 (Supp. 1961); Mail.
Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 154. lection 2 (West Supp. 1963-
M], Mum Stat. Ann. lection 161.07 (West Supp.
1883); Neb. Rev. Stat. lection 45-144 (1976): R.I. Gen.
Laws section 19-25-33 (1866); Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 8.
lection 2228 (1970), Va. Code Ann. section 6.1-289
(1983)

"Ef., wage assignment! prohibited in small
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equire that the wage assignment be on
 separate document,'1 and some allow
he debtor to contest a wage assignment
y informing the employer that he or she
as a defense.*1

Some states have enacted a limitation
generally 15 percent to 25 percent) on
he amount of weekly or monthly wages
hat may be assigned J* State provisions
re inconsistent, however, and do not
lways offer adequate protection.11

oans Fla. Stat. Ann. lection 51817 (West Supp
983). Md Corn. Law Code Ann. lection 12-311(a)(2)
1983); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. lection 493.17 (West
upp 1963-M); Nov. Rev. Stat. lection 675.340
1979); N.I. Stat. Ann. lection 17.10-17 (West Supp.
983-84); N.C. Gen Stat. lection 53-180(b) (1982).

N.D. Cent. Code lection 13-03-17 (1981); Or. Rev
tat. section 725 355 (1981); Tex. Rev. Civ Slat Ann

an. 50B9-3.20(i). 5009-4.04(1) (Veroon 1971). Wage
assignments prohibited in retail installment
ontracts: Hawaii Rev. Stat. lection 476-13 (1976).
d. Corn. Law Code Ann. lection 12-607(7) (1983);

Mar. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 255D, lection 10(8) (West
Supp. 1983-84). Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. section
45.864(l)(b) (West Supp. 1983-«4): Minn. Slat. Ann

lection 325G.16(2)(c) (Well 1961); N.I. Stat. Ann
lection 17.19C-39 (Welt Supp. 1983-84), N M Sldt
Ann lection 56-1-5.B (1978): N.D Cent. Code
section 51-13-021(2) (1982); Or. Rev. Stal section
83150(2) (1981): Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat Ann. art 5069-
.05(2) (Vernon 1971); Vt. Slat. Ann. tit. 9. lection

2456 (1970) Wage assignments prohibited in home
repair loans Me. Rev. Slat. Ann. tit 9. lection
3724(S) [I960): N.). Slat. Ann lection 17:l6C-64
(Weit 1970). Wage assignments prohibited in motor
vehicle lalei: Mail Gen. Law* Ann ch 2553.
section 20(1) (Weit Supp. 1983-64), N.H. Rev Stat
Am.. lection 361-A:7 VIII(l) (19ri6): Or. Rev Sut
lection 83 670(1} (1961). Tex. Rev. Civ. Slat Ann
art. 5069-7.07(2) (Vemon 1971). N.Y. Pen. Prop Law
lection 302(13)(b] (McKinney 1976).

"See. eg.. Cal Lab Code lection 300(b 1(1)
(Deenng Supp. 1963), III Rev. Stat ch. 46, lection
391(5) (Smith-Hurd 1969); N Y Per*. Prop Law
lection 46-C(a) (McKmnpy 1976)

"See, e.g.. Ill Ann Stat. ch. 48. lection 39 4a
(Smith-Hurd Supp. 1983-84). N.Y. Per*. Prop. Law
sections 46-e-48 (McKinney 1976)

"See. e.g.. Ill Ann Stat ch 48. section 39 4
(Smith-Hurd Supp 1963-64) (15 percent). Mass Gen
Laws Ann. ch 154. section 3 (1971) (25 percent).
N.M. Slat. Ann. section 5S-15-22.B (1978) (10
percent); N.Y. Pen Prop Law section 46-a
(McKinney 1978) (10% for loam leu than Sl.OOO). W
Va. Code lection 46A-2-116 (1980) (25 percent) Sse
also Neb Rev Stat lection 36-213 (1978) and Va
Code Ann aection 34-29(e) (Supp 1983) (same I'mit
ai for wage garnishment).
" Not all states limil the amount of pay that can

be taken with a wage assignment, e.g.. Ark. Slat
Ann sections 81-318.1-317 (1976); Mill. Code
Ann. lection 71-1-74 (1972); Waih. Rev. Code
sections 49 48.0BO. 49.48.100 (1982) (statutory
provisions governing wage assignments do not
Include any limit on the amount that can be
assigned). See also Commerce Clearing House
Consumer Guide at • 850.

Even in states with limiti. crediton have
sometimes taken more than the date limit and more
than the 25 percent permitted under the federal
Consumer Credit Protection Act, 15 U.S C. Wl-
1677 (1982). See Robert Atkmion, Legal Aid Service
of Portland. Tr. 5930-31 (credit unions take entire
paycheck when debtors' employment terminates):
Daniel Hedges, Esq., Tr 11381 (company stores take
70-80 percent of consumer*' wagea despite West

Continued
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Federal statutory limitations on wage
garnishment **do not apply to wage
assignments.11 Thus, unless there is a
state statutory limitation, creditors are
restricted only by the terms of the wage
assignment.
C. Prevalence

The rulemaking record " shows that
wage assignments are used primarily by
small loan and finance companies, and
most heavily in California, Illinois,
Michigan," and New York.*" The
National Consumer Finance Association
(NCFA) reported that wage assignments
were included in approximately 13
percent of the small loan contracts

Virginia statute limiting wage •isignmenlJ to 25
percent of the debton' earnings). See also Western
v Hodgson, 494 F.2d 379, 380 (4th Or. 1B74)
(became of • wage assignment, contumer* received
"no lake-home wagei for some pay periodi and leu
than 75% of their wages for other pay penodi");
Thoma* D Crandall. Eaq., Tr. 10666 (former client
lost 80 percent of his wages because of wage
assignment). Presiding Officer's Report at 127.

••Trie Consumer Credit Protection Act. IS U.S.C.
1671-1677 (1982) limits the •mount of wages that
can be garnished and prohibits an employer from
discharging an employee if wages are garnished for
any one indebtedness.

"See. eg.. eastern v. Hodgson, 434 F.2d 378 (4th
Cir 1974) (wage assignments are exempt from the
Consumer Credit Protection Act).

"The evidence of record include* the following
survey.

1. A 1977 National Consumer Finance Association
(NCFA) survey of accounts from a sample of
national finance companies, see HX-495, HX-496.
HX-t97.

A state-by-state breakdown of the survey results
revealed significant numbers of wage assignments
in four states R-XU1-3&
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California permits only the assignment of wage*
already earned, so thai statistic* for California •re
not comparable to figures for other states.

2. A 1872 National Commission on Consumer
Finance (NCCF) survey. *ee NCCF Technical
Studies. Vol V •I 64-66 (1872).

The NCCF reported results on • national basil
without providing • state by slate breakdown. In
addition, in the penonal loan area, firms were
directed to answer "yes" to the relevant question
only if they included wage assignments in
"substantially all of your personal loan*." Id. at 217.

The result* of the NCCF survey were •• follows:
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rvey of member banks, fee HX-490, HX-491.
Members of the CBA an, in general, larger bank*
at do a high volume of consumer lending business.
chard Slater. Coniumer Banker Association, Tr.
635-36. The CBA requeited reiponae* only from
nks In state* that permit wage alignment*. HX-
1. queilion 14. The CBA •urvey found that 26
rcent of banks responding Indicate use of wage
signments in the majority of personal loan
ntracts, compared to 7 percent for both
tomobile direct loans and automobile indirect
per. HX-490. Table &
"Since the development of the rulemaking
cord. Michigan has statutorily prohibited small
an company wage assignments. Mich. Comp.
ws Ann. lection 493.17 (Weft Supp. 1963-64). The

alute became effective on March 31,1981.

rveyed " and in approximately 6
rcent of purchased sales finance
ntracts held by surveyed companies.**
me record evidence suggests,
wever, that the percentage of
ntracts with wage assignments may
 significantly higher than the NCFA
rvey shows. For example, the

ecretary of the New York State
onsumer Finance Association testified
at in 1975, wage assignments were
cluded in 73.2 percent of loans made
 licensed New York lenders.**
Wage assignments may be obtained

om co-signers ** and spouses " aa well
 from the principal debtor, and are
mmonly used with other forms of
curity.** In states that permit wage
signments, consumers cannot
asonably shop around for a contract

—The rulemaking record (how* that wage
signments have also been used in. among other
tes. New Jersey. Florida, and Virginia. Xl-153 at
-48. The record also indicate* that wage
signments are used. albeit to a lesser extent, by
editors other than small loan and finance
mpanies. Eugene Thirolf, Land of Lincoln Legal
sistance Foundation. Tr. 3380 (retailers

metimes use wage assignmenti). Daniel Hedges,
palachian Research and Defense Fund. Tr. 113SS
mpany stores use wage assignments).
" NCFA survey. lUpro Dole 28 at HX-496. HX-
7
"Mat HX-495.
"Alfred Orlm. Tr. 11400. cilinf New York State
nking Department statistics.
**S»». e.g., finance company consumer file* R-XI-
B 340; R-X1-UB 33ft R-XI-UB 306; R-XI-BEN 13;
timony of Robert Mallock. Beneficial
anagement Corp.. Tr. M02. and Michael Nelson.
gal Aid and Defender Association of Kent
unty, Tr. 4815.
"Sw finance company consumer files R-XI-CTT
; R-XI-CIT 217; R-XI-BEN 102: R-XI-BEN 20: R-

-BEN 20: R-XI-BEN 43; R-XI-BEN 100.
"The NCFA survey determined whether finance
mpany loan* war* secured or muecured. The
etdonnaire mated loan* secured by only a wage
lignment as muecured. HX-404, Exb. i
uestionnaire). Illinois finance companies reported
ly 131 unsecured loam*, but 386 loans with wage
signments. Thus, •van if we assume that all
secured loans are subject to wage assignments, •
bstantial number of reported wage assignment
ans were also secured by other property. The
OM was true in Michigan, when finance
mpanies reported 111 unsecured loans and 288
ag* assignment loans, and in New York. where
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 wage assignments are actually filed
th employers.**
Wage assignments in the form of
yroll deduction plans are used
quently by state ** and federal *°

edit unions. As discussed below,
yroll deductions are excepled from
e wage assignment prohibition in the
le.
In sum, the use of and restrictions on
ge assignments vary considerably
m state to state. Overall, the record
ows that wage assignments are used
 a significant number of consumer
nsactions, and they are prevalent in
tes where they are permitted.

 ConsumerInjury

The preponderance of record evidence
tablishes that consumers suffer
bstantial injury when wage
signments are used as a collection
vice.41 Wage assignment, unlike
rnishment, occurs without the
ocedural safeguards of a hearing and
 opportunity to assert defenses or
unterclaims.4* The use of wage
signments causes interference with
ployment relationships, pressure from

reats to file wage assignments with
ployers, and disruption of family
ances.4' Wage assignments are

rticularly harmful because they cause
jury to consumers who may have valid
asons for nonpayment.44

ance companies reported 170 unsecured loans
d 332 wage assignment loan*. See R-XIII-36.
"See, e.g.. William & Ballenger in. Director,
ichigan Slate Department of Licensing and
gulation. Tr. 8177; Land of Lincoln Legal
sistance Foundation, Post-Record Comments XV-
 at 3, finance company's consumer file MFC 0216

age assignment in effect unless 'no' typed into
m).
"The record contain* various estimates of the
quency with which wage assignments are
tually filed with employer*. Robert P. Shay
tified that, baaed on the NCFA •urvey. Ie— than
e percent of wage assignments taken by finance
mpanies are actually filed. HX-484 at 37. Other
timates range from 21 percent (NCCF survey,
pro note 28) to over SO percent (National
nauaer Law Center (NCLC) Survey of Credit
ntract Practices (1877]. HX-M7).

** See, »f.. Merle Jewell. Boeing Employees'
edit Union. Tr. 10003-12.
*• 5—, •„.. David Whit*. National Association of
deral Credit Unions, HX-4B8 at 5-7.
*' Thi* record doe* not indicate that payroll
duction wage assignments remit in consumer
ury. They are therefore excluded from the
ohibition in the rule. See dl*cu**ion infm at
ctionF,
" The Supreme Court ha* held that prefudgment
ge garnishment violate* due process rights. See
cuJsion ofSniodoch v. Family Finance Corp.. 385
S. 337 (1868). lupro note 4. PrejudgmenI wage

ignment. however, is not unconstitutionsi in
*t jurisdictions, but thi* nsult is largely because
urt* do not find tufficient state action to trigger
e process protection*. See difcussion lupro it
ction A.
*• 5— infra text accompanying note* 50-53 and
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Additionally and importantly, the
record shows that debtors are not aware
of the rights provided to them by state
law. "In Illinois, for example, upon
default the creditor must inform the
debtor of the right to notify the employer
and the creditor of any defense.-The
debtor can then contest the wage
assignment by serving a notarized
"notice of defense" to the creditor by
registered or certified mail. ̂ Although
designed to be protective, the statutory
scheme does not accomplish its purpose
because debtors do not understand the
procedural notice of defense
requirements and, more importantly, do
not understand what a defense is and
therefore do not know if they have
one. "As a consequence, despite the
existence of state statutes, many wage
assignments result in collection by
creditors even when there have been a
breach of warranty, fraud, or other
violation of law that may constitute a
defense to payment."

The rulemaking record establishes
that wage assignments cause serious
and detrimental interference with
employment relationships. Employers
are hostile to wage assignments, and
loss of employment for the debtor is
possible. "Promotions, pay raises, job

** The Premding Officer found that "wage
B»«ignmenl is the contractual equivalent of
garnishment except that it permit* the leizure of
wages without the opportunity for a hearing or an
impartial determination of whether or not, under (he
circ'JmBtanrps. the creditor u entitled to receive
payment of tho*e wagei." Prending Officer'* Report
at 124. citing fame* H. Watt, Legal Aid Society.
Oklahoma Count)'. R-I(c)-14 «1 2. Sft? also George I.
Wallace. University of Iowa Law School. HX-492 it
20: lerro'd Oppenhfim, Iffa} AstHlance Foundation
of Chicago. HX-79 at 14-15

Cami&hineni may alf.0 cc.ne interference with
employment rela'.ionshipl. preuure from threat* to
Hie the ga-iiinh.Tient and a disruption of family
finance* The key dintinction ia that (he potential
in|ury for gamahment reiult* only after the creditor
has obtained H i-igrneni and the debtor hai had the
opportunity to encrt defenses and counlerclai.-nt
What rende-* wage assignments unfair it that,
without a rieeiT-g, (hey may cauae Injury even to
thoie who Irg'nmately owe nothing to the creditor

"See PreBiding Officer'* Report at 128, Eugene
Thirolf. Lard of Lincoln Legal Assistance
Foundatior. Tr. 3356-57; jeTold Oppenheim, Legal
Alsittance Founda'Jon of Chicago. Tr. 2143-45; Karl
R. Floda.tron. Family Counseling Service of Aurora,
Tr 4847; f«mei Baker. Onondaga Neighborhood
Legal Service* Tr 10781.

-111. Aim Slat. ch 48. | 39 2b (Smith-Hurd 1976).
"m. Ann. Stat. ch. 48. I 3fl.4a (Smith-Hurd Supp.

1983-84)
MJerrold Oppenheim. Legal Aaailtance

Foundation of Chicago. Tr 2143-44.
•See, e.g.. William Ballenger, Michigan

Department ofUcenaing and Regulation. Tr. 6178,
Legal Aiiiitance Foundation of Chicago, Poll-
Record Comment* XV-252 at 5-7; lamea Baker,
Onondoga Legal Service*. Tr. 10782-83

In an early •tudy of wage auignment* in Chicago.
the author concluded that over 40 percent of the 432
wage assignment* inveitigaled by the Legal Aid
Bureau of Chicago were legally unenforceable-
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1964 /

assignments. and other employment
factors may be adversely affected.
Employers resent the added
administrative expense of wage
assignments,*1 fear that the employee's
job motivation will be affected, and
view the failure to repay debts as a sign
of irresponsibility.'* The Consumer
Credit Protection Act "prohibits an
employer from dismissing an employee
whose wages are garnished for any one
indebtedness, but the Act does not
apply to wage assignments.

During the proceeding, some creditors
argued that state laws adequately
protect against consumer injury and
make the wage assignment prohibition
unnecessary^For example, New York
and Illinios prohibit employers from
dismissing or suspending employees
because of wage assignments."
Although th-re is evidence that these
statutes reduce job loss to some

Fortat. Woge Assignments in Chicago. 42 Yale LI.
526. &37 (1932).

-George CoraettI, Michigan Acociation for
Conaumer Protection, Tr. 10499-501; (errold
Oppenheim, Legal Aiilitance Foundation of
Chicago, Tr 2140. Eugene Thirolf, Land of Lincoln
Legal Assistance Foundation. R-D(d)-12S Other
files alto contain statements by employer* that
wage assignments will lead to job los«. E.g., R-X1-
AVCO-149 (Ledger entry for 10/20: •Tel [telephonel
B/A (buaineti addreial apk to Mr ———. they
deducted about (80 to (end today, he i* getting tired
of handling the wage will definately let them go It
they have another wage."). R-X1-AVCO-562 Ledger
entries 12/18 "WA sent." 12/23 "TBA (telephoned
business addre») S/W (spoke with) Pen.
(personnel department?]—Mr. ——— customer will
be warned has 30 dnys to dear up or be fired "); R-
XI-HFC-216 (Ledger entry 1/7 "lob Pho Mr. ———
•ays must rnake arrangements to release W/A or
0/C |our customer] to lo«e time 1 or job. Advise OK
we relpai« but if 0/C late 1 time we to retent ft
neve-- release "); and R-XI-HFC-234 (Ledger entry
4/lS ')obpho . . . Claims if we us«dWA cusl
would be fired ") Other files aloo evidence job lor
due to wage assignments. See, e.g, R-XI-KFC-77
(aevaral ledger card references, to employer threats
to fire u result of wage assignment. Another ledger
notation states "[employei) won't pay filed wagei
on both [debtor and wifr). he fired her job, wcn't
honor wage "). R-Xi-AVOC-180 (Ledger entry for
7/21/71 axys (hat, according to neighbor who wai
also personnel manager for debtor'! former
employer. "She [debtor's wife] lost her job because
of W/A'i and garnishment*."); and R-Xl-aT-206
(Ledger entnet 9/1/71". . . (aid he will loae )ob if *
we don't lift wage."; 11/10/71 •T.H. [telephoned
home] Spoke to wife the laid he got laid ofT."; II/
11/71 "T.a [telephoned business] Verified He laid
off for S wkt."). See also William Ballenger. Tr.
178, Ray Andru*. Tr. S7S3.

"E.g.. lerrold Oppenheim. Legal Assistance
Foundation of Chicago, Tr. 2146. George Conetti.
Michigan Association for Consumer Protection. Tr.
10S01-02.

"Peachtree Bank. R-U(a)-8B: ]am>* Hiatt, Leal
Aid Society. Oklahoma County R-l(c)-14 at 7.
Thomaf M. Dalton. Fanner* ft Merchants State
Bank. R-U(g)-63.

"If US.C. 1874(a) (1962).
"E.g.. Rebuttal Submu.ion of NCFA. R-XUI-31 at

BO-fll, Leonard M. Coben. Independent Finance
AaaocianonofDIuuoa, R-U(g)-147; Clarence
Naborowki. Dliniot Cooiumer Finance
Attociation. Tr. 3846-47.
 Rules and Regulations

extent,** the protection offered by state
law is limited and the record shows that
a number of factors reduce the
effectiveness of state protections. For
example, in New York reinstatement is
discretionary with the court;17 in Illinios
no statutory damages are provided."

Wage assignments also cause serious
consumer injury when used as a threat
to obtain payment.** The pressure from
these threats may cause consumers to
abandon legitimate defenses to prevent
the creditors from contacting the
employers. "Consumers fear that the
wage assignment will result in job loss,*'
and the record indicates that creditors
exploit that fear "despite the fact that
job loss would be economically
counterproductive to the creditor. State
wage assignment statutes do not offer
protection from this type of injury. Most
threats are made before the wage
assignment is filed, but state statutes
usually govern only procedural and
post-filing rights.

Wage assignments also cause
disruption of the family's finances and
make it difficult for the debtor to
purchase necessities. "This disruption
can result in costly refinancing or the
impossibility of discharging other
obligations in a timely fashion.*4

"NY Civ Prac. Law | S25? (MrKinney 1048) III
Ann. Slut ch. 48.1 3911, lection 10 (Smith-Hurd
Supp 1983-84).

"See Clarence Naborowski. Illi-nut Container
Finance Association, Tr. 3848-47: Alfred Oriin. New
York State Consumer Finance Corporation. Tr
11402-05.

"NY Civ Prac Law lection 5252(2) (1978).
"The Illiniot statute provides thet violation is a

class A misdemeanor III Ann Slat ch 48 section
3911. ) 10 (Smith.Hard Supp 1983-84 )

"The rulemc«.ng record es.tabliiil.cs tha'
crediton threaten debtors with wegs iiii'-.ignrnpnta
See. eg • R-X1-CIT-218. R-Xi-Cn-218, R Xl-Br.N-
9. R-XI-HFC-216. R-X1-BEN-102. R-X1-BEN-115,
R-X!-BEN-43. R-XI-Cn-236, R-X11-CIT-214, R-
XI1-C1T-208

Respondenti to the NCLC »urvey siip'a note 38.
estimated that when a wage aciignment exists and
• default it declared, the wage aisijmment 11 "used
to threaten or harass" 85 perceni of the time. HA-
468. HX-M9 (question K08).

"Preluding Officer's Report at 124; Eugene
Thirolf, Land of Lincoln Legal Aaaiatance
Foundation. Tr 3356-57.

*' Id. Even if stale statutory restrictions
prohibiting dismissal due to wage assignments were
completely efective when wage assignments are
actually filed, the restrictions do not protect against
consumer fear of job loss that could lead to
payment in response to threat* to invoke a wage
•aaignment.

••See. e.g., Robert I. Abraham*. Tr. 9819-20. Ray
Andrus. Tr. 8783.

"Pnuding Officer's Report at 115. See also
Beverly Ortiz, Conaumer Protection Dmnion. Office
of the Attorney General of New Mexico. R-I(d)-»fl,
Jerrold Oppenheim, Legal Assistance Foundation of
Chicago. HX-79 at 18, Andrew Eiler, Consumer
Affair* Department. United Auto Worker*. R-I(d;-
92 al 13: Michael Nelton. Legal Aid Society of Kent
County (Michigan). Tr. 4615-16.
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In the absence of procedural
safeguards, the potential for severe,
substantial disruption of employment,
the pressure that results from threats to
file wage assignments, and the
disruption of family finances constitute
significant consumer injury. State law is
inconsistent and does not offer sufficient
protection to prevent this consumer
injury.
E. Offsetting Benefits

Commenters who opposed the wage
assignment prohibition submitted that
wage assignments are important for
borrowers who are bad credit risks or
who have no other type of security,"
and that wage assignments keep
collection costs down. "Other
commenters, usually credit unions,
maintained that payroll deduction wage
assignments are used for the
convenience of borrowers and that they
reduce handling costs.*7 A few
commenters emphasized that instead of
a prohibition against wage assignments,
the prohibition should be against
employers who discharge employees
because of wage assignments.**

The Presiding Officer discussed the
importance of wage assignments to
borrowers who are bad credit risks or
whose paycheck is their only asset.**
Creditors frequently consider wage
assignments to be a form of security
analogous to collateral. "In states that

** Respondents to the NCLC lurvey. supra note 38.
estimated thai the use of wage assignment* remit*
in delinquency on other debt* 53 percent of the lime,
HX-46S (queinon K09H). ind results in costly
refinancing over one-third of the time. HX-46S
(question KOON).
" Consumer Credit in the United Slates, Report of

the NCCF (1B72) at 31; Harry A. Bum. National
Association of Consumer Credit Administrators. Tr
8866. Anne K Bingaman, New Mexico Consumer
Finance Association. Tr. 2096, Don L. Pratt, Indiana
Consumer Finance Association, Tr. 3082.

-See Presiding Officer's Report at 123, citing
George H Braaich, Committee of Consumer Credit,
American Bar Association. R-l(d)-78 at 7; fames A
While. Council of Slate Credit Inititutes. HX-«61 at
8 Arthur H Norlhrup. Indiana Consumer Finance
Association. Tr. 3138, Alfred E. Orlm. New York
State Consumer Finance Association. Tr. 11401,

"Tilman R. Thomas. \t.. Government Employees
Credit Union. Tr. B38-39; Calvin Phillips, Texas
Credit Union League. Tr. 563-64: T. I. Ryan.
Albuquerque Bell Federal Credit Union, R-Il(d)-5.
Steven Kmgge. Black Hill* Federal Credit Union, R-
II(b)-B3: Herman Nickenon, National Credit Union
Administration. R-l(a)-467, Jonathan Kindley.
Credit Union National Association, R-I(a)-378,
William Waysman, Northrup Credit Union. R-U(d)-
127: Austin Montgomery, National Credit Union
Administration. R-I(c)-B15; loan Morton, California
Credit Union League. Tr. 7177: David White,
National Auociation of Federal Credit Unioni. HX-
459

-See, e.g.. Hawaii Credit Union League. Post-
Record Comments XV-272; National Consumer
Finance Association. Post-Record Comments XV-
343 at 132.
• Presiding Officer'* Report at 123. See also supra

note 65.
9. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 /

statutorily limit the amount qf an
unsecured loan that can be made by a
creditor, a wage assignment may be
sufficient security to avoid such
limitations. "Thus, a wage assignment
may allow consumers with no other
collateral to obtain a secured loan.
Record evidence indicates, however,
that in a substantial number of loans
secured by wage assignments, other
security was also provided."
Furthermore, in almost every state,
garnishment is available as an
alternative method of collection."
Considering that garnishment includes
procedural protections not required in
wage assignments,74 the benefit of wage
assignments is considerably diminished.

Creditors favoring wage assignments
argued that they save the cost of going
to court. "That argument does not,
however, justify irrevocable wage
assignments. In an undisputed case,
court costs will be moderate. Although
costs are greater in a disputed case, the
costs are justified because it is precisely
when the debtor has a defense that a
court hearing is most valuable. With a
wage assignment that is revocable at the
will of the debtor, the debtor can chose
either to save court costs by allowing
the assignment or to revoke the
assignment and raise defenses. Even if
the debtor does not prevail, he or she
will still have the statutory garnishment
protections that apply to collection of a
judgment.7*

Credit unions maintained that wage
assignments benefit consumers because
they are an important method of keeping
transaction costs down." If a wage

"See. eg.. Alfred Orlin. New York State
Consumer Finance Corporation, Tr 11400-01; Betty
Gregg. Credit Union National Association, Inc.. Tr.
9662: Consumer file CIT 215 (ledger card with box
labeled "tecurity" filed in -LIFE AftH HHG 2WA".
meaning that the loan if aecured by life and
accident and heulth insurance, household goods,
and two wage assignments). See also Harold T.
Welsh. Illinois Credit Union League, Tr. 4095-96

" Presiding Officer'1 Report at 122 ft n. 37 citing
Merle [ewell, Boeing Employee!' Credit Union, Tr.
10903-12 (discussing state statutory limitation! on
unsecured loam by credit unions). See also Harold
T. Wellh, id. at 4096.

"Supra note 36.
"Virtually every state has statutory provisions

governing garnishment. See CCH Consumer Credit
Guide 1660 for •n overview of atate garnishment
statutes.

"Pro judgment garnishment if unconsitutional.
See supra text accompanying notes 4-7.

"E.g.. Leonard Cohen, Independent Finance
Association of Illinois, R-U(g)-147; (oseph Park,
Michigan Consumer Finance Association, Tr. 3180;
David Fredrickson, Airline Pilots Association
Federal Credit Union, R-II(d)-3. Michael Brown.
United Auto Dealer Association, Tr. 2766. See also
supra note 66.

"See supra note 26. The statutory protections
•will al*o apply if the debtor allow • default
hidgment.
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ssignment is essentially a payroll
eduction payment plan, the benefits
utweigh the costs because the potential
or the type of injury that this rule seeks
o prevent" is nonexistent.

The evidence, therefore, supports our
inding that consumers and competition
o not receive countervailing benefits
ufficient to offset consumer injury
aused by the use of wage assignments
nless the wage assignment is revocable
t the will of the debtor or is a payroll
eduction plan. Commenters considered
hat the loss, or fear of loss. of job and

the deprivation of procedural
rotections do not justify the limited
sefulness of this remedy."
Furthermore, existing patterns and

practices make clear that burning wage
assignments will have little impact on
the business of creditors other than
finance companies. Banks and retail
trade associations submitted that the
rule provision on wage assignments
would have little impact on their
businesses.**

There is evidence that a ban on wage
assignments will have no effect on the
aggregate volume of credit extended,"
but that a ban may lead to an increase
in the rejection rate of finance company
applications.** A study of the cost
effects of wage assignment restrictions
found no statistically significant effects
from the restrictions," but there is some
evidence predicting that a prohibition
would affect consumers from whom a

"E.g.. Betty Gregg, Credit Union National
Association, HX-397, But see Eugene Thirolf. Land
of Lincoln Legal Assistance Foundation, HX-12S
and Tr. 3379 (di*cu*smg need to assure true
volunlarineis)

"With a payroll deduction, the employer is
aware of the plan from the outlet of the transaction
Thus, there r no likelihood that the wage
assignment will disrupt employment, and thread to
file a wage assignment would be meaningless

"Presiding Officer'1 Report at 125, citing Deborah
S. Oseran. Aiiiitant Attorney General. Arizona, Tr
1035. William S Ballenger. Ill, Director. Michigan
State Department of Licensing and Regulation, Tr.
8178; and Thomas Crandall. Aisociate Professor of
Law, Gonxaga University School of Law. Tr. 10665.

"James Goldberg, American Retail Federation.
Tr. 8115-16 (rule provision "will have absolutely no
effect on the vast majority of retailer*."); K. E.
Buhl-master, New York State Banker* Association.
R-I(a)-260 at 2 (The prohibition agamit wage
assignments, while contrary to specific New York
statutes, ii not repugnant to bank* since they
generally do not u*e wage assignments."). An
American Banker* Association spokesperson
discussed peripheral issues concerning wage
aiiignmeent* but did not argue that they are
important to bulk* a* • collection device William
Gwennap. American Banker* Association, Tr
12199-200.

" Aho, ft at.. Federal Trade Commission
Proposals for Credit Contract Regulation* and the
Availability of Comumer Credit. R-X1-10 at 83.

"NCCF Technical Studio*. Vol. V., supra note 28
•t 131-40. But J*e Aho. id. at 66-101 for a criticism
of the survey from which this conclusion is taken.
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wage assignment is required to secure a
loan. "in addition to formal studies,
there is evidence that state restrictions
on wage assignments have been of
limited importance. With minor
exceptions," the record does not show
that finance companies or other
creditors do business in a different way,
or serve a different clientele, in states
that do and do not permit wage
assignments. Thus, prohibiting wage
assignments wilt not significantly affect
the credit market.

The Presiding Officer found that "so
long as the remedy of garnishment is
available, creditors could extend credit
to the class of consumers from whom a
wage assignment is ordinarily required
without suffering an undue increase in
costs." "hi fact, there is evidence that
wage assignments do not provide a
significant savings in legal costs. "The
record also shows cases where creditors
had wage assignments but chose to sue
and then garnish the debtor's wages."
The fact that creditors voluntarily elect
to forego use of wage assignments even
when they have them is a strong
indication of limited utility.

The Presiding Officer concluded that
prohibiting wage assignments "would be
of economic benefit to low-income or
poor consumers, since it would no
longer be possible to use this device as a
means for interjecting the creditor into
the employer-employee relationship
without court action."—The
preponderance of evidence establishes
that the marginal benefit of irrevocable
wage assignments to creditors is limited,

- G. Bentson. "The Co*t* to Consumer Finance
Companies of Extending Connuner Credit" NCFF
Technical Studies, Vol. U. at 152-153 Bentson found
eome statistically weak evidence (not significant at
the 05 level «nd not completely connatent) thai, m
response to reitnctiona on wage assignment*.
finance companies adjuit their behavior in way*
that reiuil in higher losses but lower operating coiti
to produce a higli-r net profil Id. at 138-38.152 But
see Robert P Shay. R-X1-18SA for a criticrm of
BentBon'k work

14 See supra note* 66-72 and accompanying text.
-See, e.g., Harvey Miller. Gateway loan

Company. Tr. 2528.
-Presiding Officer'* Report at 308.
"Data from the NCFA lurvey show that creditor*

u»e legal procetl with the aame frequency whether
or not then i* a wage aaaignroent. Of 1,217 account*
including wage affignmenti. 1.4 percent were
collected through an attorney. (Wage aiiignmenli
from California were excluded becauae they are not
uaed aa a collection device and therefore would not
affect legal coati.) In comparison. only J5 percent of
all accounti were collected through an attorney.
judgment* were obtained in 1.1 percent of wage
assignment account*, but only .98 percent of all
account*. Figures from HX-495. HX-498. HX-t97.
See also NCFA Data Tape, 215-42-1-12 [2-2]
(physical exhibit. Section: 7. Shelf 2).

"See, ».s: oonaumer Rlea R-X1-CIT-214. UB-340.
UB-345. UB-347. UB-355. UB-375. UB-380. UB-
381. BEN-147. BEN-113. CTA-128. CTA-153. GFC-
430.
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especially with the availability of
garnishment as an alternative remedy,
and that any effect of banning wage
assignments on overall credit
availability will be small.*"
F. Alternatives Considered and
Modifications Adopted

The initial proposed rule would have
banned wage assignments entirely.
Based on the record, we have made four
modifications to the promulgated rule.
First, the rule will not apply to wage
assignments that by their terms are
evocable at the will of the debtor.

Second, the rule does not prohibit
ayroll deduction plans or similiar
reauthorized payment plans

commencing at the time of the
ransaction in which the consumer

authorizes a series of deductions as a
ethod of making each payment. Third.

the rule will not apply to wages already
arned at the time of the assignment.
ourth, a definition of the term

"earnings" was taken from the Uniform
onsumer Credit Code and added to the
roposed rule to clarify Its coverage.
The first change is designed to allow

onsumers to enter into noninjurioua
revocable wage assignments to
minimize transaction costs.*' To fit
within this exception the wage
assignment must be revocable by its
terms; therefore the wage assignment
itself must include language that
establishes revocability.*'Thc wage
assignment also must be revocable at
the will of the debtor. This will allow the
debtor to stop the wage assignment
before injury occurs.

The second change is designed to
permit credit unions and other creditors
to continue to use voluntary payroll
deduction plans as a repayment device.
and to clarify that the rule does not
prohibit preauthorized electronic fund
transfers.** The exception for payroll

"Presiding Officer'* Report at 308
"The marginal benefit of payroll deductions and

wage auignment* that are revocable at the will of
the debtor i* greater and outweigh* the potential for
Injury, If any. arising from their use Thus, the*e
wage assignment* are exempted from the rule.

" Many commenters supported an exception for
revocabit wage asiignment*. E.g.. National
Consumer Law Center. Pott-Record Comment* XV-
324 at 13-17 (but emphasises that assignment must
be "easily terminable"): James L Brown. University
of Wrconim Center for Con*umer Affairs, HX-153
at 4: Eugene Tliirolf. Land of Lincoln Legal
Assistance Foundation. Tr. 3379 (no opposition to
revocable wage aasignment* if truly voluntary);
Michael S Milroy. Valley National Bank of Arizona
and National Banking Association, Tr. 5458; Tom D.
McEldowney. Idaho Department of Finance, Tr.
5058-59.

"Although we do not promulgate an express
provision requiring specific language or notice of the
right to revoke, hidden revocability disclosure* or
•ttempts to obfuscate revocability may themselves
constitute unfair or deceptive practices under
 / Rules and Regulations

deduction plans is consistent with the
intent of the rule and with the record
evidence. The rule is intended to
address collection remedies, but a
payroll deduction plan is a method of
making payments on an obligation.**
Thus. consumer injury does not result
from its use.** The record, contains
substantial support for an exception to
the rule for payroll deductions. "Some
commenters recommended that a
definition of wage assignment be
included in the rule to clarify that
payroll deductions are not affected;" we
accomplish the same result by the
exception we promulgate.

The third change is intended to
eliminate a problem in California where
certain creditors must take assignments
of earned wages or a security interest in
personal property to qualify for higher
loan interest rates. Small loan
companies take assignments of earned
wages to qualify as personal property
brokers under the state law.**

Some legal aid agencies opposed this
exemption on the grounds that: (1)
Earned wages are part of a low income
debtor's subsistence, and (2) debtors
have no bargaining power over the
terms of wage assignments.** We find

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
See. eg.. In re All Stole Industries. Inc.. 75 F.T.C.
485. 489-94 (1909). affd. 423 F.2d 423. 425 (4th Cir).
cert denied, 400 U S 828 (1970) (required credit
disclosure must be made with "conspicuousneas
and clarity"); New Vork /ewetry Co., 74 F T.C. 1381,
1409, aff'd, sub nom Tashof v. fTC, 437 F.2d 707
(D C. Cir. 1970) (policy that lured consumers into
"contractual obligations which in all likelihood they
have little understanding of' found "manifestly
unfair"); Beneficial Corporation, 98 F T C. 120 (1980)
(consent order) (misleading disclosures to credit
transaction): c.f, Raymond Lee Organization, 92
FT.C 488 (1980). affd. 879 F.2d 905 (D C Cir I960)
(ambiguous contract disclosures and insufficient
disclairoen). Bantam Books, Inc.. v FTC, 55 F T C
779 (1958), affd, 275 F 2d 680 (2d Cir.), cert. denied,
384 U.S 819 (1980) (inadequate disclosure of book
abridgment).
" Electronic fund transfers arr jiovemed by the

Electronic Fund Transfers Act. 15 U S C 11693 el
seq (1982). preauthonzed transfers are revocable by
Statute 15 U.S.C. ( 18630 (1982), 12 CIS.. { 205 10(c)
(1983)

-For a description of a credit union payroll
deduction plan. see Merle B (ewell. Booing
Employees Credit Union. Tr. 10909.

"See supra note 78 and discussion of consumer
injury, supra Section D.

-See supra note 87. Some credit union policies
require a wage assignment to be irrevocable if the
assignment i* to constitute security for a loan Merie
B. Jewel), Booing Employees Credit Union, Tr 10903.
Post-Record Comment XV-101 See also Hawaii
Credit Union League, Post-Record Comment XV-
272 Both revocable and irrevocable payroll
deductions are permitted under this rule

"David White. National Association of Federal
Credit Unions, HX-459 at 5-7; Endicott Employees
Federal Credit Union, Post-Record Comment XV-82
atl.

-The Constitution of California establishes an
interest ceiling of 10 percent but except* from that

Continued
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that the record demonstrates that
consumer injury from assignment of
earned wages is minimal, and
outweighed by offsetting benefits to
consumers or competition.

We have also added the U.C.C.C.'s
definition of "earnings" to the initial
proposed rule to clarify the types of
income to which the provision applies.
This responds to industry suggestions
that such a definition will facilitate
compliance and add certainty to the
rule.'"

The National Commission on
Consumer Finance recommended a ban
on wage assignments for credit
transactions involving over $300, It
advised allowing assignments for
transactions of $300 or less, but only for
otherwise unsecured loans, and only on
the condition that the assignment not
exceed the lesser of: (1] 25 percent of the
debtor's disposable earnings for any
workweek, or (2) the amount by which
his or her disposable earnings for the
workweek exceed 40 tiroes the federal
minimum hourly wage prescribed by
section 6(a)(l) of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938 in effect at the
time. "'The Commission considered this
approach, but we rejected it because the
record shows that the injury caused by
the use of wage assignments bears no
relation to the size of the loan.101 Use of

ceiling every iignincant clau of coniumer lenders,
including penonal property broken. Ca) Conit.
Article XX aecbon 22. Al the lime the Constitution
wa« •dopted. penonal property broker* were
denned by alatute ai tho»e engaged in the buainer
of lending money and taking a« •ecurily for •uch
loam either a contract involving the forefeiture of
nghl« m or to pertonal property, the u*e and
poiienion of which i* retained by other than the
lender, or alien on. alignment of, or a power of
attorney relative to wages, •alary, eamingl. income,
or commmion* Budget Finance Plan v. Cainson, 34
Cal 2d 95. 207 P.27 825 (1948). The preaent definition
contained in lection 22009 of the California Penonal
Property Broken Law i* the aame ai that contained
in the law in effect when the constitution wai
adopted George R. Richler, California Loan and
Finance Association. Tr 5860-67. It haa been held
that to secure the benefit of the conatitutional
waiver from the intereit ceiling of 10 percent
penonal property broken' loana muat be aecured in
whole or in part by a aecurity mtereal in peraonal
property or bya wage alignment. Id. Therefore, an
abaolute prohibition of wage aaaigiunenta would
aeverely limit, if not totally end. loam by peraonal
property borken in California. To avoid thia reaulL
the rule waa modified to permit aaaignment of
wagei already earned.

-See Southern New Mexico Legal Service*. Inc.,
Poet-Record Commenta XV-146 at 2-3: Legal Aid
Bureau. Inc.. Pott-Record Comment* XV-242 at 5.

"'See Legal Aaaiatance Foundation of Chicago.
Pott-Record Commenta XV-252 at 8; United Bank of
Denver. Poet-Record Commend XV-110 at 2. New
Orlean* Legal Aaaiatance Corporation. Pott-Record
Comment* XV-314 at 5.

•" NCCF Report. *upro note 85 at 31. the 000
maximum recommended by the National
Commiaaion on Conaumer Finance waa apparently
taken from the Uniform Small Loan Act adopted in
1917 when the dollar waa worth far more than it i*
, No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 /

an irrevocable wage assignment in small
as well as large loans could result in
interference with employment, injurious
pressure from threats to file the
assignment, and disruption of family
finances, all without a hearing and an
opportunity to assert defenses.
VI. Security Interests in Household
Goods
A. Introduction

In return for the credit they receive
consumers are often required to give
their creditors a security interest in the
property they own at the time credit is
extended or may obtain after the credit
transaction is consummated. Although
creditors have made secured loans since
the beginning of recorded history, the
use of non-possessory liens on personal
property is a comparatively recent
development. Non-possessory security
interests were not recognized at
common law.' Since the beginning of
this century, however, loans secured by
non-possessory liens on debtors'
household goods and personal effects
have become increasingly common.*

Specifically addressed by this rule
provision is a lien on a consumer's
household goods taken in connection
with a loan. The security interest in
household goods gives rise to a right to
seize property from a consumer, with
the potential of inflicting a substantial
forfeiture on the consumer. The rule at
Section a(4) prohibits the use of security
interests in household goods, as denned,
in non-purchase money transactions,'
while permitting the pledge of certain
possessions that creditors regard as
valuable collateral.
B. State Law

Security interests are creatures of
statute, inasmuch as non-possessory
liens were not recognized at common
law.* Prior to the adoption of the

today. See Proteuor Robert P. Shay, NCFA. HX-494
at 38-40.

'"£.<.. Richard Alpert. National Conaumer Law
Center, R-I(d)-a5 at 20; Richard Halliburton. Legal
Aid of Greater Kanaa* City, R-i(c)-28.

'Robinum and NugenL Regulation of the Small
Loan Biainau (1835), 18-18.21. The common law,
for moat of it* hlitory, did not aanction non-
poaaeaaory aecurity mtereal* la penonal property.
Invalidating all each interrt*. Twiiuw'* COM, 79
Eng. Rep. 809 (Star Chamber 1801).

'Robinaoo and NugenL lupra note 1, at 37.40.
•The Uniform Commercial Code define* the term

"purchaa* money —curity inlereat" a* follow*:
A aecurity intereat ia a purcbaae money aecurity

utereat to the extent that it la
(a) Taken or retained by the teller of the

collateral to Mcun all or part of it* price; or
(b) Taken by • peraon who by making advance*

or incurring an obligation give* value to enable the
debtor to acquire right* in or the uae of collateral if
auch value I* » fact ao uwd. U.C.C. aectlon B-107
(w«).

U
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niform Commercial Code (U.C.C.), a
variety of different "security interests"
were created by a variety of different
statutes.* The U.C.C. eliminated all
distinctions between security devices
that preexisted it, distinguishing only
between purchase money .security
interests and other interests. It
cumulated all remedies available to
secured creditors and reduced to a
minimum the procedural formalities
necessary to create a security interest.
Today, Article 9 of the U.QC. is the
predominant law governing use of
security interests in consumer
transactions.'Article 9 affords creditors
with maximum flexibility as to the terms
contained in security interests, including
coverage, description of property, and
circumstances under which seizure may
take place. The description of property
required is minimal.7 Creditors can often
retain a security interest in all of a
debtor's "household goods" by simply
checking a box on a standard form.'

Statutory limitations on a creditor's
capacity to secure a consumer
obligation fall into three categories. The
first consists of statutes regulating
installment sale transactions where
seller and initial creditor are the same
entity. Most states have enacted
statutes restricting installment sellers to
a lien on goods sold.* In a few states
additional limitations have been
imposed on direct lenders.10 Thus, most

We adore** the queitlon of what happen* to an
exiiling purchaae money tecurity mterefl when the
loan i* refinanced or comolidated infra at note 97.

«Twiwe't Cote, 78 Eng. Rep. SOB (Star Chamber*
160).

•For a lift of itatute* lupeneded by the U C C..
«ee U.C.C. Official Text xxxiii. el seq. (1967) See
also 1 Gilmore, Security Interest* in Penonal
Property (19S5); Gilmore and Axelrod. Chattel
Security. 57 Yale L I. 517 (1947); Gilmore. The
Secured Transaction Article of the Commercial
Code, 16 Law Contemp. Probf. 31 (19S1)

•The lole exception i* Louiliana. a civil law
jurildiction. Louisiana deblon are required to
execute a notarized mortgage of chattel* which
give* nae to a right to proceed in luminary proceu
in the event of a default. La. Civ. Code art. 2234 The
debtor ia held to confea* hi* obligation in the
notarial initrument and the creditor may forecloic
hi* hen in accordance with a two atep confenion of
judgment theory. La. Civ Code art. 2B3. Louiliana
alao permit* matallment aeller* to retain a
"privilege" In the good* which i* analogoua to a
purchaae money hen. La. Civ Code art 3186. There
•re no limitation* on the amount of property a
creditor may take •• aecurity, and blanket aecurity
Intereit* are common in Louuiana.

'E.8: Op. Ky. Att'y Gen. (April 12.1968) that
validated theuaeofthe term "hou«ehold good* "

•AUen Kamp. Nortbweet Legal Service*. R-D[f>-
125,Exh.A.

• Retail urtallment —la* act* reflect "conditional
aale" concept*. E.g.. Arixona Rev. Stat. title 44. ch.
16, art. 1S44. The Uniform Confumer Credit Code
(U.C.C.C.) at 12-407 alao limit* outallment icllen
to a lien on the good* aold The U.C.C.C. ha* been
adopted in nine atate* (Colorado, Indiana. Iowa.

CaottaiMd
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statutory limitations do not address the
problem of non-purchase money security
interests in household goods in
consumer loan transactions, despite a
predisposition to limit purchase money
creditors to a lien on the goods in credit
sales.
C. Prevalence

Based on the rulemaking record, we
find tliat the practice of securing
consumer loans with a non purchase
money security interest in household
goods (HHG] *' is widespread. Finance
companies are the preeminent users,
and HHG security interests are found in
a majority of finance company loan
contracts.12 However, banks also avail
themselves of such security " as do
credit unions 1* and even, occasionally,
savings and loan associations."
Although retail installment sales acts
tend to restrict retailers to a purchase

Kansas. Maine Wyoming. Oklahoma, Idaho, and
Utah) The Wisconsin Consumer Act at section
522 417. doe« the same thing

10 E C. Wisconsin Consumer Act section 422 417
reads "With respect to s consumer loan. a lender
may not take a security interest other than •
purchase money security interest in Clothing of the
customer and his dependents and the folloHing
Dining table and chair*, refrigerator, heating stove,
cooking stove, radio, beds, ind bedding, couching
and chairs, cooking utensils and kitchenware."
Coruieciicul prohibits non-purchase money security
interests in most consumer transactions, and
purchase money is definrd to include only
installment sales. 4: Conn Gen. Stat. 1S9. Maine
prohibits any security interests in properly that
woul-i otherwise be exempt from execution Me
Rev State Arm. tit 14. section 4401. (—), as do
Iowa. iowa Code Ann. section 537.3301, and
Virginia. Va Code sections 34-26,34-28) (1976).
' • The term "HUG" is widely used by the

consumer finance industry to describe a blanket lien
on household goods See e g , HX-129 at Exh 3.

11 HX-494 [Statement of Robert Shay on behalf of
Ni'ional Consumer Finance Associplion) Results of
a iurvey of some 10,000 current consumer accounts
reve»led clauses authorizing HtiG security interests
in 76 pe'-crnt of precomputed loan contracts and 70
percent uF ,»er diem loan contracts >1HG were
actually taken as collateral in 62 perecent of
prcromp'Jltid loans and 66 percent of per diem
loans k! at 43

See also, e g , Harvey Miller. Gateway Loan Co.,
Tr 2537. Hyman Weiner, Atlantic Finance Co Tr.
6483. Robert Gage. Legal Aid Society of
Mecklenburg County. Tr. 1268-68,1297. Olin S
Pugh, South Carolina Consumer Finance
Asfociation. Tr. 9271. Kenneth Davis. Kentucky
Consumer Finance Association. Tr. IMS: Dial
Finance Co. Manual, R-DF-5, George Richter,
Colorado Loan and Finance Association. Tr. 5869
" Eg; Thomas Huston. Iowa Banking

Department, Tr. 2291; Willis Moreman. Kentucky
Banker* Association. R-ll(f)-188; Vem Kicks,
Farmers National Bank, R-ll(f)-181. R C. Smith.
Georgia Bank and Trust Co., R-U(f>-178. )ohn
Bennett. Park National Bank of Kansas City, R-
II(b)-138. lames Brown. Center of Consumer Affairs.
University of Wisconsin, Tr. «081; HX-413.
" Betty Gregg. Credit Union National

Association, Tr. 9600; T. I. Ryan, Albuquerque Bell
Federal Credit Union. R-Uld)-5: Tilman Thomas.
Gov EES Credit Union. Tr. 12; Harold Welsh.
Illinois Credit Union League. Tr. 4097.
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oney lien on the goods sold." the
cord also reveals that certain retailers
ly on HHG security interests as
ditional collateral in credit sale
nsactions.17

An HHG security interest may be
eated by checking a box appearing in
e text of a standard form agreement.'*
 such cases the description of covered
operty is cest only in general terms
ving consumers little notice of the
ture and extent of the collateral they
e pledging to secure the loan.'*
onsumers may thus be unaware, in a
ven instance, of what is subject to a
curity interest. "Under current
terpretations of Article Nine of the
C.C., the simple inclusion of the term
ousehold goods" is sufficient to
cumber ell of the personal property
ned by the consumer."

On the other hand, there is evidence.
 the record that many finance
mpanies do list security by preparing
 inventory of all of a consumer'*
usehold property, "sometimes by
king consumers to give a list of the
vered items either orally or in writing
hen the loan papers are filled out." In

" C C. Small, Texas Savings and Loan League,
.1909
'• See Note 9, supra.
" Eg: Allnon Sietner, Central Mississippi Legal
rvices. Tr 1764, Barry Powcll, Community Legal
n-ices of Mississippi. R-II(f)-68; Richard
lliburton. Legal Aid and Defender Society of
nsas City, Tr. 119-20- lames Brown, Center of
nsumer Affairs, University of Wisconsin Tr
79-80; Robert Atkmson, Legal Aid County Legal
d Society, Tr. 3669.
"Eg- R-AVCO-51. R-ASSOC-165, R-BEN-2S.
UB-268, R-C1T-393; R-CTA-144, HFC contract
ached as Exh. A to Alan Kamp, Northwest
ighborhood Legal Services Association, R-ll(f)-

5.
" E g , R-AVCO-58 where contract reads "if
ecked at left. consumer goods consisting cfall
usehold goods, fumitiire, appliances, bnc a brae
d personal property of every kind and description
• •"; R-HFC-216 where the contract reads "Unless
o' appears under chattel mortgage above there is a
attel morlgdge security agreement on household
d consuner goods "; R-ASSOC-165, where
ntract reads "All of the fum-'ture, appliance.
tures and other household goods of every kind
d nature now located in or about Debtor's
idence * * ""; and R-BEN-2S where contract

ads "The nature of security for this note is
ecked herein" and • small box adjacent to the
rd "furniture" is checked. See also Presiding
ficer's Report at 160.
"Mary Gillespie, San Francisco Neighborhood
gal Assistance, Tr 5592. David Tarpley, Legal
rvices of Nashville, Tr. 3765-66; Alan Kamp.
rthwest Neighborhood Legal Services, R-ll(f)-

5. See also Presiding Officer's Report al 164-185.
«' E.g., In Re Drone, SOSF. Supp 211 (D.C. Ky.
62).
See also Op Ky. Alt'y Gen. (April 12.1968). which
lidates the use of the term "household goods"
th reference to U.C.C. S-110 and Op. S.C. Atfy
n. No. 3156 (August 2.1971).
"E.g., Crelghton Lynch, Southwestern Investment
.. Tr. 1889-60; )ohn R. Shuman. Florida Consumer

nance Aasodation, Tr. 3555; National Consumer
nance Association. Post-Record Comments XV-
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hese cases, and certainly where the
onsumer gives the inventory, there
hould be little question either that a
ecurity interest has been given or as to
he scope of its coverage.

The majority of HHG security
nterests are taken in connection with
xtensions of credit made under small
oan acts where the amount financed is
imited, with the limit generally being
etween 1200 and 1500 dollars,14 but
HG security interests are frequently

aken to secure smaller extensions of
redit." In this connection, HHG
ecurity is employed by finance
ompanies which are licensed to lend no
ore than 300 dollars.'*
The record reflects instances where

osigners as well as the primary debtor
ledge all of their household goods
hen they guarantee the loan of
nother."
State regulators and officials

enerally confirmed the widespread use
f blanket HHG security interests " in
onsumer transactions, as did legal
ervices attorneys who appeared in the
earings. "Thus, the record stror^Iy
upports our finding that the use cf HHG
ecurity interests is frequent and
idespread.
. Consumer Injury
This record reflects the fact that

ousehold goods typically have little
conomic value in the resale market.
The value of security in the second hand
arket in most cases ia much less than the

onsumer owes. It would be the exceptional
oan where the furniture would be worth
ven one-half of the principal."

43 at 77, see also Post-Record Comments XV-ZG9.
283. 301 and 342 at 267

" E g . George W PrenliM. Citizens Budget Co
r 4214. )oseph C Park, Michigan Consumer
inance Association, Tr 3161; John R. Shuman, Tr
555.
"The median extension of credit reflected in the

NCFA survey for all of the consumer loans Siirv") eJ
was $1,231 00 for precomputed loans ar.d S1 W' on
fur per diem loans. HX-4a4.

"Eg., all of the debtors' household goods secure
the loan in R-BEN-154 ($375.00 loan): R-GFC-328
$332.00 loan); R-BEN-152 ($242.00 loin); R-UB-268
$168.00 loan): R-CIT-367 ($600.00 loan). R-CFC-145
($240 00 loan); R-GFC-154 ($04 00 loan), R-AVCO-
87 ($277.00 loan). R-UB-33 ($236 00 loan) and R-

GFC-59 ($212.00 loan).
"lames White. Council of State Credit Institutes

(trade association for lender* of amounts less than
300 dollars), Tr 11152.

" E g , Hyman Weiner, Atlanta Finance Co. Tr
6483. R-DIAL-156.

" E g , Mervyn Dymally. Lieutenant Govermr of
California, Tr. 6515; Thomas Huston. Superintendent
of Banking. Iowa. HX-67 p. 48, Irvin Perker,
Administrator, Department of Consumer Affairs.
South Carolina, Tr. B230- Senator Alan Susman.
West Virginia, Tr. 4877-78.

"E.g.. Kathleen Keest, Black Hawk County Legal
Aid, Tr. 4254: David Tarpley, Legal Services of
Nashville. R-I(c)-95; Robert Alkinson, Legal Aid of

Contfnird
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We lend more than the furniture is worth."
In this proceeding, a large majority of

industry witnesses confirmed that
household goods have little, if any,
economic value to creditors."Their
value to creditors is psychological, as
noted in the testimony of Helmut
Schmidt, Vice Chairman of
Transamerica Financial Corporation:

There are two very. very important values
to the furniture. One is the replacement value,
the other is psychological, (hat may enhance
sentimental values in heirlooms being
provided and the negative of price, the loss
thereof if a repossession takes place, et
cetera. I couldn't possibly say whether
replacement value or pride is the more
important."

The record reflects the fact that
creditors rarely engage in actual
repossession of household goods/*4

When it does occur, the furniture and
other items seized frequently have little
or no economic value; ** occasionally,
the act of seizure appears to be
undertaken for punitive or psychological
deterrent effect."

Although seizure of household goods
is rare, when it occurs it can have severe
economic consequences. It may occur in

Portland. Tr 5038, Jonathan Epstein, Newark Legal
Service!, Tr S945, Steven McCabe. Legal Service* of
New Jersey. Tr. S731, Robert Gage. Legal Aid of
Mecklenburg County, Tr. 1268-69.1282. Thomas
Bothua. Legal Service* of Ea»tem Michigan. Tr.
3058-59: Lawrence Mealer. Dallas Legal Service*.
Tr 369: Daniel Hedges. Appalachian Research and
Defense Fund, Tr. 11370.

•°R-GF-8atp.l9
•> R-TF-5-1 at e (company Training manual'

furniture appraisals)
"Eg; Alien Hill, First State Bank of Columbu*.

R-I(a)-667, Kenneth Davit, Kentucky Finance
Company. Tr. 1528,1546: Helmut Schmidt.
Trarnamenca Finance Corporation. Tr. 6234 Robert
Dean. Security Mutual Finance Co , Tr 186. Tom
McEldowney, Idaho Department of Finance. Tr
5093, Warren Wilfert, Bank of Penrnylvania, R-
II[b)-3. Senator Ellis Bodron. Mifiinippi Comumer
Finance Attociation. Tr. 295. Calvin Phillipt, Texas
Credit Union League, Tr. 587; Letter Sodowick. New
lersey Consumer Finance Association, Tr 8392.
Han, ey Lynch Glendale Federal Savings and Loan,
Tr 5209-10: Edmund Leong, Hawaii Consumer
Finance Attociation. Tr. S413.

"Tr.8214.
•'For initancel of actual repo»»e«»ion fee. e.g.,

George Prentiss, Citizen'* Budget Company. Tr.
4229-31; Earie Nelson. California Department of
Corporation*. Tr. 5012; Clare Rollwagen, Minnesota
Container Finance Conference, Tr. 3933: (onatban
Efutein. Newark Legal Service*, Tr. 8950; Stanley
Calne*. Mississippi Con*umer Finance Acociation.
Tr. 280-61.

'•The record contain* example* of seizure which
yield* little or no economic benefit to the creditor.
f.g .K-ASSOC-163 [creditor buy* all furniture for
$35 00 at aheniT* sale): R-UB-35 (furniture *old for
$150.00); R-X1-UB-556 (cookware for (45); R-XI-
UB-762 (baby furniture repo**e**ed and (old for
(50), Robert Atkinion, Corrumer Unit. Legal Aid
Service of Portland. Oregon (co*t of repoiierion
•nd stonge exceedi value of houwhold good*). Tr.
5918; c*M history. Summit County Legal Aid
Society, R-l(c)-fl2.
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e context of divorce, where a wife
inds herself financially devastated and
eprived of her personal belongings,*' or
ithout baby furniture,** or a

efrigerator. "Repssessed furniture may
e taken to the dump 40 or auctioned for
 tiny fraction of its replacement value.41

or the debtor, the replacement value is
 true measure of the cost of the
epossession.41 Thus seizure often

poses a cost on the consumer which is
eriously disproportionate to any benefit
he creditor obtains.

In the context of seizure the
isproportionate economic impact of
on-purchase money security interests
 most apparent. Debtors lose property
hich is of great value to them and little
alue to the creditor.4* The value to
ebtors consists primarily of the
eplacement cost of the goods seized,
ogether with psychological and
motional value. The debtor is, in an
conomic sense, willing to pay more for
he household goods than they are ever
orth to the creditor on the resale
arket. Although creditors are entitled

o payment, such security interests offer
ittle economic return to creditors at
reat cost to the debtor.

•"Q. Did you ever have to junk it?
"A Ye*
"Q. You have to junk some of iff
"A. Ve», and do you know why. are you

nterested?
"Q Certainly
"A. Let me pose this as a hypothetical case—it is

ot hypothetical, it is actual. You have a number of
amilies in one area who will be borrowing from
ou. tf thil fellow continues to go down the drain
nd continues to ignore his obligation and you try
verything in the world to get him to pay and he is
aughing at you and saying——

"Q You want to make an example of him for
ther people?
"A. Not necessarily an example But if you don't

ou are going to charge off the whole block."
Carl Woxman, North Carolina Consumer Finance
ssociation. Tr. 10256. The maintenance of

redibility was offered as a reason for repossession
y other witnesses; e.g.. Michael Bums, Legal Aid
ociety of Minneapolis, R-l(c)-99
"Robert Atkinson, Consumer Unit, Legal Aid

ervice of Portland. Tr. 6618 (woman on public
ssistance lose* furniture).
"R-X1-UB-762
••R-Xl-CTA-aBZ.
•R-X1-AVCO-S39.
"R-DIAL-163; R-XI-ASSOC-636; R-Xl-Cn-2e7:

-XI-TA-Tfr, Eugene Thiralf, Land of Lincoln Legal
ssistance Foundation, Tr, 3385.
"See Carol Knutson. Neighborhood Legal

ervice* Association, Pith«burg.Tr. 11108, where a
reditor advised the witness that furniture would
imply be burned. See also, e.g., Harvey Miller,
ateway Loan Co., Tr. 2545 (by implication);
illiam Martin. Oregon Consumer* Finance
ssociation, Tr. 7563 (by implication) (borrower*
lace a sufficiently high value on HHG that
epayment of the loan would be insured In
ccordance with the value the owner places on die
ecurity); Edmund Leong, Hawaii Consumer Finance
asocialion.Tr.M13.
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When consumers run into difficulty,
e non-purchase money security
terest in household goods also enables
creditor to threaten the loss of all
rsonal property located in the home.
is psychological lever, referred to
er and over again in this proceeding,44

gether with the cost to the consumer of
placing the security, gives this remedy
 value to the creditor.
The preponderance of evidence on the
cord supports our finding that despite
e limited economic value of household
ods, creditors rely on the
ychological lever to seek payment and
 persuade consumers to take other
tions the creditors may deem
propriate, such as refinancing or
taining a cosigner.

If m your discussion with the applicant you
d that certain articles have a sentimental
lue because of the fact that they are family
irlooms or gifts, make a note of this on your
praisal for future use.*
 this connection, the National
onsumer Law Center found that legal
d attorneys considered non-purchase
oney security interests the single most
mmon basis for threats and
rassment of consumers of all of the
editors remedies surveyed.4* The
ndings of the NCLC survey are bome
t by the testimony received in this
oceeding.41

The consumer files on this record
awn from the offices of major
nsumer finance companies contain
rther examples of threats to seize
usehold goods. Such use of
ychological security is recorded on the
cks of ledger cards which detail the
llection contacts engaged in by the
editor, "and in correspondence
pearing in the consumer files.4'

hreats may be direct or indirect; they
ay be made to third parties as well as
e principal debtor.*"

"E.g.. Earle Nelson, California Department of
rporations. Tr 5035, Lawrence Mealer, Dallas
gal Services. Tr 371-77, Edmund Leong. Hawaii

onsumer Affairs Association, Tr. 5413. James
llivan. Department of Consumer Affairs.
issouri.Tr.45g6.
"R-LL-5 at 4 (Household Goods—Ettimaled List.
utside Lookup and Appraisal. New Business «38)
•National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) Survey
 Credit Contract Practices. Survey, HX-467 at 30-
 (1977).
"E.g., Drew (ohnson. Lane County Legal Aid, Tr.
25. "In a clear majority of cases where the client
 in default there is a threat to repossess household
ods." See infra note 51.
<•£«., R-D1AL-1BO; R-BEN-68 (-Work HHG on

ife"); R-GFC-B07; R-AVCO-140; R-AVCO-63
reats to take furniture from welfare family with

ght children): R-GFC-487.
-ES- R-DIAL-1S1; R-ASSOC-673, R-DIAL-1S9,
-CT-31B; R-TA-ft R-DF-1 at 18.
—See. e.g.. R-X1-185 (Beneficial Finance
ompany contacted the son of the debtors and

Continued
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Chase and recheck li a psychological
device in which the Dial office repre»entative
visits the uncooperative customer'* home
specifically for the purpose ofrechecking the
security * * '. Normally this will arouse
concern on the part of the customer ai to the
reason for the rechecking. You are not to
threaten tl.at your branch is ready to
repossess the security, merely advise the
customers that you do not know the reason
for the recheck, that you are just carrying out
an assignment, and that if you were in similar
circumstances you would contact the office
immediately. R-DF1-27. (Dial Finance
Company manual].
The record shows that consumer and
industry witnesses acknowledge that
security interests in household goods are
used in a way which is uniquely
threatening and disruptive to consumers
and their families," Ledger card entries
in consumer files include directives such
as "work HHG on wife"** and similar
instructions to apply pressure to family
members by threatening destitution. "In
some cases threats are directed to
children and other family members.*4 In
others, the creditor will appear at the
home and terrify the whole family."

threatened to seize hit parents' household goods
unless he •ruined payment)

" ES , Eugene Thirolf. Land of Lincoln legal
Assistance Foundation, R-L(c)-20; Drew (ohnson.
Lane County Legal Aid, Tr. 6325 (threat to seize
HHG in clear ma)onty of cases of default]. Royal
White. White Systems of]ack»on. Tr. 213 (term used
was "advise" consumers): James Boyle, Texas
Cornumer Association. Tr. 16. Harvey Miller.
Gateway Loan Co., Tr. 2545 (implied threat): Robert
Loheil, Chapter 13 Trustee and former finance
company operator, Tr. 5743; Carol Knutson.
Neighborhood Legal Services Association.
Pittsburgh. Tr 11127; Kenneth Levin, Atlanta Legal
Aid Society. Tr. S275. Mervyn Dynally. Lieutenant
Governor of California. Tr 6527; Robert Gage, Legal
Aid of Mecklenburg County. HX-44 at 2 (threat
made to debtor's children): Kathleen Keest, Black
Hdwk County Legal Aid. HX-1S6 at 2: Lawrence
Mealpr. Dallas Legal Sen-ices. Tr 371-72. Daniel
Hedges. Appalachian Resarch and Defenre Fund,
Tr. 11370-171 Michael Nelson. Legal Aid Society of
Kent Courh. Tr 4822. Tom McHdowney,
Departmpnl or Finance, State of Idaho. Tr 5074,
Roberta Ranstrom. Legal Aid Society of
Sacramento. R-Il(f)-2u5 Senator Elin Bodron,
Missusipp' Consumer Finance Attociotion. Tr 295
" R-BEN-88. See alio R-DIAL-160. (ledger card

entry revef '< pressure on wife of debtor), R-XI-
DLAL-24. [pi-essure was applied to wife after
husbano h-d a stroke).

-E.g.. R-LilAL-24. R-AVCO-63; R-M-GFC-190
($154 owed), R-XI-GFC-497, R-X1-HFC-184,187.
189; R-XI-TA-8.

"Eg.Loii Wood. Land of Lincoln Legal
Assistance Foundation, R-l(c>-18 (loan company
employee calls his office from debtor's home and
describes furniture while wife is present); Robert
Gage. Legal Aid of Mecklenburg County, Tr. 1256;
)ames Kocher, Lane County Legal Aid, Tr. 6376
(debtor with six children, the threat itself la
iniurious). See also R-X1-D1AL-163.

-Michael Nelson. Legal Aid Society of Kent
County. Tr. 4811 (creditor appear* with a moving
van and threatens to empty the house), Roberta
Ranstrom, Legal Aid Society of Sacramento County,
R-U(f)-205 ("Give me (50 today or I'll have a truck
at your door in the morning and take everything out
of your house.") Lois Wood. Land of Lincoln Legal
, No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 

Certain witnesses testified that such
threats were never made.** Although the
Commission recognizes that certain
individual creditors may refrain from
threatening to seize household goods,
the preponderance of evidence supports
a conclusion that such threats are
commonplace.

A threat to seize family possessions
from the home of a consumer is
psychologically debilitating and
disruptive. "This record demonstrates
that such threats are made frequently,
and that they are harmful in themselves.
In recommending that household goods
security interests be prohibited, the
National Commission on Consumer
Finance (NCCF), based on its
comprehensive survey of the credit
industry, found as follows:

A creditor should not be allowed to take
other than a purchase money security
interest in household goods.

A creditor should be able to take a security
interest in good* which form the basis of the
transaction, but security interests in
household good* should not be allowed in
any loan or consolidation transaction if the
goods were not acquired by the use of that
credit. In the event of default, such security
interest in household goods and the
accompanying right to repossess or threat to
repoBse; s such goods have far too disruptive
an impact on the family life of the debtor to
be in the public interest.-
Our view of the record supports our
similar finding on the disruptive and
harmful impact of threats to seize
household goods. Because the economic
loss to the consumer inherent in the
seizure of household goods is so large,
the threat to seize is correspondingly
substantial. Legal services witnesses
and others who appeared and
commented in the proceeding offered
first-hand experience of the harmful
impact of creditor threats to seize
furniture and personal possessions.**

Assistance Foundation, R-l(c)-19; Martha Ellpr.
Puget Sound Legal Assistance. Tr 6638 ("the sheriff
will come with us tonight to get the goods ")

"E.g., Clare Rollwagen, Minnesota Consumer
Finance Conference. Tr. 3962; Clarence Bleser.
Wisconsin Finance Corporation. Tr 34"6 Don Pratt.
Hometown Finance Company, Tr 3103; Kenneth
Davit. Kentucky Finance Company. Tr. 1547.

"E.s; Martha Eller, Puget Sound Legal
Assistance Foundation, Tr 6638-40; Drew johnson,
Lane County Legal Aid Service, Inc.. Tr. 6314-17;
Mary Ellen Sloan. Utah Legal Services, Inc. Tr.
7344-45; Land of Lincoln Legal Assistance
Foundation, R-l(cr-19. Case Histories A-C; Legal
Aid Society of Metropolitan Denver, R-I(c)-45, Case
History: Mildred F. and Laurie F.; Bexar County
Legal Aid Association. R-l(c)-7B at 2; Robert H.
Gage, Legal Aid Society of Mecklenburg County,
HX-44, Case History: Glanda ]o*ephs.
- Consumer Credit in the United State*. Report of

the NCCF at 27 (W2).
"E.g. Tucker Trautman, Colorado Department of

Law. Tr. 6477, John F. Robert. Louisiana Consumer*
L—gue. Tr. 1070; George Wallace, University of
Iowa Law School. Tr. 11888; Roberty Lohert,
/ Rules and Regulations

However, the psychological impact of
such threats does not define or exhaust
the injury they occasion. It is important
to acknowledge, as a general
proposition, the position in which
consumers find themselves when
creditors have a lien on personal
possessions. Debtors who are in default
and on the verge of having their
personal possessions seized are under
considerable pressure to make
repayment arrangements acceptable to
the lender who is threatening
repossession. To avoid the greater loss
of repossession, such consumers are
likely willing to take other steps they
would not willingly take but for the
security interest. Accordingly, such
creditors are in a prime position to urge
debtors to take steps which may worsen
their Financial circumstances.

Such steps may include agreements to
refinance debts, and diversion of funds
needed for other obligations to pay the
creditor holding the security interest.
Because of the perceived imminency of
repossession, debtors may also forego
the assertion of valid or meritorious
defenses in their rush to complete
acceptable repayment agreements.

Actions such as these are not
necessarily harmful in and of
themselves, nor are they harmful to
consumers in all instances. In other
situations, the Commission believes
consumers will take such actions only if
they are in the consumer's self interest.
Faced with the greater loss of a
threatened repossession, however,
consumers will willingly take steps that
avoid immediate repossession, but
otherwise worsen the consumer's
situation. Faced with a security interest
in HHG, consumers may endure lesser
injuries to avoid the greater injury of
repossession. Because of the security
interest, these injuries cannot
reasonably be avoided.

The rulemaking record reflects the
fact that threats to seize household
goods frequently accompany efforts to
compel debtors to agree to refinancings
of overdue obligations.*" A refinancing

Chapter 13 Trustee (retired). Tr. 5743, Martha Eller.
Puget Sound Legal Assistance, Tr. 6638. Robert
Gage, Legal Aid of Mecklenburg County. Tr. 1256.
Kathleen Keest, Black Hawk County Legal Aid, Tr
4283. Lawrence Mealer, Dallas Legal Services. Tr.
371.

"E.g.. R-X1-01AL-206, Martha Eller, Puget Sound
Legal Assistance. Tr. 6642: iohn Paer. Legal Aid of
Hawaii, Tr. 5344; lame* Boyle. Texas Consumer
Protection Association, Tr. 28; Gerald Cope.
Trustee, Chapter 13. Southern Dutnci of Maine. Tr
10528,10545; Kathleen Keest, Black Hawk County
Legal Aid. Tr. 4200; Thomas Balms Legal Services of
Eastern Michigan. Tr. 3007; James L. Brown, Center
for Consumer Affair*. University of Wrconnin. HX-
153 at 5; Eugene Thirolf, Land of Lincoln Legal

Continued
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may reduce or defer scheduled monthly
payments, but it does so by increasing
the overall amount a debtor owes.
Although refinancing is appropriate in
some instances, it is against the debtor's
economic interest in others.*'

Threats to enforce HHG provisions
can also lead to payment of the secured
creditor's loan in preference to other.
perhaps more immediate needs or
obligations."Fear that creditors will
make good their threats to seize
personal possessions if debtors do not
promptly enter into new repayment
agreements may also lead consumers to
withhold assertion of legitimate
counterclaims or set-offs."

In the Commission's opinion, the use
of blanket security interests to exhort an
overextended or unemployed consumer
to make a decision which may lead to
increased financial difficulties has many
of the attributes of economic duress.**
Threats to seize the persona]
possessions of a consumer and his or
her family clearly meet many of the
criteria for economic duress, especially
given the dire financial circumstances in
which the consumer finds himself.**
Although the Commission has premised
its findings regarding the unfairness of
threats to seize household goods on the
resulting psychological and economic
injury to consumers, as demonstrated by
information contained in the rulemaking

Aairtance Foundation. Tr. 3364, Carl Woxman.
North Carolina Container Finance Anoaation. Tr.
10256-257.

•' Id. See also. e.g.. Drew Johnion, Lane County
Legal Aid. Tr. 6346-47, Loil Wood, Land of Lincoln
Legal Anilance Foundation. R-I(c)-19; Terrance
Terauchi, San Maleo Legal Aid. Tr. 7966, Kenneth
Levin. Atlanta Legal Aid Society, HX-336 at 11;
David Duhon, North Lounana Legal Atantance, Tr.
1480-) Stephen Hewitt, Lane County Legal Aid. R-
11(0-281. Jarnei Kocher, Lane County Legal Aid. Tr.
6377.

"See, e.g., Stephen Hewitt, Lane County Legal
Aid. R-ll(f)-281 (debtor* will give up food and
clothing to keep houiehold neceuitiei).

"Jaine* Boyle. Texaa Consumer Asiociation. Tr.
28. |ohn Paer, Legal Aid of Hawaii. Tr. 5344, Alllion
Steiner. Central MiuiuippI Legal Service*. Tr. 1780;
Charle* DuMan, New Mexico Law School, Tr. 472.

•"In thii connection, the common law ha* long
recognized (hat agreement! ihould be tet alide
where a weaker party acquie»ce( to a contract in
the face of a threatened wrong. Such a contract has
no effect becauM the aaaent of the weaker party i*
coerced. Goldslein v. Enoch, 246 Cat. App. 2d 681.
57 Cat. Rptr. 19 (1B67); Sun Maid Raisin Growers v.
Papazion, 74 CaL App. 231,240 (1925).
• People ax ml. Buell v. Buelt. 20 111. App. id 82;

155 N.E.2d 104 (1959): Nixon v. Leitman, 32 Ml(C. 2d
461:224 N.Y.S-2d 448 (1862). The u«e of unequal
bargaining power to force a person in an unulually
dutreuing aituation to agree to hanh contract
ternr hai been held to conatitute dureaa at common
law Oswald v. City ofEJ Centra, 211 Cal. 4S, 292 P.
1073 (1930) Undue influence hai been denned a>
the "taking ofgroiily oppreuive and unfair
advantage of another'i neceafity and drtreu." Cal.
Civ. Code 1575. See also Campbell Soup v. Wsntz,
172 F.2d SO. 82 (3d Cir. 1949).
, No. 42 / Thursday, March 1. 1984 /

record, these common law doctrines
provide evidence of public policy
supporting the Commission's findings.

Since default most frequently occurs
for reasons that are not within the
control of the debtor,** the threat to
seize household possessions causes
"great emotional suffering, humiliation,
anxiety, and deep feelings of guilt, and
this distress can lead to physical
breakdowns or illness, disruption of the
family, and undue strain on family
relationships." *7

For these reasons, the Commission
concludes that non-purchase money
security interests in household goods
cause substantial consumer injury.
D. Offsetting Benefits

Although the industry acknowledged
that household goods generally have
limited value and expressed disapproval
of threats and harassment associated
with their use, the industry maintained
that blanket security interests were
essential. "This is the edge" that makes
the debtor pay. "Creditors stated that
borrowers are much better disciplined if
they pledge their household goods" and
that the psychological value is
essential. "Such security interests were
felt to enhance a debtor's sense of moral
obligation" and to encourage prompt
payment. "It was further argued that the
security interest in household goods is
evidence of a debtor's good faith effort
to repay. "In addition, it was stated that
many consumers have nothing else to
offer as security.M Overall, the industry
argued that in the absence of household
goods security interests costs would
increase and debtors will not obtain
credit. "It should be noted, however,
that according to a survey of legal aid
attorneys, their experience with legal
aid clients indicated that 40 percent of

"See lupro Chapter ni.
" Presiding Officer'* Report at 136, citing Martha

Eller, Puget Sound Legal Aiiiilance. Tr. 6640-42
-larnei White, Council of State Credit Inatitutea.

HX-461.
"E.g., Alan Simian. West Virginia State Senate.

Owner of amall loan company, Tr. 4878; George
Prentii*. Citizen* Budget Co.. Tr. 4230-31.

'•£«., Robert Abraham*. Walter E. Heller
Company, Tr. 9799; Kenneth Davia, Kentucky
Finance Co.. Tr. 1528.

"E.g.. Lealer Sodowick, New Jerry Conaumer
Finance Aaaociauon. Tr. 8392.

"E.g., Alabama Lender* Arociation. R-l(a)-361.
"E.g., Richard Van Winkle, Utah Confumer

Finance Aaaoctetfon, Tr. 7807; Al BrandL Brand!
Finance Company. Tr. 7521; William Martin. Oregon
Conaumer Finance Aaaociation. Tr. 7S63; Stephen
Hellerateln. Colorado Induitrial Banken
Attociation. Tr. 7107-06.

"E.g., David Wood. Dial Financial Corp., R-l(a)-
172: Helmut SchmidL Tran*am«rica Financial
Corporation, Tr. 6190.

"E^.. Crelghtoo Lynch, Tr. 1858. See also
Summary of Pott-Record Comment* XV-357 at 88,
aotea 36-38.
 Rules and Regulations____7765

finance company loans containing
security interests (principally but not
only in household goods) were for home
improvements, suggesting that the
borrowers were homeowners and
therefore may have had other assets to
pledge as security."

It was maintained that low-income
consumers who have the most problems
with collection practices would be
denied credit in the event that blanket
security interests could not be taken."
Individual finance company operators
stated that many loans would not be
made absent household goods liens.7*
One finance company officer estimated
that for his company the charge-off rate
for unsecured loans is nearly two-thirds
higher than for secured loans, and
concluded that "if security was
forbidden" and a similar charge-off rate
applied to all accounts, bad debt losses
would mount and credit restriction
would result. "Certain industry
witnesses considered threats to seize
household goods to be a valuable
remedy.

Q. What {» there about security interesta in
household goods that seem* to qualify an
otherwise marginal debtor for credit?

A. Well. there are several things. First of
all, I do believe and have experience (hat
household goods do provide some monetary
security • • •

Number two, there i* a psychological
disadvantage to the consumer, in a lenie (I
hate to use the word "disadvantage"), in fact
that we eventually back that truck up, tote
hi* stuff out. His neighbors see it: hit friend*
see it. It i* embaraising. It show up on his
credit record as a (eposieiaion. Man, next to
a charge-off, that about as bad a* you can
do."
The industry thus maintained, to a
varying extent, that the household goods
security interest was "a difference
between in and out of this business." "

"NCLC aurvey, supra note 46 at 27.
"E.g, Prepared Statement of Robert P. Shay on

behalf of the National Conaumer Finance
Aaaociation, HX-494 at 43.45.

"E.g., John Moaley. Moiley Finance Company,
Tr. 910; Lexer Sodowick. New leraey Conaumer
Finance Aaaociation. Tr. 8392-B3; Burton Came,
Pennaylvania Conaumer Finance Aaaociation. Tr,
8430; Richard Van Winkle, Lockhart Company. Tr.
7007-06.

'•William E. Wehnar. Household Finance Corp.,
Tr. 9089. Mr. Wehner acknowledged that recoveriea
are made on charged-off account! in aome caaei. Tr.
104-05.

••John Moaley, Moaley Finance Company. Tr. 945.
•' Helmut Schmldt, Tranaamerica Financial

Corporation. Tr. 8214. See also. Summary of Pott-
Record Comment* HX-357 at 72-73. mi. 70-72. The
Pniiding Officer further found that "me loa* of thii
right would undoubtedly have very conaiderable
impact on their (creditor*') operatjona and upon the
availability of credit to conaumen." Id. We conaider
that thia finding la not aupported by the
preponderance of record evidence, given the

CMitlniMd
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The rule provision we here adopt
meets many of the objections of industry
by incorporating substantial
modifications (discussed in Section G,
below) to the original, more sweeping
1975 proposal which was the prime
focus of industry testimony and
comment. By enacting a provision which
leaves purchase money loans untouched
and permits consumers to pledge many
valuable possessions as security, we
believe the rule meets most of the
industry apprehensions that this
provision would act to "forbid" security.

Moreover, although the consumer
finance industry generally took the
position that blanket security interests
are essential, individual firms from
different states testified as to their
capacity to operate successfully without
such security. In some cases, firms
operated in states which prohibit the
household goods secured loan." In other
cases, some creditors simply decided
not to avail themselves of a blanket
security interest, and indicated that they
did not perceive any major increase in
delinquency or collection problems."
Non-consumer finance company
creditors testified to their lack of
confidence in household goods security
interests.*4

To evaluate the argument that a
prohibition of household goods security
interests would result in increased
default and delinquency and/or a

substantial narrowing of the (cope of the HHG
provision we enact today. a« compared to the 1975
proposal addressed by the Presiding Officer. The
Presiding Officer also baled hil concluaion in part
on a finding that HHG security interests had
"usefulness" • • • ir causing the consumer to
reaffirm a debt follow.ng bankruptcy " Presiding
Officer's Report at 311 Given the changes to the
Bankruptcy Code under the Bankruptcy Reform Act
of 1078 (after the Presiding Officer's findings), this
benefit to creditor* would be substantially eroded.
if not eliminated entirely.

" E g . Bernard Cunmngham, Windsor Locks
Finance Company, Connecticut, Tr, 85S9, ft- ley.
Connecticut prohibits household good* security
interests in consumer loan*. See supra note 10.

" E g , William Lehye. Consumer Loan Company.
Tr. 43E7, et seq., Femando Negron, bland Finance
Company Tr 8639. a these cases, however, there is
no evidence that the creditor publicized or
otherwise made known the determination not to
employ HHG security Inlerests. This is consistent
with record evidence (bowing that even where
difference* exist between creditors in the remedies
they employ, consumers cannot reasonably
differentiate between creditor* for purposes of
comparing or chopping for different contract remedy
term*. •

**£.S., William Gwennapp, American Banker*
Association. Tr. 12200; John Montgomery. Illinois
Banker* Association. Tr. 2581: Michael Milroy.
Valley National Bank of Arizona, Tr. 5486: Joe
Martin. First United Bancorporation. Tr. 115ft
Robert Tobey, Consumer Banker* Association. R-
I(a>-488: Betty Gregg, Credit Union National
Association. Tr. WBO-01; loan Morton. California
Credit Union League. Tr. 7185; G.R. Slater. Harris
Bank. R-U(f)-132.
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 

foreclosure of "high risk" consumers
from the credit market, the rulemaking
•tan' analyzed data furnished by the
National Consumer Finance Association
(NCFA).-NCFA data on secured and
unsecured borrowers reveal no
significant difference between the
income levels of such borrowers and no
significant difference between the level
of indebtedness of such borrowers at the
time credit was extended.** It is
important to remember that the role
does not prohibit purchase money
security interests or security interests in
other than household goods, as denned.

Additionally, the testimony of several
state regulators representing states
which restrict blanket security interests
bears out the statistical evidence that
state regulatory schemes that include a
restriction on creditors* ability to take
blanket security interests in household
goods do not have adverse effects on
credit cost or availability. Specifically, •
Thomas Huston, Superintendent of
Banking, State of Iowa. testified that the
Iowa U.C.C.C. (which, among other
provisions, restricts the scope of HHG
security interests) had no effect on
credit extensions in his state.*''

From a creditor's standpoint, the facts
about the causes of consumer default in
credit obligations suggest that the
benefits of blanket security interests as
a collection device are limited. Given
that the majority of defaults occur for
reasons beyond the borrower's control,**
a threat to seize furniture and personal
possessions is of marginal value in
cases of serious delinquency.
Unemployed debtors, or debtors with
sudden and substantial emergency
expenses are hardly more able to remit
monthly payments because they receive
a threat to seize the funiture.
E. The California Situation

A special problem was raised by
industry witnesses in the State of
California. It was argued that the

"R-xni-a;R-xm-37.
"For a discussion of staffs methodology and '

analysis. lee Staff Report at 233-35, R-XII1-3,
Tables 1-4 and accompanying disussion. These data
also ihow a higher average loan amount for secured
loan* versus unsecured loans. The data confirm
that, where HHG aecurity interest* are permissible,
creditors feel more secure taking inch collateral:
they do not tell us what happen* when HHG
•ecurity interest* are restricted. Comparing data for
HHG-re»trictive itate* (Connecticut. Wisconsin,
Iowa) with non-rettrictiv* •tata* suggests that
creditors do not significantly reatrict credit
availability in response to curtailment in the
availability of blanket HHG security interest. Id.

"Tr. 228S: ««e also HX-29 at 3 for i similar
assessment by the Iowa Attorney General Mr.
Huston recommended an HHG provieton which
except* "luxury item*" Tr. 2285-80.

'•See discuJsion itipra Chapter m: Pretiding
Officer's Report at 44-62.
/ Rules and Regulations

prohibition on blanket security interests
in household goods would make it
impossible for the consumer finance
industry to remain in business, because
legal interest rates are tied to the taking
of security. "The industry maintained
that the proposed rule would make it
impossible for finance companies to
lend under the Personal Property
Broker's Law.*"

The industry maintained that
prohibiting security interests in
household goods and prohibiting wage
assignments would amount to a
prohibition against small loan
companies doing business in California
because the applicable statute defines
such lenders as those who take such
security and/or wage assignments.

We find that the apprehension
expressed by the California finance
industry is unwarranted. The record
indicates that, in practice, any personal
property of any kind will suffice as
security for the purpose of the statute.11

Lenders comply with the California law
by taking a nominal security interest in
a fountain pen or a ring.** They can
continue to take similar nominal
security interests under the rule we
promulgate here. "The rule does not
require any changes in California
statutory law to permit consumer
finance companies to remain in
business.

" See generally, testimony ofEarle Nelson.
California Department of Corporations, Tr 5008.
George Richler, California Loan and Finance
Association, Tr. 5885 California, Consumer Finance
Association, Pott-Record Comments XV-338, at 16-
18.
" George Richter. California Loan and Finance

Association, Tr 5802 See o/so Staff Report al 238
note 128.

" "A close examination of these t«o forms of
security will quickly show that they are largely a
fiction device to permit this category of lender to
function outside the 10 percent interest limitation."
Mervyn Dymally, Lieutenant Governor of California,
Tr.6514

"Earie Nelson. California Department of
Corporalion*. Tr. 5043.5044-48: George Richter.
California Loan and Finance Association. Tr. 5909

-Wage assignments In California, which also
qualify a lender a* a penonal property broker, may
only apply to income already earned at the time
credit i* extended. Such wage assignments an> not
prohibited by the rule.

Moreover, the rule doe* not prohibit all security
interests in penonal property. Purchase money
security interest* in such property are permitted, as
are non-purchase money •ecurity interests in other
than household goods, •• defined, such as jewelry
Finally, there are other statutory alternatives in
existence in California, which permit lenders to
charge rates in excess of me conititutional usury
limitation, and which consumer finance companies
me. An example is the Industrial Loan Law under
which finance companies may operate that affords
a rate structure that it slightly lower than that under
the Personal Property Broken Law. See. e.g.. Earie
Nelson, California Department of Corporation*. Tr
(043.
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F. Conclusion
Evidence of record establishes that

non-purchase money security interests
in household goods are the products of
contracts the terms of which consumers
cannot reasonably avoid, and that their
use occasions substantial injury. We
further conclude, based on the evidence,
that such security interests produce
injury which is not outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or
competition. Based on the
preponderance of evidence in this
record, the Commission therefore finds
that the use of non-purchase money
security interests in consumer
transactions is an unfair practice.

Although the capacity to disrupt the
home of a consumer and his or her
family has some value to a creditor, the
practice elicits minimal benefits in
return for substantial injury. This is why
the NCCF recommended abolition of
non-purchase money security interests
in household goods.*4

The Presiding Officer found that "a
grant of a non-purchase money security
in household goods has the potential
and will, in many cases, result in injury
far greater than any benefits to be
gained through the use of the credit
thereby obtained." *1 We concur.

Finally, this provision has been
substantially revised to narrow its scope
and increase its clarity. This provision
responds to the major concerns raised
by the industry and discussed by the
Presiding Officer. As revised, the rule
will prevent the use of non-purchase
money security interests in those
household goods that the record
demonstrates have little economic value
to creditors. The revised rule will not
affect other kinds of security interests,
nor will it prevent the use of purchase
money security interests in household
goods.
G. Alternatives considered and
modifications adopted.

In the course of proceedings on the
rule several problems with the text of
proposed section (a)(4) became
apparent. Accordingly, the provision we
now adopt contains modifications
consistent with the information
developed.

As proposed. Section (a)(4) would
have restricted creditors to a purchase
money security interest in the event that
the credit extended was used to
purchase consumer goods. No other
property could be used to secure the
extension of credit. Thus, an automobile
loan could not be secured by a second
mortgage on real estate or by any

-See supra note 5B.
"Pretiding Officer'* Report it 162.
, No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 /

collateral other than the automobile
itself. The industry maintained that this
approach was too restrictive, especially
in the second mortgage area, and the
rulemaking staff concurred.—The
purpose of this rule is to prevent the use
of non-purchase money security
interests in those household goods
which constitute necessities and not to
prevent consumers from borrowing on
the equity in their homes, stocks and
bonds, etc., or pledging certain valuable
assets if they choose to. The language of
the provision we adopt eliminates non-
purchase money security interests in
household goods (as defined] while
permitting consumers to agree to second
mortgages where it is in their interest to
do so. It permits the use of non-
household goods collateral, in any
appropriate credit transaction, but limits
household goods security interests to
transactions where the credit received
was applied to their acquisition.

In reviewing this rule provison the
staff noted an ambiguity as to whether
the rule applied to possessory security
interests, i.e., property held in the
possession of the secured party such as
a pawnbroker. Under the U.C.C. pawns
and pledges are "security interests" but
were not intended to be covered by the
rule. Thus Section a(4) has been revised
to make it clear that it only applies to
non-possessory security interests. This
will eliminate any uncertainty as to
whether a consumer can pawn or pledge
household items. The record furnishes
no evidence that such possessory
security interests cause any injury.

The rule does not apply to purchase
money security interests. When a
purchase money loan is refinanced or
consolidated, we intend that, for
purposes of this rule, the security
collateralizing the prior loan can
continue to secure the new loan, even if
the new loan is for a larger amount or is
in other respects a non-purchase money
loan. In enunciating our intent for
purposes of this rule, we intimate no
opinion with respect to different
approaches taken by various
jurisdictions in analogous questions
raised under the Bankruptcy Code."

-Staff Report at 244. note 140.
"The iiiuc •ri«ei in the context of bankruptcy

proceeding! becauw the 1978 bankruptcy reform*
provided an exception to the old rule that Kcured
loan* aurvived bankruptcy, for tho*e loan* aecuied
by blanket iccurity intereil* in houaehold good*. 11
U.S.C. 522(f)(2)(A). Thi* ha* reiulled in litigation
over the queation of whether conaolidated or
refinanced loam. aecured in part by previou*
purchaae money collateral, can be avoided in
bankruptcy, i.e., whether they are purchaae money
loan* or HHG-aecurad loan*. Different court* have
reached different r—ultl. Compare, ».g: In r»
Manuet. 807 F.2d WO (5th Cir. 1875) with In ft Comi.
16 B.R. 454 (Bkrtcy.. WJ}. Ky. 1962) and In n

,
'
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We adopt a further modification to
this section of the rule narrowing the
definition of "household goods" to more
nearly limit coverage to necessities and
to permit the pledge of certain
possessions which have significant
economic value. This modification has
been undertaken in response to
comment M and to narrow the
prohibition to the class of goods for
which the injury to consumers from a
security interest exceeds offsetting
benefits.

Specifically, we define "household
goods" in terms of a list of common
household necessities, together with
some items of uniquely personal value.
excluding these categories;

(1) Works of art;
(2) Electronic entertainment

equipment (except for one television and
one radio):

(3) Items acquired as antiques; and
(4) Jewelry (except wedding rings).

We define "antique" as
Any item over one hundred yean of age,

including »uch article* which have been

RuwII, 28 B.R. 270 (Bkrtcy. W.D. Okla. 1863) We
 Intend that for purpo— of thi* rule, when a loan I*
 coniolidated or refinanced, a creditor can retain an
exrting purchaae money —curity intereat in
collateral which would olherwiae come within the
rule'* definition of houaehold good*. Thu«,
analogou* "Iraniformatioa" rule* in bankruptcy
dedaion* will have no bearing in determining, for
purpow of the rule, the baaic character of the
collateral at the time of the refinancing or
consolidation.

Thoae luritdiction* that do not follow the
automatic tranifonnation rule generally adopt a
method of determining the extent of the purchaae
money intereit in the refinanced loan, molt often
tome vanant on the firtt-ln, firel-out payment
method apecified in the U.C.C.C. aection 2-40B. To
the extent that thia iaaue ariae* with reapect to our
rule, atate law ahould govern the determination of
Ac extent of the aecurity intereat. For purpow of
determining compliance with the rule, however, we
intend that courts ahould look to the validity of the
contract under the rule at (he lime the contract 11
aigned. Thua. if under applicable atate law an
Intereit it in part a purchaae money aecunty
intereit at the time a contract ii aignad. the contract
doea not violate the rule. even if the purchaae
money portion of the intereat ia exhauated before
the end of the contract.

"E.g.. Thornai Hualon. Superintendent of
Banking, Iowa. Tr. 22S5-W; W.C. Evana, Texaa
Finance AnociaUon. Tr. 880; Clarence Blew.
Wiaconaul Finance Corporation, Tr. 3467 ("luxury
houaehold goodi"), 3472 ("boata. anowmobile*.
televiiion aeta. piano*"); Harold T. Welah. IllinoK
Credit Union League. Tr. 4086-88 (piano); Robert
Mallock. Beneficial Management Corporation. Tr.
8577 ("multiple TV'*, atereo*. home
workahop* * * •"); Betty Gregg. Credit Union
National Aaaociation, Inc.. Tr. 866S (Jewelry). See
also Pott-Record Commenta XV-33B at 56 (finance
company); XV-274 (credit union concerned about
jewelry), XV-123 (credit union—abould exclude
thing! held for inveatment): XV-213 (credit union-
piano "could retain moat of it* value for the term of
a five year loan while a room full of furniture
depreciated to next to nothing").
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repaired or renovated without changing their
original Ibnn or character. (| 444.1(]'))**

"Personal effects" is not defined in the
rule; we intend it to have its commonly
accepted meaning as "Articles
associated with a person, as property
having more or less intimate relation to
the person of the possessor* * *."*00

We specifically include wedding rings
within the term "personal effects".
Other items clearly within the ambit of
the term include those which an
individual would ordinarily carry about
on his or her person and possessions of
uniquely personal nature, such as family
photographs. Thus, the definition of
household goods does not cover items
suck as boats, snowmobiles, cameras
and camera equipment (including
darkroom equipment}, pianos, multiple
television sets, home workshops and the
like.""

We exclude one television and one
radio from the term "electronic
entertainment equipment" because, in
contemporary society, these items have
become virtual necessities. For families
in rural or isolated areas, a radio is an
absolute necessity. For many—
especially disabled or infirm persons, or
shut-ins—a television may be an equal
necessity. We intend that the term
"radio" apply to a conventional, self-
contained unit (such as a table model
radio, or a transistorized portable radio]
with its primary function as a radio. The
term does not encompass multi-
component audio systems, even though
one element of such a system is a radio
receiver. Nor does it apply to portable,
self-contained, multi-function units (tape
recorder/player, amplifier, clock], only
one element of which is a radio receiver.

We have provided that wedding rings
be included within the term "household
goods." This permits consumers to
pledge as collateral for non-purchase
money loans any items of jewelry, with
the exception only of wedding rings,
which should be protected because of

"The definition ia auggeated by U.S Customs
dctcnplion (Tanff Schedule* of the United State*
Annotated (1976) at 52. Schedule 7. Part u.
Subparagraph B 78&20).

"•Block'i Law Dictionary, at 1301 (4th ed. 1951).
See also Roberts v. US., 332 F.2d 892.888 (8th Cir.
1964).

'•' See supra note 98. In *o denning the term
"houtehold good*", the Commiuion makef no value
judgment ai to what ilenu constitute "luxurie*". We
have limply (ought to identify, a* nearly a«
practicable, a lift of common item* which would, in
contemporary •ociety. be agreed to conatitute
necentle* Convenely, we have. ia reapome to
record tettimony and comment, identified a specific
lilt of exception*—not nece»»arily "luxury" Itemi—
which are likely to have significant male value (••
mot) uaed houaehold good* do not) and in which
creditor* may •till take a •acurity interoat.
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heir unique psychological and
motional value.10*
To the extent that individual states

rovide protections substantially
quivalent to, or more protective than,
his rule provision but do so by
pecifying a definition of "household
oods" that differs in content from that
mployed in the rule, the exemption
rovision of the rule (S 444.5) is
vailable to allow any such state to
etition for exemption.
II. Waivers of Exemption
Section 444.2(a)(2) of the Rule

rovides that it is an unfair act or
ractice for a lender or retail installment
eller to take or receive from a consumer
n obligation that constitutes or
ontains a waiver or limit of exemption
rom attachment, execution or other
rocess on real or personal property
eld, owned by, or due to the consumer.
. State Law
At common law, all property of a

udgment debtor was subject to
xecution in order to satisfy the
udgment debt. Beginning in the
ineteenth century, however, most
tates and the District of Columbia
nacted laws that exempted certain
roperty from judicial seizure and sale.
he property exempted usually
onsisted of a homestead and other
ecessary items, such as furniture,
lothing, family Bible, tools of the trade,
nimals used in farming, etc. Today,
any states retain laws containing lists

f exempt personalty, while others
imply exempt personalty up to a
pecified amount. Several current
tatutes combine aspects of both
pproaches.'

'"See Bingham v. Collection Bureau. Inc., 505 F.
upp. 664. 879-74 (D.N.D. 1961).
'Alabama, tor example, exempt* $1,000 of

enonalty. (Ala. Conit Art. 10, lection 204 (1801)),
una) plof. church pewi. wearing apparel, family
ortrait*, book*, and a homeitead of up to 160 acres
nd $2.000 in value. (Ala. Code Til. 7, aechona 625.
28 & 629). North Dakota'a horn—lead exemption
a> a ceiling ofXO.OOO. (N.D. Cent. Code wcHon 47-
8-01 (Supp. 1973)), Texaa, in ita peraonal property
xemption, include* 5 cow, 1 bull. 20 hoga, 20 goal*.
0 chicken*. 30 turkey, 30 duck*. 30 game. SO
uinea*, farming Implement*, tool*, and athletic
quipment and other Hem* up to (30.000 for a
amily (Tax. Rev. Stat. Ann. Art. 3S32 (1935)).
mong other item*. Penniylvania exempt* laaaed
iano*, melodeon* and organ*, loaned, leaied or
onditionally aold ice cream cabinet*, and article*
n ditplay at a nineteenth century international
xhibition in Philadelphia. (Pa. StaL Ann. Tit 12,
ection* 2170 2172 ft 2174 (1876)). Wide variation*
n the coverage ofatate exemption atatule*
recipitated, in part. the federal enactment of a
niform property exemption in bankruptcy
roceeding* 11 U.S.C. 522(d).
A few atataa and the Oiatriet of Columbia

pparently have no boaiatead exemption* [ef..
onnecticut Delawara, Indiana, New Jeney,
emuylvania. Rhode bland). NCFA Comment*.
 Rules and Regulations

The basic reason for exemption laws
is to afford minimal protection to
debtors and their families by allowing
them to retain the prime necessities of
life, with a view to preserving the family
unit and furnishing the insolvent with
nucleus to begin life anew.*

Under general principFes of contract
law, it has been considered that the
right to claim an exemption is a personal
right to be claimed or waived at the
discretion of the debtor,' unless state
law specifically prohibits such waiver.
In a number of states, there appears to
be no such legal impediment to waiver
of statutory exemptions of personalty.4
A number of jurisdictions prohibit
waivers of exemption based on the
strong public interest in protecting
improvement debtors and their families.*

XV-343 at A-9. All atatea which have honealead
exemption* alao provide for the waiver of auch
exemption* when the exempt property i* given a*
aecurity for a loan See, S.S; XV-343 at A-7-B.

'See Premding Officer'* Report at 98 note* 1 and
S citing Vukowich. Debtor'* Exemption Rights, 62
Geo. L.I.779. at 762-88 (1974); May/High v. Coon, 460
Pa. 12S. 331 A.2d 452 (1975). In thu reapecL tbew
law* parallel one of the baaic purpose* of the
bankruptcy lawa, allowing debtor* and their
familie* to retain property aufficient for a 'fresh
start" following a financial setback.

'See, t.s. Parsons v. Evans. 44 01k*. 751.145 P
1122 (1915).

•E.S. Hawaii. Idaho. New Hampshire. New
Jersey. New Mexico. Rhode Island. South Carolina.
Texal, Vermont. The NCFA survey found, however,
that only six state*—Alabama. Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana. Maryland and Virginia—allow the
homestead exemption to be waived by an executory
clauae wilboul •pecilically taking a •ecurity
intereit. R-XIII-31 at C-B.

•See. »S- Mealey v. Martin. 466 P.2d 965 (Ala*ka
1970); Lindsay v. Memll, 36 Ark. S45 (1880);
Industrial Loan B'Investment Co, of San Francisco
v. Superior Court. 188 Calif 546.209 P. 360(1922).
Weaver v. Lynch, 79 Colo. 537, 246 P 789 (1926).
Wallingsford r. Bennelt, 12 D.C (1 Mackey) 303
(1881). Sherbill v. Miller Mfg. Co.. 68 So. 2d 28 (Fla
1836). Carter's Administrators v. Carter, 20 Fla 556
(1884): Maloney v. Newton. 85 Ind 505. (1882).
Curtis r O'Bnen. 20 Iowa 376. (1806); Iowa Mutual
Ins Co v. Pan-. 169 Kan. 475. 370 P 2d 400 (1962).
Moxley v Regcn, 73 Ky 156. (1673): Oxfwd r
Calvin. 134 La. 1094. 64 So 919 (1914). Maxwell v
Roach, 106 La. 123 (1901); Banning v. Hassler. 144
Minn. 403.175 N.W 662 (1920); Teogue v Weeks. 88
Mil. 360.42 So. 172 (1906): Meyer Bros. Drug Co. v.
Bybee, 179 Mo 354, 76 S.W. 579 (1904): Anaconda
Federal Credit Union •4401 v. West, 157 Mont 175,
463 P.2d 909 (1971); Kneetle v. Newcomb. 22 N.Y
249. (1860). Dennis v. Smith, 125 Ohio St. 120.180
N.E. 638 (1932); Mayhugh v. Coon, 460 Pa. 128. 331
A.2d 452 (1975): Longley v Daly. 1 S.D 257.46 N W
247 (1880). Mills v. Bennelt, 94 Tenn. 651.30 S.W.
746 (1895). Bunker v. Coon*. 21 Utah 164,00 P. 549
(1900); Slyfield v. Willard, 43 Waah. 179.86 P. 392
(1906): Maxwell v. fined. 7 Wif. 493 (1859). Two
court*, in dicta, have stated executory waivers are
invalid. Farmers 8'Merchant's Bank of Sterling v.
Huffman. 5 Nab. 9.96 N.W. 1044 (1903): and
De/felder v Telon Land »lnv.Co..W Wyo. 142,24
P.2d 702. reft's. denied, 46 Wyo. 200, 26 P.2d 153.
(1933) (dicta that executory waivers are invalid)
See also Am. Rev. Stal. Ann. section 33-1122 (Supp
1983-1964) (exemptions do not apply to property
uaad a* a •ecurity interest or a pledge): Ga. Code

Continued
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In most states, the homestead
exemption that protects real property
may be waived by granting a specific
interest in the property by way of a
mortgage. The Uniform Consumer Credit
Code, as well as the laws of some of the
other states, however, prohibits the
taking of a security interest in real
property as security for loans below a
stated amount and by certain types of
lenders.*

Non-purchase money waivers of
personal property exemptions are
treated more stringently by the states,
particularly where the personal property
consists of necessary household goods.
Some states prohibit the taking of non-
purchase money security interests in
all1 or listed ' personal property that is
the subject of exemptions. In those
states where general executory waivers
of exemption are prohibited, it is
generally done on the basis of the
legislative intent in creating exemptions,
that is, to protect the debtor and the
debtor's family from thought-lessness,
extravagance, and improvidence.*

State action regarding waivers of
exemption reveals the costs and benefits
associated with the practice and its
restriction, as viewed by the various
jurisdictions. The fact that a relatively
large number of states have acted in this

Ann wction 51-1101 (1979 « Supp 1962) 111. Slat.
Aim ch 110. leclion 12-904 (Smilh-Hurd Supp
1983). Ky Rev. StaL tcclion 427.100 (1970 ft Supp.
1982), La Rev S'at Ann »eclion» 201. :3;: |We«t
1979 ft Supp 1983), Md Corn Law Code Ann.
•ection 11-504 ISupp 19631. Md C;». & |ud. Proc.
lection 15-802 (•1983). N 0 Cent Code aerhnn 28-
22-02 (Supp 1982). Or. Rev Stal. aection* 23184.
.220 (1979). S C. Code Ann xctions 51-tl-lZO. 15-
41-310 (1976). S D Comp Law Ann. ttclion 44-8-7
(1967 and Supp. 1982) (identifying "aLs&liiiciy"
exernpl items not •ubjecl to waiver). Va Corie
aeclion 34-22 (1970) (waiver of per»oiia]ly
exemption void). W Va, Code tecticn 38-8-15
(Supp 1983)

•Under U C C C Section 2.307 *upervi*ed lender*
may not accept land ai lecunty for a loa-. in which
the amount financed 11 (1,000 or leu L'nrier Section
3 301 of the U C.C C, in a consumer cred': Bale, a
•pcun'y intereit may be lakpn in land \o which the
goods are affixed or which 11 mairta'ncd repaired.
or improved BB a result of thf u'e of the goodi or
•ervice* if the debt la SlJXUor le<s In •one itatel
•mall loan licensee* m»y not take a lecurity mterett
in land at all See. eg.. Kenrelh C Davit. Kentucky
Consumer Finance Aaaociation. Tr 1527; the tame it
true in Alabama. HX-6 at 12 See disc Gordon J.
Thomaich. Maryland Container Finance
Afocialion. Tr. 8916.

'E.g.. Conn. Gen Stat. Ann. •ection 36-236 (Weat
1981)

•E.s, Iowa Code Ann. •ection 537.3301 (Well
Supp 1963-1984); Wia. Stat. Ann wction 422.417
(Welt 1957 a Supp. 1983-1964)

•See. e^.. Indut. loan e'lnv. Co. of San Francisco
v Superior Court. 189 Cal. 546.209 P. 360 (1922);
Sherbsll v Milter Manufacturing Co., 88 So. 2d 28
(Fla. 1956), Iowa Mutual Ins. Co. v Pair, 189 Kan.
475.462. 370 P. 2d 400 404 (1962). Benning v.
Hessler, 144 Minn 403,175 N.W. 882 (1920);
Mayhugh v. Coon. WO Pa. 128.131.331 A.2d 452.
455-56 (1975).
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area is not, in itself, determinative of the
unfairness of a practice. Rather,
examining state action aids the
Commission in identifying the relevant
issues in its own assessment of the
unfairness of waivers.
B. Prevalence

The rulemaking record establishes
that creditors frequently include clauses
in their consumer credit contracts that
require consumers to waive statutory
protections. Although the rulemaking
record does not permit a precise
determination as to the frequency with
which creditors include waivers in
consumer contracts, the preponderance
of the evidence does support a finding
that the use of general waivers of
exemption is prevalent, even in
jurisdictions in which such provisions

ould not be given effect "This permits
he use of such clauses as in tenvrem

collection devices, illustrating the gap in
those states that may prohibit execution
n waivers of exemption clauses, but
ot their inclusion in consumer credit

contracts.
C. Consumer Injury

Waivers of state statutory exemptions
permit creditors to seize, or threaten to
seize," possessions that. by statutory
definition, are necessities. Although in
contrast to security interests execution
on exempt property requires court
ction, waivers are essentially an

alternate means to the same end as non-
urchase money security interests in

household goods. Thus, the consumer
injury is essentially the same as that
noted above in our discussion of
household goods security interests
(Chapter VI),

The record shows that much exempt
property has little economic value as
collateral, but great economic,
psychological, and sentimental value to
consumers Generally, waivers are
coupled with a blanket security interest

"Overall, the NCFA rorvey (bowed waiver*
appeared m roughly one-third ofprecomputed loan
contract* and one-fourth of per diem loan contract*,
including contract* in (tatea where they are
unenforceable. In W—t Virginia, waiver* wen uaed
in 91 percent of caih loao contract*. Waiver*
appeared in at lea*t 70 percent of auch contract* in
Alabama (81 percent), Vermont (M percent).

eorgia (77 percent). New York (75 percent), and
Arizona (72 percent). HX-494 at 35. It la unclear
whether theae waiver* are advance waiver*
prohibited by the mil of aecurity tntereft* itylad a*
waiver*. Prodding Officer'* Report at 112. See infra
Section E. For example, in Alabama, Arizona, and
New York. which have delcared blanket waiver*
void. over 70 percent of (he contract* aurvyed by
NCFA for thin proceeding contained auch waiver*.

MHX-194 at 3&.Sm>oAo. Kenneth Levin. Atlanta
Legal Aid Society. HX-336.

"&» in/hi note 16.
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n household goods; '* in other cases
uch a waiver, standing alone, is used to
each property that would be otherwise
xempt."
Because of its low economic value,

xempt property is rarely seized.14 The
ecord, however, reflects indications of
ctual seizures. "The record also shows
hat threats of seizure, in the context of
ollection, are frequent "The common
nclusion of waivers of exemption
lauses in consumer credit contracts,
specially in jurisdictions where they
re not enforceable, suggests their
rimary use as in terrorem collection
evices."
The record also shows that in some

nstances, threats to seize exempt
roperty force debtors to pay disputed
ebts or to waive legitimate claims or
efenses that would otherwise reduce or
liminate their debts.'1'Such threats can
lso disrupt household finances, leading

"E.g., Philip A. Lehman. Legal Aid Society of
ecklenburg County. R-I(c)-77, Caae Hiatory:
ack.
" E g . Daniel W Molloy. Legal Aid Society of
obile County. HX-72 at Exh. 5, (elderly home

wner waived a homeatead exemption in a (435
ote to pay for a chain link fence) and Exh 6. See
lso. Ken McDutfie, Georgia Legal Service*
rogram. R-I(c)-64, Leonard Green. WaLe County
egal Aid. R-I[c)-76. Ca*e Hi.tory H.
"E.s , Karl Friedman. Alabama Coniumer

inance Au'n., Tr. 63; few also HX-467, at 32-33;
onathan Epitein, Eiiex-Newark Legal Service*.
X-376, Tr. 8948.
"|ohn F. Robbert. Louiiiana Corruiner League,

r. 1970: Richard F. Halliburton. Legal Aid of
ama* City, R-l(c)-102.
See also prepared itatement of Robert P. Fickell.

upervnor of the Coniumer Finance Section, Ohio
epartment of Commerce, HX-155. Mr. Fickell
tated that m Ohio in 1976, "301 loan* would have
enefited" from thr rule provnion (Although Mr.
ickell opposed the provinon, hi* opposition wa*
aled, a* wa* the opposition of other credton. on a
ifappreheniion that the proviaion would bar
aiver of exemption right* through the (rant of a

ecurity inlereit in olherwiae exempt property at
he time a loan i* executed.)

"See. eg: Jonathan Epitein. Eaaex-Newark Legal
ervice*, Tr. 8949; Herbert Be«kin, CharioUetvilie-
lbemarle Legal Aid Society. HX-377 at 5-6; }oba
. Sear*. Rhode liland Legal Service*. Tr. 9970.
lthough waiver* of exemption an not given legal

ffect until the creditor reduce* a claim to judgment.
hat technical reality doe* not mcaaaarily aland in
he way of creditor*' in terrorem uae of waiver*.
uch uae I* abetted by moat contmner*'
nfamiliarity with the technicatlbe* of the legal
roceu to general and. (pecincally. their
nawarene** of the aignificanc* of waiver* («ee
upro note* 10-11).

"Note 10, supra. See a/so, R-XUI-30 (NCFA
tale-by-itate printout): pod-record comment XV-
28, Pentagon Federal Credit Union. Virginia ("It ia
 fear tactic and not normally enforceable.").
"See NCLC aurvey. HX-467 at 14, indicating that

egal aid attorney* believe threatened uae of
aiver* reiult* in unreaaonable lettlement of

laim* at a 20-21 percent frequency. Sac alia.
Daniel Molloy. Mobile County Legal Aid. HX-72;

enneth Levin. Atlanta Legal Aid aodely. HX-336
te.
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to delinquency on other obligations or
resulting in costly refinancing. '*

Creditors contended that current state
law provides adequate consumer
protection. "Such laws, however,
generally do not address either the
inclusion of waiver clauses in form
contracts or their use for in terrorem
purposes. The rule provision is aimed
squarely at these gaps in state consumer
protection schemes.

The preponderance of record evidence
causes us to conclude that consumers
suffer economic injury, as well as more
subjective harm, as a result of practices
which flow from the inclusion of this
provision in consumer credit contracts.

The rulemaking record shows that
most consumers are neither aware of the
rights they have under exemption
statutes nor of the presence or
significance of waiver clauses in their
contracts.*' Creditors do not explain
these rights or the contract clause to
their customers. "Consumers would
thus find it difficult to bargain over this
provision or shop around for contracts
without one. "Thus, consumers cannot
reasonably avoid the injury caused by
waivers of exemption clauses.
D. Offsetting Benefits

Some opponents of this provision
contended that some exempt property

"See NCLC nuvey. HX-407 at 34. (bowing legal
•id attorney believe delmquencie* on other
obligation! occur 40 percent of the time.'payment*
of drputed claim* 39 percent, •nd eerily
refinancing* 30 percent See a/so, fame* Boyle,
Texal Consumer Auociation. Tr. 40.

"See, e.g., Herechel Adcock. Louiiiana Connuner
Finance Association, Tr. 1221: Richard Kohn.
Colorado Banker* Auociation. R-I(a)-«72; Clarence
Ble*er. Wi«con*in Finance Corp., Tr. 3476: Burton
Came. Penn»ylvam« Contumer Finance
Association. Tr. S427.

" Eg . Benya F. Manhall. HX-51 at 4; Kayla
Vaiighn. Mluouri PIRG, Tr. 4646-40; Jonathan
Epttein. Eaaex-Newark Legal Service*. Tr. 6948;
Herbert L. Beakin. Chartolleaville-Albemarie Legal
Aid Society •I HX-377 at 6; Kenetb Levin, Atlanta
Legal Aid Society. HX-336 at 6. The record contain!
numerou* example* of coniumer credit obligation*
which contain waiver* written in nearly
incompreheniible legaleae. See, Sf- thoae
presented by Daniel W Molloy, Legal Aid Society
of Mobile County. HX-72. Exh*. 1-3 and 5. Thirty-
five nich note* are Included in R-Xl-lSfl. other
example* are in the corrumer account file*
aubpoenaed by the FTC rulemaking •tsff, sf.. BEN
0100: CIT 0246.

"In lome (tale* where waiver* •re permitted.
court* difllow them unleu made knowingly.
voluntarily, and intelligently. See. e.g.. Aetna
Finance Co. v. Antoine. 343 SoAi 1195 (La. App.
1977): Transnat'l. Consumer Discount Co. v.
Kefoum, 224 Pi. Super. 47S, 307 AJtd 303 (1973).
See a/so Herbert Beakin. Chariotteeville-Albemarle
Legal Aid Society, Tr. S093; Prodding Officer'*
Report at 107-106.

"Indeed, aome waiver* operate to deny
con*umer* their exemption* even If they move to
another fuhfdiction. See, e^.. BEN-OOlft " • • •
waive all right* of exemption under the law* of thi*
or any other itate."
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s economic value as collateral, and
at waivers of exemption are necessary
 threaten debtors with seizure of the
operty as a means of inducing
yment" This contention assumes that
btors fail to pay on time because they
e unwilling to do so. The assumption
 contradicted by the finding that most
btor default is the result of factors
yond the debtor's control. "To the
tent that the clause has any value as a
llection device, creditors still have a
rge number of remedies at their
sposal.**
A few witnesses predicted that the
fect of prohibiting waivers of
emption would be to increase the cost
 credit or restrict its availability. "In
ose states that permit waivers,
wever, the record shows that they
sult in actual seizures relatively
frequently;** this strongly suggests that
editors themselves consider waivers
 be of little value. "The Presiding
fficer found that creditors are
nerally reluctant to effectuate
ecutory waivers even where both the
portunity and statutory authorization
 do so exist.*"
Based on the evidence, we conclude
at the benefits out weigh the costs for
is provision. This is consistent with
e Presiding Officer's finding that:
aken as a whole, the record supports a
nclusion that the prohibition on
ecutory general waivers of all
mestead and other exempt property in
nsumer credit contracts would

"See. e.g.. C.P. Brocato. Louiiiana attorney. R-
lcr-tO; Richard Van Winkle. Utah Coniuroer
nance Aaiociation. Tr. 7807. Richard F. Ogle,
labama attorney. R-U(c)-7
"See supra Chapter III.
"E.g. gamithmenL •elf-help repoiieuion, direct
ntact* with the debtor, purcha— money fecurity
tereits, etc.
"See. e.g., Robert P. Shay on behalf of the
ational Coniumer Finance Aftociation: "While
e can easily aiiume that such waiver* accentuate
onomic di*a*ter when they hit there i* no doubt
 my mind that the taking of luch waiver* with the
ncent of the applicant enable* creditor* to extend
edit more prudently to applicant* of marginal
editworthinew who might otherwiu have to be
nied credit • • •." HX-494 at 36.
See. ff., Herbert Beakin. Cbailott—vllto-
lbemarie Legal Aid Society. HX-377 at 5-ft
enneth Levin. Atlanta Legal Aid Society, HX-336
 7; NCLC oirvey retult*. HX-467 at 33; Kari
iedman, Alabama Coniumer Finance AuodaUon.
.B3.
•Additionally, the legal atatu* of* waiver of
emption prevent* the creditor from regarding the
fected properly ll a aource of •ignificant
otection. The waiver doe* not duninith the
operty-owner'* power of control or alienation
cauae it doe* not act •• a lien or wcurlty intere*).

ee, e-s.. Kmunrt v. Mead. 69 Kan. 666. M P. 064
96); Benning v. Heuler. 144 Mum. 403,175 N.W.
2(1920).
•• Presiding Officer'* Report at 112-13.
/ Rules and Regulations

prevent consumer abuses without doing
undue barm to creditors."11

E. Alternatives Considered and
Modifications Adopted

This provision of the proposed rule
received wide support throughout the
proceeding. Creditor objections focused
on a possible ambiguity which could
lead to misinterpretation of the rule.
Creditors were concerned that this
prohibition, as originally proposed.
would outlaw security interests in
exempt property as well as waivers of
the statutory exemptions, because in
some jurisdictions a security interest
was styled as a waiver of an exemption
for the covered property. The provision
we adopt has been revised to make it
clear that S 444.2(a)(2) does not apply to
security interests in such property if
otherwise permitted by the rule and by
state law. •

As enacted, f 444.2(a)(2) prohibits the
use of "executory" or "advance"
waivers where there is no security
interest in the affected property. Many
creditors agree with. or at least have no
objection to, this provision as modified."

The provision will not affect existing
state law which prohibits enforcement
of executory waivers of exemption. But
it will prevent creditors from employing
executory waiver clauses in all
jurisdictions regardless of their
enforceability under state law.
VIII. Late Charge*

Section 444.4 of the Rule provides that
it is an unfair act or practice for a lender
or retail installment seller to use any
accounting or other method that results
in the assessment of multiple late
charges based on a single late payment
that is subsequently paid.
A. Nature of the Practice

Late or delinquency charges are those
the creditor assesses against the
borrower when a payment is not made
by the due date, although there is
usually a grace period of five or ten days
before the late charge is imposed.
Deferral or extension charges are made
by the creditor for extending the period
of time within which the debtor may
make one or more payments. Late and
deferral charges both have a dual
purpose. The first is to encourage the
debtor to make timely payments; the
second is to compensate the creditor for
additional costs resulting from a failure

" Prodding Officer'* Report •I 114. See also id. at
307.

"See. e.g.. Pott-record Comment*; Bank*. XV-92.
105. ,110.117,125.170 233. 235. 322. 331: Credit
Union*. XV-124.128.142.143.166. 202. 225. 226. 274.
329.
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on the part of the debtor to make
payments in accord with the terms of
the loan agreement.

The importance of the incentive effect
of late charges was emphasized by
creditors.' Late charges prevent a debtor
from converting a precomputed
installment contract or a loan into open-
end credit.* When a consumer is late in
making a payment under a precomputed
credit contract, the creditor may receive
no income for the period of delay; and
the delinquent debtor can effectively
pay a lower rate of interest than charged
consumers who pay on time.*

The rulemaking record demonstrates
that creditor efforts to collect delinquent
payments result in costs significantly
greater than those associated with the
maintenance of current accounts. *
These costs include those attributable to
additional notices, letters, telephone
calls, and personal contacts. The
salaries of personnel engaged in such
activities are also substantial.'To help

' e.g: W A. Owens. Public Inveiton. Inc.. R-l(a}-
414. Robert L Emit, Butler Financial Corporation.
Tr 4166. Helmut Schmidt, Tran*america Financial
Corporation. Tr. 6197: David F. Steuber, Standard
Oil of California. R-I(a)-236; F. T. Weimer. Sear*
Roebuck • Company, R-l(a)-427; lerry T. Bnngard,
Ford Motor Credit Company. R-I(a)-819; Robert C.
Downing, Hudaon, Potta 1 Benutein, R-I(a)-M4. ).
William Bremen, U.S. League of Saving* & Loam
Aaaociation. R-l(a)-848.

'e.g. William G. Thomaa. Virginia Conauiner
Finance Aaaodation.Tr. 9175; W. Bhett Tanner,
Georgia Conauroer Finance A**od*tion. HX-171 at
21-22. Don L Pratt. Indiana Columnar Finance
Aaiociation, Tr. 3096, GMAC Rebuttal Subminion,
R-XIH-23 at 31.

T3 E.g.. Robert E. Dean. Security Mutual
Fianance Corp, Tr. 188. Some •tale •tatute* provide
for the convenion of • precomputed loan to an
Interest-bearing loan, but there ire, of couree, ooit(
in doing 10

•See, e.g., William Lehye, Conauiner Loan
Company, HX-160; Bernard ]. Cunningham,
Connecticut Conaumer Finance Aatodation. TR.
6562. David A Brooka, Crocker National Bank, Tr.
7931; Richard K. Slater. Conaumer Banker* Aaan..
Tr 1162& P. juckett. United California Bank. R-
II(d)-7B. Harvey Lynch. California Saving* a Loan
League, Tr 5219: Vernon Lemena, |r., Texaa Finance
Inatitute, TR. 992-3. R, W. Brook*. Fuat National
Bank of Pennaylvania. R-I(a>-246; Patrick W.
Hamion. Commerce Union Bank. R-l(a)-195;
Robert E. Dean, Security Mutual Finance
Corporation, TR. 18ft Richard E. Edward*.
Pemrylvania Conaumer Finance Aaaociation, TR.
B507; Teruo Himoto. Hawaii Conaumer Finance
Aaaodation. TR. HX-218 at 10; K. E. Buhnnaiter,
New York State Banker* Awodation. R-l(a)-MO: A.
E. Lewert. Allalate Enterprite*. R-I(a)-865; Peter
Cumerlengo, Fir*t City National Bank of Houiton,
R-l(a)-502-

*E.s, Teruo Himoto, Hawaii Conaumer Finance
Aiioc., Tr. S388; Alfred ). Lapan. South Middle*ex
Cooperative Bank and Maiaachuaetl* Cooperative
Bank League, Tr. 11479. See alto collection
procedure deacribed by Oacar M Zeno. Puerto Rico
Coniumer Finance Aaaodation. HX-351 at Exb. 2;
William E. Wehner. Houaehold Finance
Corporation. Tr. 0065; Hyman Weiner, California
Loan and Finance AaaodatMi. Tr. Maa-W; Haxvey
A. Lynch, California Savinf and Loan League,
HX-206 at 12; Arthur L. Brooatein. mduatrial
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 / 

recover these costs, almost every
consumer credit contract contains a
provision for the assessment of late
charges.*
Pyramiding

The practice addressed by revised
{ 444.4 is known as die "creeping" or
"pyramiding" late charge. It comes
about by application of an accounting
method which results in the assessment
of multiple delinquency charge* due to a
single late payment. The general
accounting principle is that payment is
first applied to any outstanding late
charge, then to the interest charge, and
finally to the principal amount of that
payment. In "pyramiding" the
accounting method works in this
fashion: If a consumer's payment is due
on the first day of January, for example.
and the payment is not made until the
20th day of that month, the creditor
assesses a late charge, for example, $5.
The February payment and all
subsequent payments are made on time.
However, by allocating $5 of the
February payment to the January late
charge and only the remainder to the
February payment, the creditor causes
the February payment to be $5 "short".
hence delinquent. Timely payments in
succeeding months are given the same
treatment so that there is a delinquency
or late charge for each month. The
cumulative impact of repetitive late
charges can be substantial.

The staff of the Federal Reserve Board
provided another example of late
payment:

In come instances when • conaumer makes
one late payment, the creditor will treat every
subsequent payment a* being late. For
example, where a cornumer make* the third
monthly payment one month late under an
obligation which is to be repaid in six
monthly installments, the creditor may then
treat the fourth, fifth and sixth monthly
payments as each one being one month late
and collect a late payment charge for each of
those payment*.1

Banker* Aaaociation of Colorado and Colorado
Conaumer Finance Aaaociation. Tr. SB1S.

'E.S., Coniumer Banker* Aaaociation aurvey, HX-
490 at Table ft NCLC Survey of Conaumer Law
Spedalilt*. HX-467 at 37-38. The National
Coniumer Law Center reported that legal aid
attorney conaidered every creditor provided for
inch charge* for an average frequency of S7 percent,
that auch charge* were actually mad* about 77
percent of the am* they were authorised, and that
they wen included aa a pari of th* claim when auita
were filed about 71 percent of the tuna. HX-4B7 at
37-38. The Conaumer Beaker* Awodation reported
the induiion of late charge proviaiona in contract*
In as percent of the peraonal loan* and in 88 percent
of indirect automobile loan*, b collection auit* the
provl*ioawa*uaed 44 percent of the time a* part of
thadaimlnpnaonal loan* ud in 58 percent of th*
action* on indirect auto loan*. HX-480 at Table 8.

'HX-451 at 14-15.
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The Rule provision is aimed at only
e first example, or "pyramiding." In
e FRB example where die monthly

ayment is late but never made current,
e effect may be to allow the consumer

nilaterally to extend the term of the
oan. The missed payment on the third
onth may not be made upmtil the

eventh month, one month after the
ermination period of the contract. There
re mechanisms in most state laws for
eferring payments,* subject to the
reditor's right to assess and collect a
eferral—as opposed to a delinquency
r default charge.
. State Law
States have imposed limitations on

he amount that creditors may assess
onsumers for late charges and deferral
ees. The most frequently used state
ethod is to put a "cap" on late charges

qual to 5% of each installment more
han ten days late or S5, whichever is
ess. Some states also put a "floor" of
0< or $1 on these charges to partially
ompensate the creditor for its added
xpense of collecting the late payment.'
tates that have adopted the Uniform
onsumer Credit Code expressly
rohibit pyramiding of late charges."
. Prevalence
The record establishes that consumer

redit contracts almost uniformly
rovide for the assessment of late
harges and extension charges, although
hey may not always be assessed."
uch charges can be waived to assist
ebtors in financial distress or to
acilitate settlement of delinquent
ccounts." Although the precise extent
f pyramiding of late charges cannot be
scertained from the record, there is
vidence that it occurs in most of the

•See. e.g.. Wi*. Stat. | 422.203-204 (1972); U3C
I 2.204, 3.204 (1968), and I 2.502 (1974). fee
enerally CCH Conaumer Credit Guide 1520 at 1401
lieq.
•Pre*iding Officer'* Report at 193-44.
"E.g., Colo. StaL Ann. MCtion* 5-2-203.5-S-203

1973); Idaho Code aection 28-32-203 (Supp. 1875);
kla. Slat. Ann. tit 14A. lection* 2-203 to 204

1963).
11 Many witne**e* reported that late charge* are

requently waived, ef., Richard E. Edward*.
enniylvania Conaumer Finance Aaaodation. Tr.
506: David White. National Atlodation of Federal
redit Union*. Tr. 11095; John R. Shuman, Florida
onaumer Finance Aaaodation. Tr. 3579; Joseph C.
ark. Michigan Conaumer Finance Awodition, Tr.
182; Harvey K. Miller. Gateway Loan Corporation.
r. 2530; Bernard I. Cunningham, Windfor Lock*
inance, be., Tr. 8562; )ame* M. Haaaeager. Iowa
onaumer and Industrial Loan Awodation, Tr. 3630
ut tee Robert A. Patrick. Genaral Counael.
iMoniln Office of Coauniaaionar of Banking, who

oted that the large corporation* generally operate
n a computer lyitem. and the taking of late
harge* would not likely be left to the ditcretion of
ocal office*. Tr. 4035.
" Id. See also. Prodding Officer'* Report at 203.
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states where it is not specifically
prohibited and ia sufficiently prevalent
to warrant being addressed by this
rule.1*
D. Consumer Injury

The record contains evidence that
pyraminding of late charges results In
the assessment of charges far in excess
of the amounts, if any, actually
expended by creditors to collect the
account.14 Indeed the evidence
indicates that, where the only
delinquency on an account is
attributable to a prior late charge,
creditors do not persist in collection
attempts.**

The problem of pyramiding—where a
payment is late but is paid in full on or
before the next timely payment—is
compounded by the fact that the debtor
is usually unaware that the late charges
are "pyramiding" until the final payment
is made." If payments are accompanied
by a coupon from a book of coupons
given to the consumer at the time the
credit is extended the debtor may not
receive any periodic statement
indicating the amount of late charges as
they accrue.

Furthermore, because pyramiding is
based on an accounting method, not a
contract provision, consumers cannot
shop around for credit contracts that do
not involve this practice, or otherwise
reasonably avoid the injury which flows
from its application. This provision will
benefit borrowers by reducing late
charges assessed for a single late
payment.
E. Offsetting Benefits

Only one participant in this
proceeding defended the use of
pyramiding late charges, "arguing that

" See e g , Profeitor |ohn Spanogle. State
University of New York •I Buffalo. Tr 8745: Robert
Hilgendorf, Office of the Attorney General of New
Mexico. Tr 1M77; Robert C. Focht. Director.
Connuner Credit Divnion. Conncccticul Banking
Department, Tr. 112SS-56; fame* L Brown.
Univemly of Witcomin Center for Coniumer
Affair*. Tr. 4070-72. SM alto. R-M-ASSOC-242
(Washington); ASSOC-37S (South Carolina); GFC-
230 (Louiaiana); GFC-ee, W [Texa«h DIAL-
76(ConnecUcut); CTA-SS (Waahington); BEN-118.
12B (New York); C1T-262 (Ohio); R-M-TF-t-13 at
1406A-B, R-XI-CIT-E at SF403 (finance company
manual* containing uutruction* regarding
"pyr«miding" late charge*); GMAC Rebuttal
Submiuion. R-xm-23 at 34; and note 17. infra.

'* Note 3. lupm. See alto Preaiding Officer'*
Report at IBS, and note 18. infra.

" See conaumer file* cited in note 11. tupm: a—
oho note* 10, IS. infra.

" See. •_g., R-XUl-M, conaumer complaint *S3S-
77 (South Carolina Department of Columnar
Affair*); R-X1-1S6, memo from Dial Finance Branch
Manager to Waahington OKUumer, April IS, 1B78.

" General Motor* Acceptance Corporation. R-
XID-23 at 34. not* 70.
. No. 42 / Thursday, March 1. 1984 

the creditor, seeking to make the
account current. Incurs collection costs
during each period the installment
remains unpaid. Because of this
continuing effort, the creditor should be
permitted to impose a late fee in each
period that even a small amount
remains unpaid to partially cover the
cost of collection efforts during that
period.

The evidence, however, establishes
that creditors do not persist in collection
efforts after a tardy payment is received
and the only deficiency is a prior late
charge. "Where a payment is late but
subsequently received, creditors make
no further efforts to collect Therefore,
they do not need to be reimbursed for
collection expenses after the late
payment is received.

Pyramiding of late charges is basically
the result of an accounting method. It is
thus unknown to consumers and could
not therefore serve as a useful deterrent
to late payments. Because little or no
collection effort occurs after a tardy
payment is made, the creditor incurs
little or no added collection expense.
Prohibiting the use of pyramiding will
have little, if any, impact on either the
cost or availability of credit. Therefore,
benefits to consumers or competition are
insufficient to offset demonstrated
consumer injury from pyramiding of late
charges.
F. Alternatives Considered and
Modifications Adopted

Some creditors argued that, because
the initial proposal did not address the
precise issue of pyramiding, no notice
was given of this practice. "This is
incorrect, because the proposed rule
clearly focused on late charges."

As initially proposed, the late charge
provision would have prohibited the
inclusion of terms in consumer credit
contracts permitting charges for late or
extended payments that exceeded the
amount derived from application of the
annual percentage rate governing the
transaction to any payment which was
late or extended. The evidence adduced
in the proceeding does not support a
finding that late charges in excess of the

' "Note* 13. IS tupra. Profaiaor Robert Shay
•bowed that the average coat to the creditor in
collecting a late payment waa 131.32. while the
average revenue received wa* IS.48. HX-404 at 55-
M. Ford Motor Credit Company reported an tISJ
million exceaa of coat* over revenue. R-I(a)-SlS at
32. It ia unlikely that efficient creditor* would
expend auch aum* to recover a late charge a*
oppoaad to delinquent principal.

"See, «f., NCFA comment R-XIQ-31 at 103. note
1.

•The revlaed proviiion can be regarded a* a IBM
•tringeat alternative to the originally propoaad rule
proviiion (a)(B), which alao would have prevented
pyramiding.
/ Rules and Regulations

APR are unfair. However, the
Commission is adopting a revised
provision to eliminate "pyramiding" of
late charges.

Lenders generally demonstrated that
permitted late charges do not always
compensate them for the added costs of
collecting delinquent payments.*'
Because of this, it is not an unfair
practice for creditors to assess a late
charge for each payment period that the
delinquent principal or interest payment
remains unpaid. However, where a
tardy payment is paid, and the only
deficiency is a late charge imposed on
that payment, the late charge itself
should not be a basis for imposing
further late charges.

Pyramided charges do not compensate
creditors for any costs incurred in
collection. Such charges simply permit
collection of sums over and above
principal and interest due; pyramiding
constitutes a windfall to the creditor
that inflicts substantial injury on
consumers that is not reasonably
avoidable, without countervailing
benefits to consumers or competition.
Pyramiding of late charges, therefore, is
an unfair practice.

Retailers suggested that open-end
credit be exempted from this provision
of the rule because no late charge
provision is used in such contracts. "We
adopt a revised proposal which would
not affect open-end creditors or any
other creditors who do not employ this
accounting method.

Several parties argued that late
charges should not apply where a partial
payment is made. There is inadequate
record evidence to justify prohibiting
late charges on partial payments. A
partial payment, unless it is only partial
because of previously due late charges
that were "late," is a late payment.

Finally, we have determined that a
straight-forward prohibition on the
practice of pyramiding is sufficient
remedy. Earlier proposals incorporated
a requirement that creditors include in
each consumer credit contract a clause
prohibiting pyramided late charges. We
find insufficient record evidence to
support such a requirement. Our
approach will result in no paperwork
burden on creditors and will obviate the
need for an unnecessary contract
provision as to that substantial body of
creditors which does not engage in the
practice.

"See Shay. lupro, note IS.
"Sw Comment* on the Preiiding Officer'* Report

and Staff Report at XV-289. XV-34S.
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IX. Cosigners
Consumers who do not meet a

creditor's standards for credi {worthiness
are often required to obtain one or more
"cosigners" who agree to be liable for
the debt. A cosigner is required to pay if
the debtor defaults, but the cosigner
receives no monetary consideration for
undertaking the obligation, which can
become onerous.
.4 State Law

The term "cosigner" has no precise
legal inezning.'The rights and
obligations of cosigners are defined by
reference to the contracts they sign. The
status of a cosigner is that of an
accommodation party and surety^The
cosigner's obligation is generally the
same as that of the principal because
cosigr.fs waive traditional rights of
sureues '

Except for a few reform statutes, the
status of consumer cosigners has not
been the subject of legislative or judicial
consideration. Most reported cases
involve commercial interests.
Consequently, the law in this area does
not reflect the special problems of
cosigners in consumer transactions.4 In
most jurisdictions, the creditor has no
obligation to give the cosigner a copy of

' Presiding Officer'! Report at 266-267
'For a di*cu**ion of the legal background, see

Staff Report at 421-422. A lurety is liable upon
default of the principal for the full amount of the
obligation. The common law doef not protect
cos.gnera where they waive their nghti.
Massachusetts Bondings'/us. Co v Fenti, 182 F.2d
752 (8th Cir. 1950), McElroy v. Mumford. 28 N.Y 502,
28 N.E. 502 (1891).
' Restatement of Security lection 82, comment (g)

(1941) Thu extended liability also means that
where the contract 10 provide!, the surety is liable
with the principal for the payment of attorney's
fees. late or extension fee*, and other penalties
(hough sureties have been held not be be liable for
interest above the contract amount of for attorney's
fees where the contract did not provide. Universal
CIT v Auerback Cleaners. 162 N.Y L(. at 16 (N Y.
Civ Ct 1969). See. e.g.. R-XI-CIT-A-S02. R-X1-
DIAL-202, R-Xt-CTA-159. R-XI-ASSOC-23. R-M-
UB-340, R-X1-GFC-292, R-X1-TA-19, R-X1-BEN-
51

The Dial Financial Corporation Surety Agreement
•tales "It being the intention hereof that the
undersigned shall remain liable as principal(»j until
•aid obligation with charges, if any, has been paid.
notwithstanding any act or thing which might
operate as a discharge or surety." Dial Form No.
1096 H68 (surety agreement) R-XI-Dial-202.

4 The reason for the paucity of case law in this
area is that cosigner contracts, like others, are
construed according to their terms. The agreement
which a cosigner executes is a standard form
contract drafted by the creditor to create equal
liability between debtor and cosigner and to waive
any defenses which a surety would otherwise have
Such contracts leave little for the courts to construe
in the cosigner's favor, and parole evidence is not
admissible in auretysbip cases. Peter*. Suretyship
Under Article Thrse of the Uniform Commercial
Code. 77 Yale LJ 833.855 (1988).
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 / 

the contract or advise the cosigner of the
extent of his or her liability.'

In its report the National Commission,
on Consumer Finance (NCCF)
recommended that:

No person other than the spouse of the
principal obligor on a consumer credit
obligation should be liable as turety, co-
signer, co-maker, endorser, guarantor, or
otherwise assume personal liability for its
payment unless that person, in addition to
signing the note, contract, or other evidence
of debt also signs and receives a copy of the
separate co-signer agreement which explains
the obligations of a co-signer.'

Section 3.208 of the 1974 version of the
Uniform Consumer Credit Code
(U.C.C.C.) followed the NCCF'. lead'
with a similar recommendation.'Several
states require written notice to
cosigners.'
B. Use of Cosigners

Cosigners were employed in 2 percent
of the cases sampled by the National
Consumer Finance Association.'
Individual small loan companies
indicated that they use cosigners from
10 percent'° to 95 percent of the time."
A survey by the Consumer Bankers
Association showed that 7 percent of
responding banks "usually" or "often"
encourage cosigners.'* A survey by the
National Consumer Law Center which
focused on low-income consumers,
reported that legal aid attorneys
estimated that finance company
creditors use cosigners other than

• Presiding Officer's Report at 264
"Report of the National Commission on

Consumer Finance, Consumer Credit in the United
State* 38 (1972).

'The U C.C C. also requires that cosigners be
given a copy of the debtor's contract, as well as the
cosigner agreement For full text, see section 3.208

•Wisconsin, lllinor. California. West Virginia.
Iowa. Colorado and South Carolina NCFA Rebuttal
Submission. RXIII-31 at C-28. See oho Staff Report
at 425-426. note* 17-28.

• Robert P Shay. National Consumer Finance
Association. HX-194. pp. 81-63.

10 Harvey R. Miller, Gateway Loan Corp.. (10
percent) Tr. 2533; David H. Curtis. Confidential Loan
Service. (10 percent) Tr. 2879. Harold T. Welih,
Dlinoi* Credit Union League staled that 15 percent
of his credit union's outstanding loan* Involve
cosigner*. Tr. 4123. Bernard). Cunnlngham. Windsor
Locks Finance. Inc., Connecticut, itatea that his
finance company has cosigners on 20 percent of it*
loan*. Tr. 8564.
" )orge VUches. Puerto Rico Consumer Finance

Association, (95 percent) Tr 8592. Richard C.
Durham of the Asociacion Puertorriquena de
Financiero* del Conaumidor cite* a survey by that
association of the consumer finance industry in
Puerto Rico showing that 83 percent of the 353,336
loans outstanding a* of March 31,1975, had
cosigners other than the apouie of the principal
borrower R-I(a>-620. Larry B. Kesler, Commalo Co.,
Inc., Puerto Rico, state* that hi* company make*
two-thirds of its loan* of under 1800 with cosigners.
R-l(B)-7ia.
" Richard K. Slater, Consumer Banker*

Association. Tr. 11818.
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pouses 41 percent of the time, banks
se non-spouse cosigners 31 percent of
he time, and credit unions use them 20
ercent of the time." Finance company
lies on the record also reflect the use of
osigners.'4 The record establishes that
reditors seek and obtain cosigners at
he time of initial extensions of credit
nd to secure delinquent accounts in a
ignificant number of cases.'8 Some
itnesses stated that parents are the
ost frequent non-gpouse cosigners.1"
ther relatives, friends and employers

re also used.17

. The Unfairness of Failure To
isclose Cosigner Liability
The consumer injury addressed by

S 444.3 of the rule is occasioned in some
ases by the failure of creditors to
nform potential cosigners of their
bligations and liability (an unfair

" Mark Leymaster. National Consumer Law
enter, HX-407 at 35. One finance company stated

that some of it* loan* require a* many as six
oiigner*. *o the number of coiigned loan* may
nderstate the number of consumer* affected by

this practice ]ackson W. Guyton, Mutual Savings
redit Union. Fairfield. Al. R-U(1)-80 at 3
'« See. e g - R-XI-CFC-: 8,10.19 20, 35, 50. 52. 53

6. 57. 58. 59. 61.146.153,154 200, 398: R-XI-LIB-.
28. 252. 337. 338. 339. 340. 342, 344. 347. 3SC. 359,
33, 379. 367. 65. 77. 570. H-XI-A VCO- 93,104. 323.

351. 459. 822, R-XI-HFC-: 77,109, 212. R-XI-GECC-
: 7.11,152; R-XI-ASSOC-: 1. 5B1; R-Xl-BE,\'- 9.13.
15,19. 42, 51.104.160. 209, 235; H-XI-CTA-. 1, 2. 7,
11S,160;/»- /̂-M-:3S.
" E.g, cosigner* were obtained al the lime of the

initial extension of credit in:
R-XI-DIAl^-: 87, 90,112,123,128. 37, 40. 44, 58 63.

138.146.148.153.154.156.159.174.178.193. 204.
210. 215.

ft-Xl-CIT-. 4, 6. 24. 29. 35. 39. 57.100,169,178.
179,180,181.185,194. 203. 208, 217. 219. 234. 239.
242. 264. 267. 335. 343. 365. 366, 392. 407. 412

Cosigner* were obtained after the initial
extension of credit and after a default had occurred
m.e.g •

R-Xt-D/AL-- 31, 42, 43, 45. 46. 48. 57, 64,128,134.
175,191.193. 200. 202, 217.

R-XJ-CIT-: 188. 206. 248
See also testimoRy of Clare A. Rollwagcn,

Maryland Coniumer Finance Conference,
Community Credit Company, Tr. 3967.

Cosigners were solicited after aerious
delinquency on the part of the principal debtor in.
•*••

R-XI-DIAL-: 8, 9.10,11.12.13,14,15,18.19. 20.
», 33, 38. 41,56,61,102,111,113.115,127.136.137.
158.172, 213. 214.

R-XI-CJT-: 212. 216. 223. 249. 250. 255, 256, 25S.
273, 287. 288. 291. 301. 318, 324. 343, 385. 428. 434

"E.g., Joe Martin. 1st United Bancorporation, Tr
1185.
" E.g.. Ronald L Polk, Arizona Consumer Loan

and Finance Association stated that their practice is
to take only immediate family member* aa
cosigner*, R-I(a)-460 at 3. Robert E. Ericson. DNA
Legal Service*, Window Rock Reservation, staled
that parents, relatives, and friend* are ob'ained ei
cosigner* in hi* experience, Tr. 1875 Chailes L
Childen. Tyier Bank and Trust Company and Texas
Banker* Association, atate* dial employers are a'so
usual cosigners, Tr. 1200. Ford Motor Credit
estimates that more than half of it* non-spouso
cosigner* arc parent* or other relative*. R-I(a)—818.
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practice] and, in other cases, by
affirmative creditor misrepresentations
concerning such obligations and
liabilities (a deceptive practice]. Section
444.3(a)(2) of the rule provides that it is
an unfair practice to fail to disclose to a
potential cosigner the nature of the
liabilities undertaken by becoming a
cosigner,

The record establishes that creditors
fail to disclose the nature and extent of
cosigner obligations. Although some
creditors stated that they explain the
implications ofcosigning a loan, "and
may do so quite colorfully," the
preponderance of evidence causes us to
conclude that a large number of
creditors are not so enlightened. Finance
company operating manuals included in
the record do not instruct their
employees to provide an explanation."
Creditors testified that they do not
provide cosigners with explanations of
the obligation undertaken,'1 and that
they often never see the cosigner, but
direct the principal debtor to obtain the
signature of a friend or relative on the
contract. "Thus, failure to disclose the
nature and extent of cosigner liability is
prevalent.
1. Consumer Injury

As might be expected, creditors seek
to collect from cosigners when the
principal debtor defaults. In the NCFA
sample, creditors demanded payment
from cosigners in 74.7 percent of the
precomputed loans and 72.5 percent of
per diem loans upon default.** A banker
stated that his bank collects from
cosigners in 75 percent of all defaults.*4

The evidence shows that cosigners are
relied upon for repayment by creditors,
and are subject to the full range of
collection tactics, including those
addressed by other sections of this

" E g William Probrco, Mid Valley Time Loan
and President California Loan and Finance
Acooation*. Tr. 6146; Don E- Lewu, American
Bank and Tnut Co.. North Carolina, R-I(a)-81.

'•"I generally tell any cosigner that a coiigner u a
damn fool with a pencil." George Bartlett, Home
Credit Company. Wyoming. Tr. 7776.

-One finance company'i training manual direct*
employee* to provide copie* of document* to
coi«nen (AVCO Maoual*. R-AFSS), but the
tnuung manual* of other companjei are ailent oa
the *ubject. See generally, finance company
manual* io record binder* 215-t2-l-l2 (1-1) through
(1-18)

"E.s, Cari B. Friedman. Alabama Consumer
Finance Auociltwn. Tr. 87.

"E.g.. ]o* Martin, lit United Bancorporation. Tr.
1158: )ack*on W. Guyton. Mutual Saving* Credit
Union. Alabama. R-U(1)-BO al 3.

-Robert f. Shay. NCFA. HX-4M at 01-63. NCFA
1875 Financial Fact* Yearbook quoted by W. B. Van
Norman, American Inve*tmenl Company, St. Louu,
R-n(l)-330al4.

-foe Martin. 1*) United Bancorporauon. Tr. 11S7.
9. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 

rule. "The sudden liability that can
result from cosigner status can cause
over-extension when a consumer is
confronted with a debt, the timing of
which cannot be controlled by the
cosigner because it is due to
nonpayment by the principal debtor. A
study by David Caplovitz indicates that
6 percent of all consumer default is due
to cosigner liability.**

Because of the range of potential
liabilities, many consumers might not
have become cosigners had they known
the likely costs of doing so. " When
cosigner obligations are explained:

A whole bunch of them have laid "never
looked at it that way * * * ain't no way I'm
going to do this." (Henry Goodman. Arizona
Finance Co., Tr. 7763).

Cosigners thus undertake obligations
which they might not have undertaken
had they understood them, and suffer
economic and other hardship as a result
when called upon to repay."
2. Reasonable Avoidance

Despite the high likelihood that they
will be asked to pay in the event of
default, many cosigners are unaware of
the nature of the obligation they
undertake absent a disclosure. Some
believe that they are merely acting as a
reference. "Legal aid attorneys estimate

"Eg: R-X1-D1AL-37.44. 46, 57. 58. 87.80.112.
123.126.174.181,183,204. 210,218, 217. In File 175. a
note of 10/8/70 «ay«, "called *ur. (lurety. the
debtor'* mother] and gave good grind. S(he] all
uplel." R-M-Cn-6. 24, 35. 206. 206. 218. 248. 267.
343.362,407,416 Congnen' houiehold goodi were
taken a* •ecurily. R-XI-DIAL-156.174. See also
teltimony of Hyman Welner, Tr. 6483. In R-XJ-CIT-
242 and R-X1-UB-336 and 368 wage arignmentf
were taken from cosigner* Additional evidence of
thr practice if found al R-XI-186. *2.

Suit and ludgment againit coiigner See, for
example. R-X1-D1AL-40,174.191. 215. 217. and R-
XI-Cn-4, 28. 35. 38, 57.100.194. 218. 238. 324. 343

Gamnhment ofcoiigner'i wage*: E.s., R-Xl-CIT-
100. R-Xl-Cn-178.18& 218.324. and R-X1-AVCO-
822.

Threat* directed to coaigner E.g.. R-Xl-CIT-lBe
"Caploviti, Consumer! in Trouble, (N.Y 1974), p

77

"See. e.g.. Patrick C Ryan, Administrator,
ConMnner Affairt. State of Oklahoma, Tr. 753; Bryce
A Baggett. Oklahoma Coniumer Finance
Afociation.Tr. •80-82: Sidney Margoliui.
columni*L New York, Tr. 11206. R-XI-181-01: R-
n(l)-414.

"See supra note* 25-27.
"E.g.. Nancy L Henry, Community A**l*tance

Program. Antipoverty Program of Racine.
WllcoMin. Tr. 5554; R-XI-HFC-1S7; Robert C.
Focht. Director of Contumer Credit Divnion,
Connecticut Banking Department, Tr. 11246; Ben. T.
Reye*. TexilState Repreientitive. Houiton. Tr.
1660: Dew fohnion. Lane County Legal Service*,
Inc.. Oregon, Tr. 6318; )ohn F. Robbert, Louinana
CoMuaer League. Tr. 1868; Alan D. Burke, Legal
Servlcei. Legal Education Program, Indiana, R-I(c)-
31; Barry H. Powefl. Commanity Legal Service* of
Minltrippl. lnc..R-IHl)-122. Some evidence
Indicatel that thil may be true for a majority of
cosigner*. Mark Leymaiter, National Coniumer Law
Center, HX4B7.
/ Rules and Regulations

that only 20 percent of cosigners
understand the nature and extent of
their obligation. "Although some
cosigners are aware of the basic fact of
liability,*' even cosigners who realize
that they are not merely references are
often not fully aware of the extent of
their obligation.**

At common law, creditors had an
obligation to exhaust their remedies
against the principal before seeking
payment from a cosigner. "This
requirement was consistent both with
the economic role of the cosigner in the
transaction and with cosigners'
expectations.*4 Many current cosigner
contracts, however, contain a waiver of
the requirement that the creditor first
pursue the principal. "Thus, upon
default, the cosigner may be required to
pay even if the principal has assets from
which the creditor could be paid."Some
finance company manuals instruct
employees to make cosigners the focus
of collection efforts once the principal
debtor has become more than minimally
delinquent."

"NCLC Survey. HX-467 at 36
" E g . Leilie R Butler. Container Banker*

Aiiociation. HX-488 at 18. Gayle C William*. Legal
Aid Society ofSl Lout*. Tr. 4620-21: Craig fame*.
Idaho Legal Aid Society. Tr. 7071-72. David R
Duhon. North Louiiiana Legal Ariitance
Corporation. Tr 1480 U-V. Feraando Acevedo. E»q.,
Tr 6656

"Eg.. Agnei C. Ryan. Legal Aid Bureau of
Chicago, Tr. 2235-36: Kayla Vaughan. Milfouri
Public Reiearch Group. Tr. 4659, Gayle C. Wilhami,
Legal Aid Society of St. Louii. Tr. 4609-12, Jonathan
Eptlein. Eiiex-Newark Legal Service. Tr 8959:
Sidney Margoliui. columnilt. New York. Tr 11206.
Drew L. )ohnaon, Lane County Legal Aid Service.
Inc , Tr 6318: fudge Arthur L Dunne, Cook County,
lllinor. Tr. 2738 Some mduttry memben agreed
thai cosigner* do not fully undentand their
liabilities, fee, eg.. Robert P. Shay. NCFA. HX-494
at 59-60. Bryce A. BaggetL Oklahoma Contumer
Finance Aiiociation. Tr. 885-86. See also Preiidmg
Officer'* Report al 272-276.

-The common law background of coiigner*'
liability 11 reviewed in detail al pp. 421-424 of the
Staff Report

"E.s . Gayle C. William*. Legal Aid Society of St
Louii. Tr 4608: Royal White, White Sylemi. of
(ackion, Inc. and Miniaiippi Coniumer Finance
Aiiociation, Tr. 205: FTC New York Regional Office
Study. R-XI-», Loll [. Wood. Land of Lincoln Legal
Auiitance Foundation, Bait St. Louii. Ulmoii. R-
Kc)-18; conmmer complaint letter. R-XI-186.
Thornai). Tahnk, Superviior. Minneiota Office of
Coniumer Service!. Tr. 2801.

-•See, e.g., R-X1-CTA-62. R-M-ASSOC-82. R-
Xl-UB-115. R-X1-CIT-A-802. See also. R-M-185-
02.

-See. e.g., R-XI-01AL-12: Mary K. Gilleipie. San
Franciaoo Neighborhood Legal Auiitance
Foundltton, HX-224.

"E.S., DIALogue »3. Collection Convenationi.
Dial Form 270 G70, p. 4 R-XI-DF-6 Branch Manual.
Collection*. Letter*, and Form* for Early Collection
Effort*, No. 6311;! R-M-DP-8. Write Letter Right,
Dial Finance Company, Letter to Endoner, p. 33. R-
Xl-DF-7. The fob Ahead: Credit Manager. Dial
Finance Company. Collection Chart, p 26. R-XI-
DF-3
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Of course, the contract a cosigner
signs sets forth the basic fact that the
cosigner is liable. Thus. potential
cosigners might avoid the injury that
stems from the creditor's failure to
disclose by carefully reading the
contract document itself. The question is
whether, in the circumstances.
consumers can reasonably avoid injury
by reading and understanding the
contract.

The record reveals in these
circumstances they cannot." As noted
earlier, consumer credit contracts are
written in technical language that is
difficult fc- consumer to understand.'*
The reco-d &*so indicates that cosigners
are no mere likely than other consumer
borrowers to comprehend contract
language. "Moreover, most cosigners
are not provided with copies of the
documents they sign or of documents
received by the primary debtor.*' In any
event, the entire transaction is often
conducted very quickly, "leaving little
opportunity for the potantial cosigner to
consider the contract carefully.

In addition, the circumstances under
which cosigners are solicited ma!re it
unreasonable to expect the potential
cosigner to read and consider the
contract. Consumers who might
otherwise be attentive to the nature of
agreements they enter into may be less
cautious when they agree to be
cosigners. Cosigners are often sought
under circumstances that may not allow
for a decision in the cosigner's best
interest. "Many loans in which the

"In other circumitance*. Section 5 may not
require • Jifdosure of the meaning of the contract.
If the contract were clear and understandable,
consumers could reasonable avoid injury by reading
the contract itself. Thui. the prerequisites for a
finding of unfairneas would not be met

"See supm Chapter III
" E g - , Leslie R Butler, Consumer Bankers

Association. HX-488 •I 18.
"Eg.HX-m at Questions 2(a) and 2(b), lames

Mix. National Bank of Commerce. Dallas. Tr. 1034:
Tot-.v I Rcl>i(-hi:d. Legjl Aid of Long Beach.
California. Tr 6804, Consumer Complai-.l Letters.
R-X1-186, R-Il(b)-f!4. H Robert Erwin. |r, Legal
Aid of Baltimore. Tr. 10027-28,10066, Cary Reiiman,
Legel Aid Foundation of Los Angeles. Tr. 7145. Scott
Williair.s. CharloHesville-Albennarle Legal Aid
Society. Virginia, R-XV1-15; George Corsctti,
Michigan Association for Consumer Protection, Tr.
10503; consumer complaint letter. R-II(1>-317;
Harold T Welsh. Illinois Credit Union League.
General Food* Employee Credit Union ofKankokee.
Illinois. Tr. 4127: Robert L Hancock. Southside Loan
Company. Georgia. R-U(c)-34: Burton Caine,
Pennsylvania Consumer Finance Afsociation. Tr.
B44B, William 1. Levenson. Nalional Home
Furnishings Association. Tr 8355. B.M Tapley,
Harter Bank and Trust, Ohio. R-U(c)-38; R-II(1)-414;
K-XI-DIAL-174 and R-XI-185-01.

"See infra note 53.
"E.g. Pamela Piering, C.A.M.P. Consumer Action

Project. Tr 68,7; Steven P McCabe, Consumers
League of New lersey and Legal Services of New
(ersey. Tr. 87339-8740; Ronald A. Gall. Wisconsin
Consumers League. Consumer Budget Counseling
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editor seeks a cosigner would not be
ade if a cosigner is not obtained.44

us, cosigners may be subject to
essure from both the borrower, who
ay urgently need the loan, and the
editor, who may question the
signer's loyalty to the borrower if he
 she hesitates to cosign.^In such
cumstances, cosigners may be

luctant to explore fully the legal
mifications of their actions.
Thus, the record establishes that
signers often incur liability but are
ldom informed of their liability.
cause they are frequently not aware

 the nature and extent of their
ligation,4* cosigners cannot
asonably rely on their general
derstanding of the transaction to
oid injury. Because the contract itself
difficult to understand and may be
ailable only briefly, consumers cannot
asonably avoid injury by relying on
e contract itself. For these reasons, the
mmission concludes that cosigners
nnot reasonably avoid the injury that
ms from the creditor's failure to

sclose.
Offsetting Benefits
This record contains substantial
idence that creditors do not now
ovide cosigners with the information
ey need to make informed decisions,
d that considerable pressure attends
e solicitation of cosigners in
nnection with the collection of

rvice. Tr 3976: Joseph Elder. Legal Aid of
uisville. Tr. 3271. Gayle C. Williams. Legal Aid
ciety of St Louis.Tr.4ol2.
**£{.. Leslie R. Butler, Consumer Banker*
sociation, HX-48B at 25. Bryce A. Baggett.
lahoma Consumer Finance Association, Tr. 690-
 See eg.. Robert P, Shay. NCFA, HX-494 at BO
"See, e g , the CIT Loan Procedure Manual:
"The customer will usually be very retep'ive to
ntacting his relatives, because you have * * *
aused him to think in terms of personal loasea
ch aa security, etc."
"* * * it is not desirable to contact a professional
in when other qualified signers are available
cause professional fnendi or relatives are
lined to consider themselves experts on financial
tters and often prefer to give lengthy financial

vice and counseling rather than to actbally co-
n the note."
"Should the prospective endorser hesitate, ask
estion* such as 'You do bull (Joe), don't your""
"The prospective signer is it the poychological
advantage of having his decision known
mediately to bis relative or friend. If handled
tfully and efficently, he will almost always sign

e note in preference to having hi* relative or
end tec) that he does not trust him or it unwilling
•saist in his time of need."
"Always obtain the co-maker'i signature us soon
 he hat indicated iin williagim* to sign."

phasis in original).
"The actual signing of the co-maker should
ecede your interview for basic application
formation • " • do not feopardixe the co-maker's
ning by pursuing at length the completion of
plication • • •." R-XI-OT-E. | L418 •I 16-18.
* Swtupmn*—, 10 13
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inquent debts. "The detriment to
igners from the lack of information is

t offset by benefits to consumers or
petition.
ertain benefits may flow to the
sumer who is the principal debtor for
osigned loan, and there may be

nefits to competition from the greater
mber or size of loans which can be
tended when a cosigner shares
bility for the debt. The rule, by
ving the use of cosigners unaffected,
ll have no effect on any such benefits.
e rule will insure that an informed
cision is made prior to consummation
a cosigner agreement.
he primary offsetting benefit of

ling to disclose liability is that
ditors thereby avoid the cost of
king the disclosure. Testimony based
 creditor experience, however,
ggests that the cost of providing the
signer with the required disclosure
ll not be great. ^Moreover, some
ditors testified that they now provide

ch notices to cosigners or conduct
erviews with them.** Others stated
at they were not opposed to providing
otice and predicted that it Cc.n be

ovided without difficulty."
Summary Concerning Unfairness
Failure to disclose produces injury
cause the extent of liability is a
terial fact that would likely affect the

signer's willingness to undertake the

; See supra notes 21-22.43.45
 E g . Mel Nestlerode. National Association of

eral Credit Unions and Manager, CO Marquardt
eral CreJit Union. Tr 7219-20.
The following creditors stated thai ihrv
senti; in'prview or counsel cosigners concemi"g
ir liability Mrl Ntstlarode, National AMcoalion
Federal Credit Unions and CCI-MarquaiJl
eral Credit Union. Los Angeles. Tr 7220- 7221.

rnard | Cunningham. Connecticut Consumer
ance association and Windsor Lock; F'nance.
. Windsor Locks, Connecticut. Tr ev-* The

lowing creditors stated that they row give a
tice similar to that required by the rule, Merced
ool Employpes' Federal Credit Union. Merced.

lifornia. R.-II(l)-59. The West Bend Co.
sconiiin. R-II[1)-W2: Hyrnan Weiner, Atlantic
ance Co. and California Loan and Finance
sociation. Tr. 6487, Marcus A. Brown. Island
ance Corp. of Puerto Rico, Tr. 1359.

80 E g , | M. Tapley. The Harter Bank and Trusl
., Ohio, R-n(l 1-162.1st City National Bank of
uston. R-U(1}-236. One creditor suggested that
viding the notice would ultimately decrea»e
ditor cost:
If a cosigner does not have a clear understanding
his obligations and • full and complete
ceptance of his obligations, then it makes
llection much more difficult and consequently
reases collection coats to the creditor.
cordingly, we commend the language in the
posed notice and suggest that even if it it not
pted in the rule that it would be well for
ditors to use it voluntarily." Vernon Lemens. Jr..
xas Finance Institute. Tr. 1021-1022.
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obligation." Consumers cannot
reasonably avoid injury because lenders
do not explain or disclose liability and
there are no low cost alternative sources
of information. Many potential cosigners
might choose differently if they had full
information on the extent of their
obligations and liability. The offsetting
benefits of avoiding the cost of disclose
are minimal. We conclude, therefore,
that failure to disclosure cosigner
liability is unfair.
D. Deceptive Representations
Concerning Cosigner Liability

The record shows that in some
instances creditors misrepresent the
nature of cosigner liability." A legal
services representative described
questionable representations made to
his clients when they cosigned:

We have litigated seven casee where
cosigners have been sued for payment when
the principal defaulted and have found the
scenario runs somewhat like this. At the time
of the initial contract the salesman will
explain to the principal that their credit is
unestablished (or bad) and that the business
needs someone to "vouch" for the principal's
honesty, ability to pay, whatever. One strand
is common, at no time is the cosigner told
"you will be liable for payments if the
principal defaults." Sometimes the cosigners
are told that they are witnesses to the
contract, and at any rate the entire
transaction is handled very quickly. The note
is then discounted and when default occurs.
there is only testimony of the cosigner as to
what the salesman said at the time of the
original signing Of course, the business is no
longer a party and the salesman is most
likely gone, (and so then is the cosigner's
money.)"

Similar practices are apparent in the
following case history offered by a
consumer:

[My husband] was asked by his brother to
sign some papers 1 said I didn't want lo get
involved with any cosigning. But Dial
Manager and [the debtor] said it wasn't

"Nondisclosure of material facts has been held
to violdte Section 5 in a wide variety of
cireumslances. See All-Stale Industries Inc v
F T.C.. 423 F 2d 423 (4th Cir.), cert. denied. 400 U.S
828 (1970); Alberty v. F. T.C., 182 F.2d 38 (D.C Cir.),
cert denied, 340 U.S. 818 (1950); Statement of Bans
and Purpose. Trade Regulation Rule. Labeling
Advertising of Home Insulation ("R-Value"), 44 FR
50218 (1979). 18 CFR 460: Statement of Basis and
Purpot, Trade Regulation Rule. Disclosure
Requirements and Prohibition* Concerning
Franchising and Business Opportunity Venture*, 43
FR 59614 (1978). 16 CFR 38.

"E.g.. Nathaniel Hamilton, Colorado Rural Legal
Services. Inc., describes an Instance in which a
finance company agent staled that all thai the
cosigners, elderly parent* of the principal debtor*,
were signing were paper* creating a corporation. R-
U(l)-373. Sw also R-X1-AVCO-93. Joe Martin, lit
United Bancorporation. Tr. 1158. Jackson W.
Guyton. Mutual Saving* Credit Union, R-U(1)-80 at
3.

-loahua M. Landi«h. dark County Legal Services
Program. La* V——, R-H(l)-3ae at 4.
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 /

cosigning. It was just a note of agreement to
(the debtor's] character. So my husband
signed it But I still refused to so I didn't. Now
Dial is trying to make us pay Dial for the [the
debtor's] bill because they claim my husband
signed a cosigner note. And can take him to
court if he doesn't pay. They never did give
him a copy of what be signed. *4

The nature of such deceptive practices
makes detection difficult, and the
rulemaking record does not permit a
precise measure of the prevalence of
outright deception. Nonetheless, the
clear evidence of affirmative
misrepresentations which do appear on
this record " convinces us that
deceptive practices in connection with
obtaining cosigners are sufficiently
prevalent to warrant application of our
remedial authority.

The Commission's authority to
prohibit consumer deception in the
marketplace is well established. The
Commission and the courts have
developed an extensive body of law
concerning deceptive practices that
proscribes misleading conduct.
According to these well established
principles. Section 5 is violated
whenever a creditor misrepresents to a
consumer facts that are material to the
consumer's decision.'*

In evaluating the meaning of a
representation and its likely impact on a
consumer, the Commission takes into
account all of the circumstances
surrounding the transaction." Of course,
the contract document itself contradicts
misrepresentations concerning cosigner
liability. As discussed above in the
context of our finding that the failure to
disclose liability is unfair, however,
consumers quite reasonably do not read
and understand the contract document."

M Consumer complaint (b Washington State
Attorney General, R-Xt-lBS-01.

"See eg , H. Robert Erwin, )r.. Legal Aid Bureau,
Inc. Tr. 1002S-27; Vincent Alters. Summit County
Legal Aid Society, Tr 3653: Lloyd B. Snyder. Legal
Aid Society of Cleveland. Tr. 2810; Ben T. Reyes.
State Representative. Texas. Tr. 1660BB, Herbert L.
Beikin. Chariolteiville-Albemarle Legal Aid
Society, Tr. 9007-08; John F. Robbert. Louisiana
Consumer*' League. Tr. 1968; Alison Sterner, Central
Mississippi Legal Service*. Tr. 1767.

"Soe. e.g., American Home Products Corp., 98
F.T C136.366 (1981). affd. BBS F.2d 661 (3rd Cir.
1962): Seort, Roebuck »Co,W F.T.C. 406 (I960),
offd. 876 FJd S65 (9tb Cir. 1962); National
Commission on Egg Nutrition, 88 F.T.C. 89 (1976),
en forced in part. 570 F.2d 187 (7th Cir. 1977);
nationalDynamics, 82 F.T.C 488 (1973). aff'd, 492
FA) 1333 (2d Cu.\. Wamer-Lambert, 88 F.T.C. 1396
(1978), aff'd, 582 F.2d 749 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cert.
denied. 435 U.S. 950 (1978).

"See, 94., FTCv. Sterling Dnif. 317 F.2d 669.674
(2d Or. 1963); Pfiser, toe., 1 F.T.C 23 (1972);
Beneficial Cap.». FTC. —2 F.2d (3rd Or. 1976);
Anwncan Home Products, supra vote S6.

"See supra Section C2.
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n the face of affirmative
isrepresentations, it is even less likely

hat consumers will read and
nderstand the nature of the contract."
A misrepresentation must also be
aterial to violate Section 5. "A

espresentation is material if it is likely
o affect the consumer's conduct or
ecision." Express representations,
uch as a statement that a cosigner is
erely acting as a reference for the

rimary debtor, are presumed to be
aterial, because the creditor's
illingness to make the claim reflects a
elief that consumers are interested in
t.*'

Moreover, as discussed above, the
iabilities of cosigning are substantial,
hey can subject cosigners to financial -
nd other hardships, including adverse
redit ratings and legal process. Indeed,
he nature of liability is a central
lement to the decision to cosign, a fact
hat strongly argues that
isrepresentations of liability are
aterial." Further, many consumers are

ikely to choose differently when
cosigner obligations are explained."

xpress assertions by creditors that
isrepresent the nature of this

bligation, and therefore mislead
consumers with respect to their
otential liability, are clearly material.
In those instances in which

misrepresentations of cosigner liability
occur, there is clearly deception. The
misrepresentations are express, and are
likely to mislead consumers. There is
injury because information concerning
liability is material to the consumer's
decision to cosign.
E. Remedial Requirements

Based on the record, we here enact a
rule designed to remedy the unfair and
deceptive practices discussed above.

-In Peacock Buick. the Commission disagreed
with respondent's arguments that contract
disclosures obviated the possibility of deception
The Commission noted. "It is clear from consumer
teftunony that oral deception wa* employed in
acme iiulance* to cauie consumers to ignore the
warning in their aale* agreement." Peacock Buick.
66 F T.C 1532.1556-4 (1974).

-fTC v. Aigomo Lumber Co.. 291 U.S. 67,61
(1934), Statement of Bail* and Purpose, Cigarette
Advertising and Labeling Rule, 1965,29 Fed. Reg
8325 at 6351 (1954).

•' American Home Product* Corp.. 96 F.T.C 136.
366 (1981), offd., 69S F.2d 661 (3d Cir. 1962),
Statement of Bail* and Purpoac, Cigarette
Advertising and Labeling Rule. 1965, 29 Fed. Reg
6325 (1954).

•The Supreme Court has recognized this
principle in commercial speech case* Central
Hudson Gas »Electric Co. v. PSC. 447 U.S. 557.587
(1960).

"Fodders. 65 P.T.C 38. 61 (1975). petition
dismissed. 529 F.2d 1396 (2d Cir.). cert denied, 429
US. 818 (1978).

"See supra note P.
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The rule declares misrepresentation of
the nature or extent of cosigner liability
to be a deceptive practice, and the
failure to disclose cosigner liability to be
an unfair practice. To remedy the unfair
practices shown on this record, we
adopt a requirement that cosigners be
informed, prior to becoming obligated on
a loan, of the nature of their liability
(5 444.3[&)(2) of the rule). To stem the
deceptive practices demonstrated by the
record, we impose a direct prohibition
on misrepresentations of the nature or
extent of cosigner liability (S 444.3(a)(l)
of the rule), and provide that compliance
with the preventive requirement is
sufficient to avoid charges that a
creditor has engaged in
misrepresentations in violation of the
rule. To prevent both the unfair and
deceptive cosigner practices, we require
that a disclosure notice, the text of
which is set out in S 4M.3(b), be given to
potential cosigners.

This scheme of remedial provisions is
clearly within the Commission's
authority. Section ia(a)(l)(B) provides
that Commission rules "may include
requirements prescribed for the purpose
of preventing" acts or practices declared
unfair or deceptive." It is well
established that the remedies selected
by the Commission to cure the unfair or
deceptive cosigner practices must bear a
"reasonable relationship" to the
practices demonstrated on the record. In
Jacob Siege} Co. v. /TC.-the Supreme
Court set forth the standard for review
of remedial provisions of Commission
adjudicative orders: "(TJhe courts will
not interfere except where the remedy

.selected has no reasonable relationship
to the unlawful practices found to exist."
The Supreme Court has reaffirmed the
Commission's remedial discretion in
adjudicative proceedings."

The disclosure notice mandated by
rule S 444.3(b) is intended to remedy the
unfair and deceptive practices shown on
the record by providing the potential
cosigner with basic information about
the nature and extent of cosigner
liability. The notice is couched in
general terms sufficient to alert
consumers to the essential elements of
cosigner status. Language such as
"guarantee this debt" and "accept this
responsibility" serves to make it clear
that to be cosigner involves more than
merely vouching for the primary debtor
or serving as a reference. Language such
as "full amount" and "fees or * * *
costs which increase this amount" will

"15US.C.57«(«X1MB).
"327 U.S. 606, 013 (19*6)
"FTC v. Ruberoid Co., 343 U.S 470.473 (1B52):

FTC v. National Lead Co, 3S2 U.S. «1». 128-30
(19M).
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ake cosigners aware of the magnitude
f the potential financial exposure they
ndertake. Language such aa "same
ollection methods" and "your credit
ecord" will alert the consumer to some
f the additional potential consequences
fcosigning a loan. Thus, this simple
ummary of the nature and extent of a
onsigner's potential liability addresses
he unfair practices of failing to disclose
uch information, as well as the
eceptive practice of misrepresentation
f the role of a cosigner.
Indeed, commenters endorsed the

isclosure notice as necessary to
emedy cosigners' lack of awareness of
heir liability and creditor

isrepresentation of the nature of
osigner obligations.**
. Alternatives Considered and
odifications Adopted
Because cosigners can be important in
aking credit available to consumers
ithout a well established credit record,

he rule as proposed did not ban their
se. Instead, the rule originally proposed
y the Commission would have imposed
he following requirements:

1. Potential cosigners must be given a
lain language explanation of their
bligation.
2. Potential cosigners must be given a

hree day cooling-off period before they
bligate themselves.
3. Cosigners must be given copies of

ll documents they sign or that are given
o the principal debtor.

4. The contract obligating the cosigner
ust provide that:
a. The creditor roust employ "due

iligence" in attempting to collect from
he principal debtor before seeking
ayment from the cosigner.
b. The cosigner's liability is limited to

he total of payments owed by the
rincipal debtor at the time the cosigner
ecomes obligated.
c. The cosigner must be promptly

otified of any default by the principal
ebtor.
During the proceeding, creditors

mphasized the importance of cosigners
n making credit available to
nexperienced borrowers.** They argued

that the rule provision would reduce the
vailability of credit to such borrowers

f it made the use of cosigners costly or
nconvenient. There was relatively little
pposition to the concept of informing

-Pott-record comment (ummary at ISO; 103,
ote* 44-45.
•£.9., D. L Aldridge, Louiaiana Independent

inance Alaodation. R-0(l)-256; John A. AUgair. Jr,
anager. USARAL Federal Credit Union. Ft.
ichardton, Alaaka, R-n(l)-31B; F. H. Hamilton, Jr.
resident. People'* Bank oftodianola. R-D(1)-387.
oe Martin, lit United Bancorporatton. Tr. 1165.
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osigners of their obligation. "There
as strong opposition to the three day

ooling-off period on the ground that it
ould cause serious inconvenience in
aking cosigner loans.71 Creditors also

bjected to the "due diligence"
equirement, primarily on the ground
hat the term was ambiguous.72

Various objections were registered to
he cosigner provision's application to
pen-end credit." These concerns are
ddressed by providing that in open end
ransactions the disclosure notice be
upplied only at the time of the initial
xtension of credit74 We have adopted
odifications in that portion of the

osigner rule that we promulgate today
o reach other concerns raised during
he proceeding, such as paperwork
urden.
he FinalRule
Although the record before us

ocuments certain problems in
onnection with the use of cosigners,
nd although the Staff Report

"£a" 0- L. Aldridge, Louiiiana Independent
inance Arociahon. R-1I(1)-258; Northnip Credit
'n.on, Hawthorne, California, R-1I(1)-342.
" Indeed, moil objection to the proposed

rovmon focused on the three day cooling-off
equirement. E.g. Paul H. Cameriengo. Ill City
ational Bank ofHouilon, R-I;a)-502. Ralph
rance. Bank of New Oreleand. R-l(a)-197: Helmut
chmidl, Transamerica Financial Corp . Tr 0301.
lfred ) Lapan, South Middlelex Bank and Mast
oop. Bank League. Tr. 11400: Gordon Wear. Texel

ndependent Automobile Dealer's Aaaooation, Tr
15: larnei Coldberg. American Retail Federation.
r 8124. Richard C. Durham. Anocialion
uertomguena de Financiera* Conaunudor. R-I(a)-
62. H.E Smith. Alabama Lender* Aaiociation, R-
(a)-3S3; Larry G. Cardell, ST.. Merchant'! National
ank of Allentown. Pa., R-U(1)-249. See also. Staff
eport at 406: Preiiding Officer'* Report 2S5-286
"Gene L. Jamerfon, lit International Bancshcires

exa«, R-II(a)-17; Melvm Struthen. Mom* Plan of
owa. R-I(a)-87& )• G Turner, U.S National Bank of
regon. R-U(a)-10; Alan M. Black, Pennaylvania, R-

l(h}-107. {ay Buelf. Northern Truat Co., Illinois. R-
(a)-27, W A. Browning, lit National Bank of
oulder. Colorado, R-II(f)-172, R C Smith, Georgia
ank and Tnilt Co., R-II(f)-17S, John Ron. Third
ational Bank of Alhland. Texai. R-l(a)-521, Ddvid
ood, Dial Financial Corp., Tr. 4705, Clare A.

ollwagen, Minnesota Conaumer Finance
onference. Tr 3940; Jack W. Woodbiim. Cleveland
ru»t, Ohio, R-I1(1)-361: Marshall M. Taylor. Lillick.
cHo»e and Cbarlei, Attorney, Loa Angeles, R-

1(1}-182. Some creditor* alao argued that the due
iligence requirement waa aubatanlively too
ettrictive. See Staff Report at 472.

"Poat record comment •ummary at 106-167 note»
5,57-56.
"D Dale Browning, Senior Vice Pteaident. Rocky
ountain B.A.C. Corp. (BankAinericard). R-Il(l)-

43; Michigan National Bank. Lulling. R-II(l)-27l,
olland and Hart. Attorney. Denver. Colorado, R-

1(11-348. Larry C. Roaa, Aaaiitant Counwl, Vicken
etroleum Corp. Wichita, Kaniai. R-U(1)-M2,
onald I. Green. American Expreia, R-I(a)-e01.
illiam T. Gwennap. American Banker*
aaociation. Tr. IWT,; By KucheL National Retail
erchant* Auociation. Tr. B341; Carl Felaer.feld.
ittcorp. New Yorii, R-n(c)-74; C. Lee Peeler,
aahington, D.C., R-D(1)-400. AXJ—Emeat D.

tein, Bank Vice President. R-I1(1}-434.
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recommended a number of
modifications in the rule provision
initially proposed by the Commission,
we are not persuaded that the benefits
of those proposals offset their probable
costs. "The rule we adopt today,
providing a cosigner disclosure, will go a
long way toward remedying not only the
major problem reflected on the record—
lack of consumer awareness of the full
significance of becoming a cosigner—
but also some of the ancillary problems
that are, to a large degree, also a
function of cosigner awareness.

The rule corrects the problems of
cosigner lack of information by requiring
that a notice be provided alerting the
consumer to the obligations and
consequences of cosigning. A disclosure
requirement received support from
creditors 7* as well as consumer
representatives. "Robert P. Shay stated
that:

"• * * the high incidence of payment being
demanded (from coaignera) lend* gupport to
those who would urge some form of
disclosure* • •" (HX-194 at 60).
It is also supported by the Presiding
Officer who concluded:

"The record of thi» proceeding fupporti a
requirement that cosigners in consumer credit
transaction* should be provided by the
creditor with a clear and succinct statement
"f their potential liability." "
Compliance

This rule does not require that the
creditor personally give the notice to the
cosigner, but only that it "be given" to
the cosigner. Therefore, if the creditor
would not otherwise have personal
contact with the cosigner, the rule will
not require such contact. The creditor
can provide the notice through the
borrower or by other means such as the
mail. However, the creditor is obligated
by the rule to assure that the cosigner
does in fact receive the notice prior to
becoming obligated. If the creditor asks
the borrower to give the notice to the

"See drcuuion of rejected proviiion* in Chapter
XII.

"E.g.. LnUe R. Butler. Con»uaner Banker*
Afociation and Fin) Pemuylvania Bank, Tr. 11582:
Vemon Lemon*, )r., Texai Finance Inititute, Tr.
1022; Carl W. Berg, American Marine Bank. Wa.. R-
n(d)-B3; Lucy CaldweU, Ferro Nathville Employee*
Credit Union. R-tl(d>-25; Doo E. Wolf. York Bank
and Tnul Co, Penn»ylv«nla. R-U(b>-10«: T.). Ryan.
Albuquerque Bell Federal Credit Union. R-0(d)-C.

"£<., Robert H. Erwin. Legal Aid of Baltimore.
Tr 10020; Gayle C. William*. Legal Aid Society of
SL Lout*. Tr. 4612: Pamela Pieriog. CAMP.
Coluumer Action Project Wa.. Tr. —77; Charie*
Hammond. Arlington County Depl. ofComiumer
Affam. Virginia, R-Il(b)-12& L«wia Taffer. Alliance
for Coirumer Progre**. PUuuylvania. R-D(H)-1;
Ronald A. GalL Wieconain Contumen League, Tr.
3979; Jarne* L Sullivan, Director, Department of
Conaumer Affair*; Mi»*ouri. Tr. «SS1.

"Preiiding Officer'* Report at p. 281.
. No. 42 / Thursday, March 1, 1984 / 

cosigner and the borrower does not do
ao, the creditor will be in violation of the
rule. Each creditor may adopt
procedure! of its own choosing for
assuring that the notice is actually
received.

The rule specifically requires that the
notice be provided in a separate
document. The purpose of this
requirement is to assure that the
cosigner will actually be aware of the
notice before becoming obligated. Thus,
the notice document cannot be affixed
to other documents unless the notice
document appears before any other
document in a package, and it may not
include any other statements, with one
exception. Several states already
require special notices to cosigners.**
Those states may apply for an
exemption under S 444.5 of the rule.
However, if a state does not apply, or if
an exception is not granted, a creditor
can still avoid having to provide two
separate documents by putting both
notices in one, unless the state law
forbids it

Although this is not specifically
addressed in the text of the rule. the
Commission intends that the notice
document may also contain the
creditor's letterhead. The information on
the letterhead would not distract the
cosigner from the notice and. because
the notice may very often be the only
document retained by the cosigner, such
information might prove helpful at a
later time. Similarly, if a creditor
chooses to assure cosigners obtain the
disclosure documents by requesting a
signed acknowledgement, the notice
document may include a signature line.

We also note that the cosigner
disclosure should be provided in the
same language as that in which the
underlying loan contract is written.
Although this issue is not specifically
addressed by the rule itself, failure to
provide such same-language disclosures
could constitute a separate violation of
Section 5.
Open End Credit

Witnesses objected to the cosigner
provision in open end credit
transactions. They argued that the rule
would require a notice upon each
extension of credit pursuant to an open
end account, making overdraft checking
impossible and other forms of open end
accounts complicated to administer-
The rule we promulgate today has been
revised to make it clear that a notice
need not be used every time a consumer
draws on an open end line of credit.

"E.S.. Section 422J06 Wife. StaL 5— alw R-
Xm-31 at C-28.

—5—«Hpn>nota74.
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For open end accounts, the cosigner
ed only be given a single notice at the

me that the account is opened. The
ecific language required by { 444.3(b)
 the rule has been modified so that it
plies when the cosigner is
aranteeing an open end account and
ay be liable for an amount less than or
ual to the line of credit extended.
efinition of Cosigner
Several creditors stated the rule can

e evaded by requiring potential
signers to become co-applicants for

redit." We incorporate in the final rule
 revision which defines as a cosigner
ny person whose signature is obtained
fter the initial applicant is told that the
gnature of another person is
ecessary. Creditors should not seek to
vade the rule by designating cosigners
s co-applicants.
It was thought by some that the

efinition of cosigner was so broad as to
clude the principal debtor or an

uthorized user of a credit card.**
ecommendations were also made that
ompensation" be defined," or that

onsideration** or some other term- be
sed in the definition. Substitution of the
rm "accommodation party" for

osigner was recommended, as was
vising the definition to make it explicit
at one who signs in order that another
ay receive the benefit of the goods or
oney is a cosigner.- It was also
ggested that the definition does not
ake clear whether a person who

ypothecates security of a passbook on
 loan but does not personally guarantee
e loan is a cosigner for the purposes of

" Paul H. Camerlengo. Firal City National Bank of
outlon, R-ll(l)-236. Michael Brown. United Auto
ealer* Aaaociation, Chicago. Tr. 276S-2769
• Technical comment* by the ataff of the Board of
overnor* of the Federal Re*erve Board. HX 451 at

ft William B. Johnaon, Sun Oil Company. R-Il(l)-
6. Rurell A. Freeman. Security Pacific Corp, Lo«
ngele*. R-I1(11-339; |ame* Goldbert, American
etail Federation. Tr. 8123.
• Technical comment* by the itaff of the Board of
overnor* of the Federal Re*erve Bank. HX 451 at
; Frederick T. Berhenke. Administrator Colorado
.C.C.C.. HX 251 at 7; Thorn** Crandall. Gonzaga
nivenity Law School Wa, Tr. 10672-73: Bryce A.
aggett, Oklahoma Coniumer Finance A—ociaUon.
t.SSO.
• George H. Braaich. Chairman. Subcommittee of
e Committee on the Regulation of Coniumer
redit—Section of Corporation. Banking and
utine** Law of the American Bar Auociation. R-
(1)-325: David H. Pohl Capital Financial Servicea.
hio. R-I(a)-541.
• T. McLean Griffin. Firrt National Bank of
oaton, R-D(d)-M would define eoligner a* "a
atural penon who without compeniation and
ithout an opportunity to obtain credit under the
bligation.* • •"
• fohn P. Winaton and Walter E. Hulzenga,
ational Automobile Dealer* Auociation. R-l(a)-
51: Loll I. Wood. Land of Lincoln Legal A—ittance
oundation. R-l(c)-361.
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the rule," One commenter thought that
the definition should be modified by the
addition of the phrase "whether or not
that person is specifically designated on
the contract as being a cosigner." •*
Another felt that cosigner should be
redefined as one who renders himself
"secondarily" liable for the obligation of
another."

We have adopted definitional
revisions which accommodate these
suggestions. The phrase "another
person" will avoid confusion between a
cosigner and a principal debtor.
Clarifying language has been added
defining a cosigner as one who enables
a consumer to receive goods, services or
money, but does not receive such goods,
services or money himself.

We reject the recommendation that
"consideration" be substituted for
"compensation" since applicable cases
hold that cosigner agreements are
supported by consideration. "The use of
the term consideration thus would not
serve the purpose intended.

We have added language which
makes it clear that a person is a
"cosigner" under this rule, whatever he
or she is called by a creditor, if he or she
meets the definition in the rule.*'
Modifications to Required Notice

The proposed rule requires use of a
notice advising cosigners of their
liability. The industry asserted that the
originally proposed notice was too long,
unclear, inconsistent with state and
federal law, inconsistent with cosigner's
rights under other parts of the rule,
inapplicable to openend credit, and
unnecessarily time consuming because
of all the blanks to be filled in. "Some

" )«ck W Woodburn. Cleveland TnuL Ohio. R-
U(l)-361.
- Loll I Wood, Land of Lincoln Legal Atliitance

Foundation. R-0(1)-43S.
• Betty Gregg. Credit Union National Afociation.

Tr 9674
"Eg • Zimmeman Ford, lac v. Cfieney. 271 N.E.

2d BS2 (111. App 1871).
"Experience from minor, which hai a cotigner

itatute. >how that enforcement hai been prevented
by depute* over the atatu* of alleged cotignera,
where creditor* ityle coilgner* •« co-appliuntg.
Loil) Wood. R-n(.h383.

"David I Tarpley. Legal Service* of Nartville
and Middle Tcimeuee. inc., Tr. 3870: Leade R.
Butler, CoMumer Banker* A«(od*tJon and lit
Penn*ylvania Bank. Tr. 11S82: Cohn K. Kaufman.
Harvard Law School. Cambridge. Mar.. R-n(f)-308,
R-nO>-3M: Fred K. Harvey. Georgia btduatrial Loan
AnodaHon. Tr. WO, (ame* C. Bait, National
Auociation of Federal Credit Union*. Wariungton.
D.C.. R-H(1)-337; T.|. Hughe*. Navy Federal Credit
Union. Wellington. D.C. R-H(1)-SM; RuaaeU A.
Freeman. Security Pacific Corp., Lo* Angele*. Ca.,
R-U(1)-33S: lack W. Woodburn. Cleveland Tnrt.
Ohio. R-a(l)-3Bl: Robert W. Fox. Atlantic Federal
Savin— and Loan Afodation. Florida, R-n(*)-l;
William T. Gwennap. American Banker*
Auociation. Tr. 12222: T |. Ryan. Albuquerque Bell
Federal Credit Union. R-n(d)-6.
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commenters felt that other information,
especially the fact that the cosigner to
being asked to take a risk which the
creditor is unwilling to take, should be
included in the notice.-We have
adopted revisions as let out below to
meet some of these concerns.

The notice as originally proposed had
eight blanks which the creditor would
be required to complete. The revised
form has none, It is substantially
shorter. The detailed recitation of
remedies which a creditor could employ
against the cosigner has been eliminated
since some remedies are not available in
all states.

The reference to the contract
evidencing the obligation in the final
paragraph has been amended to make it
clear that it is the contract, and not the
notice, which defines the cosigner's
obligation.

Finally, Commission action in deleting
the non-disclosure portions of the rule
removes the possibility of a direct, albeit
minor, conflict with certain state laws.
A number of states already require
informational notices to cosigners
whose wording differs from the cosigner
notice required by the rule. Because the
state notices describe cosigners'
obligations under existing ]aw» they
might no longer have been strictly
accurate if the Commission adopted the
parts of the proposed rule which would
have substantively altered cosigner
obligations.
X. Analysis or Projected Costs, Benefits,
and Effects of the Rule

As set forth earlier, the Rule
comprises six major components—four
contract clauses that are prohibited, one
accounting practice that is prohibited,
and an affirmative disclosure
requirement. Each of these elements is,
to a certain extent, segregable from the
whole for the purposes of analyzing
projected costs, benefits, and effects of
the rule.

However, many of the projected costs
and, to a lesser extent, benefits of the
rule may not be readily segregable, and
therefore are more appropriately
attributable to the rule ai a whole,
rather than to any particular element of
the rule. These benefits and costs are
likely to arise from the impact on the
market of the entire rule, rather than
from the impact of any one element.

The costs and benefits attributable to
the individual provisions of the rule are
discussed in Chapters IV-IX, supra. The

"AA Calvin. Dyche, Wright, SuDtvan, Bailey and
King, Tx.,R-flp)-2Se; Charlo. W.NobI*,
Metropolitan National Bank. TIL. R-ll(l)-2S2; David
K. Krump. Gnat County State Bank. Ulye*.
Kama*. R-fl(l)-13B.
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osts and benefits of the interrelated
arts of the rule as a whole are
iscussed here.

. Costs
Most commenters who opposed the
le argued that it would increase credit

osts by either increasing the price of
redit (because consumers would
emand more of a more attractive
roduct and creditors would supply less
f it) and/or decreasing the availability
f credit, especially for the marginal
isks (because of stricter screening of
redit applicants}. These commenters
tated that such increases in costs to
reditors would outweigh whatever
enefits consumers and competition
ight obtain from the rule. The record

or the proceeding establishes, however,
hat the rule will not have a major

pact on either the price or availability
f credit.
. Econometric Studies
Comprehensive econometric analyses

f creditor remedies, interest rates, and
mount of credit extended were
repared for the rulemaking record. The
esults of these studies were consistent
ith the experience in the states,
escribed below.
The first study was a detailed and

horough examination of the theoretical
conomic implications of the rule and
he empirical work carried out by the
ational Commission on Consumer
inance that evaluated these

mplications with reference to the
xisting consumer credit market.'This
tudy defined the economic issues
aised by the rule, evaluated the
mpirical work that predated it. defined
 microeconomic model of the consumer
redit market, and suggested further
mpirical work in the area to answer the
undamental questions about the effects
f restrictions on creditors' remedies on
redit cost and availability.
The report contains a variety of

mportant conclusions based on an
xamination of the data bases compiled
y the technical staff of the National
ommission on Consumer Finance. It

ound, for example, that there is no
ignificant relationship between interest
ate ceilings and rejection rates. It also
ound no significant relationship
etween prohibition of creditor
emedies and rejection rates.* In short,

' The reaull* are found la R-XI-10. Federal Trade
ommission Proposals far Credit Contract
egulations and the Availability of Consumer
redit, Michael Aho. (aou Barth, foaepb Garde*.
nthony Yexer. Daniel Brufflbaugh (May 20.1976).
•R-XI-10 at 80-03. The** data were drawn from

inance company loan* in W atate*. The aample
ncluded Arkanaaa, which bad a uniquely low

Canon—d
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there appeared to be no significant
correlation between permissible creditor
remedies and creditor willingness to
extend credit to consumers.

In a second study,* Professors Barth
and Yezer developed a simultaneous
econometric model for the consumer
credit market. This model relies on
individual, discreet loan transactions.
Having developed the model, Barth and
Yezer ran three series of regressions
using data obtained from FTC
investigations and data obtained from
the National Consumer Finance
Association.

Early problems with compiling an
accurate table of state laws ^were
eliminated in later versions of the study,
which were presented in hearings on the
rule.'Using different data bases after
problems with the state law data were
eliminated, Earth and Yezer achieved
consistent results. During the hearings,
the NCFA introduced a large data base
covering thousands of recent consumer
loans. Barth and Yezer ran a final
version of their study using this data
base.*

In their final study. Professors Barth
and Yezer concluded that the percentage
point estimate for the rule's effect is a
19/100's ofl percent (0.192%) increase in
credit costs. Even this estimate may be
too high because it compares a
hypothetical laissez-faire state having
no remedy restrictions with the same
state having nearly all of the originally
proposed restrictions. As noted, we
have determined not to adopt several of
the original staff recommendations, and
we have significantly modified and
refined several of those which we do
adopt.

Although the specific point estimates
with respect to the impact of the rule on
credit cost should be viewed as
indicating a range or order of magnitude
and not a precise estimate, the Barth-
Yezer studies demonstrate that the

inlerti rate ceiling The itudy eliminated Arkanaaa
from it* computaliont became (ben are no finance
companiet in the *tale. The NCCF limply pottulaled
a 100 percent refection rile for the itate. No one
diiputed the effect* of Arkaniai' 10 percent rate
ceiling on consumer loam. Thil ceiling wa> an
aberration and wai raiwd to 24 percent by the
voter* of Arkaniai in 1982.

•The reiulti are found in R-XI-1B1, The
Economic Impact of the Federal Trade Commiuion
Proposals for Credit Contract Regulation* on (A*
Cost and A vailability of Consumer Credit (March
31,1977). The iludie* excluded evaluation of
waiver* of exemption and coaigner proviaion*.

'An evaluation of itate law it euential for
developing creditor remedy variablea. Thu*, the
empirical result* reported in R-XI-1B1 an Invalid.
The later re«ult*. uimg accurate (tato law data. an
found at HX-W5 (FTC data) and R-XID-W (NCFA
data)

'SeeWl-SO-,.
•R-XID-39.
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pact of the rule on credit cost will be
learly negligible."*
During the course of this proceeding,
e econometric studies—in particular
e Barth-Yezer studies'—were the
bject of considerable scrutiny and
itical analysis.* The Commission
oked closely at the overall economic
idence, and focused on the Barth-

ezer work, during our final
eliberations on the rule. "We are
gnizant of the limitations of the
onometric studies. The studies
present, however, the most
phisticated analyses available on the
cord."
We have given careful consideration
 the econometric evidence assembled
 this record, particularly the latter

udies of Professors Barth and Yezer.
ur review has led us to consider that
e econometric evidence does not, of

self, permit a definitive finding
ncerning the net costs or benefits of
e rule as a whole. The relatively small
agnitude of effects indicated by the
onometric evidence does permit us to
 reasonably certain that the effect of
e rule will not be unduly large in either

irection. Our conclusion in this regard
as led us to look more closely at the
ther available evidence on the rule as a
hole and as to each provision.
 Experience in the States
There exists a large body of
perience with restrictions on creditor
medies in consumer transactions.
ost states already have laws similar to
e or more of the provisions of the rule.

uring the rulemaking proceeding, three
ates were identified that have legal
gimes comparable to (or stricter than]
e rule as it was then proposed.'*

'R-Xn-39 at 7. Examination of the Bartb/Yexer
greuioni uling FTC and NCFA data reveall that
e impact of individual proviiion* of the rule on
edit coil li not aignificantly different from xero.
rth and Yezer conoder that all the remedy
riable* mult be viewed together, and that the
ady demoiutrate* that Individual remediea cannot
 evaluated except a* a group.
•See fupra not— 5-tt.
•See, e.g.. NCFA Comment*. R-XV-343 at 54-88;
e a!*o memorandum of April 4,1BS3 ftcm Timothy
Murit, Director. Bureau of Coirumer Protection, at
-24: memoranda of the Bureau of Ecooomica,
pril 5 and 7.1W3.
'•Profefor* Barth and Yenr made oral
eientation* before the Commirion and were
eftioned by the Commiiiionen. S— 'Oral
eaentatlon* by Public Repreaentativea". (une 6,
M. Tr. 1-121.
" See, e.g., Murit memorandum, tupro note 9 at
, citing Staff Report at 527-3S.
"Wilconiin. Iowa and Connecticut Became the
al rule haa deleted a aignificant number of the

itial propoaali, a larger number of atatea could
w be aaid to have exiiting reatrictiou flmllar to
e final role.
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State experience was examined
ntensely during the rulemaking
roceedings. Statistics on credit markets
o different states were submitted by
CFA, state regulators, and other

ources. Comparisons were made
etween market conditions in states
ith laws similar to the proposed rule
nd other states.** Although there is
ome state to state variation, these
omparisons reveal no systematic
ifferences between states that have
estricted remedies and the other states.
nterest rates to reform states tend to be
ower than to representative states that
o not restrict remedies covered by the
ule.14 Borrower income and default
ates were lower to reform states than to
on-reform states, while borrower debt
evels tend to be higher. Overall, there
re no apparent negative impacts on
ost where credit reform laws have been
nacted.
Another source of information on

tate experience is comments and
estimony by state regulators, creditors,
nd other persons from states that have
dopted laws similar to the rule. to some
nstances these individuals
ccompanied their testimony with
tatistics, for example, on market
onditions before and after a credit
eform law took effect.u Although
ccasional negative effect* were
oted," the consensus was that the state
eform laws had not interfered with
reditors' business. "No significant
u See oipecially Staff Report at 525. See obo .

taff Report at 546 note 177. and 517: R-XU1-36
•tate by atale breakdown of NCFA turvey data).

olt of thew compariion* uaed NCFA data on
inance company loam Finance company loam are
he market tegment where advene effect* of the
ule would be molt apparent became finance
ompanie* deal with higher riak borrower* and
ake greater uae of thew remedie* than do other

reditor*.
"See "Compariton of Precomputed Loan Account

haraclerifUc*, Selected State*", Staff Report at
25.
"Teetimony by theie wltne«*e« i* (ummarized in

etail in the Staff Report at 501-522.
'*E-g: Clarence P. Blewr. Wi*con*in Finance

orp.. Tr. 3481-83 (out *ee Robert P. Shay, HX-494
t 24), Thornai H. Hu»ton, Iowa Banking OepL, Tr.
2aB-»l (report* (mall increaae In collection co«t
rimarily attributable to an Iowa law proviiion not
ontained in role). See alio dilcuuion of Credit
esearch Center Studlei ofWiiconain Coniumer
ct in StafT Report at 544-548.
"E.g.. Richard A. Victor. Wiaconiin Department

f (ultace, Tr. 401B-17; Robert A. Patrick. Office of
iaconiin Commiaaioner of Banking. Tr. 4037-38,

044, R-I(d)-10B at 1; Tucker K. Trautman. Colorado
epL of Law, HX-252 at 1: Edward I. Heiier, )r.,
ilconiin Coniumer Finance Aai'n. Tr. 3447; lame*

 Brown. Umvenity of WiKOOJin. HX-153 at 1-3:
obert C. Focht. Connecticut Banking DepL. Tr.
1252; Oiane Cadrain. Connecticut Citlxen Research
roup. Tr. 10805; Kathleen Kaeet. Blackhawk
ounty Legal Aid Society. Tr. UW.Seealfo
residing Officer'i Report •t 340.
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effect on the cost or availability of credit
wa"; reported.'''Creditors, for example,
te-t;fi&d thdt Ihty lent to the same type
of cons'i'pp-s an'-l applied the same
crc-i.t stpnd Tds Bftpr reform laws were
passed as bcto'-e.'* Other testimony
fi-um the three "laboratoi^" states was
consistent w.:-h these observations.
3. O'.her Evidence on Effects on Costs

The record also conta.ns extensive
evidence en the value of individual
rciTieflic-s to creditors. Fron th'^
evidence we have drawn general
inferences C3riC")niRS the cost to
cr&difora (and thus ultimately to
cuiii.uniers) of banning remedies. All of
the rern-'dips addressed by the rule are
ones wh.,se iinporionce to creditors is
liiT.led.l0 Evidence en the value of each
remedy coveied by the rule is reviewed
in the respective chapter on individual
r;'!° piovisions.2' Some examples will
lili-str"^. the ;ypes of information on
whic:h u ii r'c' '.elusions are based.

Sevei a! irrpcrtant types of evidence
on value of remedies relate to all rule
provisio^ia. Evidence on causes of
default, discusafd in Chapter II! above,
is one exan'ple. Another is survey
evidence on the importance of various
col!er*iun methods to creditors. "The
most imprntcint remedies—garnishment,
rcpcssession, acceleration of the debt,
suit, a; d direct contacts with debtors—
arp not restricted by the rule.

Ihe p^dence establishing the limited
value of the remedies covered by the
rule help'; to explain the finding that
state laws restricting remedies have not
had significant disruptive effects on
credit markets. It also provides an
independent reason for concluding that
the rule also will not have such effects.
B Bcnef. ts

A key issue throughout the rulemaking
proceeding has been whether the

"M
"fi; Clarence P BIwr. Wi5i-on«in Finance

Corp Tr 3461-. 34-n-92. Thomas H Hbtlun. Iowa
Banking Dept., Tr 2289-flO.

'"ThroLjjhoul thr proceeding, the rule hai been
revised modified. and otherwise narrowed to leave
inlaci thole remedie* demonstraled to be of greateit
value to creditors. The original April 19,1074, •taff
memorandum recommending (he rule excluded (elf-
help repoxei'sion from the propoial in part became
uf .18 importance to creditor* During the proceeding
the •taff recommended reviaioni in the rule 10 •»
not to interfere with non-houiehold good' tecurity
intereiti and non-pyramided late feel and
exteniion charge* See Staff Report at 244-245 and
364-366 We have further narrowed the household
good* provition Finally, we deleted provniont
covering third-party contact*, deficienciei,
attorney' fee*. cro»«-collgteral clause*, and
•ubilantive regulation of coaLgner*

"See (he chapter aubaection* on "OITaetling
benefit*."

"See Staff Report at 4114-495 ditcuaaing National
Commfifion on Coniumer Finance turvey reiulta
. No. 42 / Thursday, March 1. 1984 

benefits received by consumers from
restricting one or more of these remedies
would offset any decrease in credit
availability or increase in credit costs
that may result. Although many of the
benefits of the rule are properly
addressed in the context of the
individual provisions, a general
overview can be rr-ade.

Because default is largely beyond the
debtor's control, the benefits of the
proposed restrictions would be
potentially available to any consumer.
No one is so free from the possibility of
loss of employment, large medical
expenses, marital discord, etc., that the
rule might never provide benefit. The
benefits to all consumers can thus be
analogized to insurance, in some
respects."

Many of the rule's benefits are
difficult to evaluate monetarily, such as:
procedural due process protections; the
opportunity to assert valid c!a;-ns and
defenses; less economic distrfs and
disruption offami'.y finances; less
embarrassment, humiliation, and
anxiety; less interference in employment
relations; retaining personal possessions
and household goods; protection against
coerced settlements; and well informed
cosigners. Nonetheless, consumers placa
a va'ua en such benefits [e.g., less
emotional distress). Their willingness to
pay for contracts that reduce these
possibilities :s the measure of these
benfits."

Other benefits are more susceptible to
an estimate of monetary value for
individual consumers. These benefits
include: fewer costly refinancings; less
loss of equity in property; goods
remaining in the hands of the party who
values them more highly; and fewer
additional delinquencies "triggered" by
one creditor filing a wage assignment.
C. Summary

In assessing tlie costs and benefits of
this rule. the Commission must be
guided by ranges and magnitudes and
not precise dollar estimates. There is no
means available to prepare precise,
dollar point estimates of the costs and
benefits of curtailment of creditors'
remedies. This is because these costs
and benefits are small, when factored

"See supra Chapter U.
"In their aeccnd economic itudy for thi*

proceeding, Profeiaon Berth and Yezer aueised
the nile'» potential benefit* by calculating
consumsn' willingne»« lo pay higher ratel for
contract* with fewer creditor remedie* The itudy
concluded that coniumer* were willing to pay up to
an additional 7.18 percent APR for more favorable
contract termi Thil itudy wai baied on FTC-
•upplied data. an admittedly unaound data baie.
The laat itudy. uaing NCFA aupplied data, did not
•itimate conaumen' willmgnex to pay. No other
evidence meaaured thil factor.
/ Rules ami Regulations____7781

into any precise empirical model that
endeavors to define the array of factors
which influence credit extension
decisions. Moreover, the rule does not
affect the most valuable creditor
remedies, including garnishment, self-
help repossession, direct debtor contacts
and the like. Nor does our final rule
address several creditor remedies
encompassed in the original proposal
[and upon which all aggregate impact
assessments are based), e.g.,
deficiencies, attorneys' fees, etc.

Although any restrictions on creditor
remedies have cost implications, factors
other than these six remedies
predominantly determine costs and
availability. The most important factors
are: (1] The cost of money to the
creditor, (2) the consumer's present
income, existing debt level, and capacity
to incur further debt, (3) the possibility
of the consumer being a repeat
customer, (4) the creditor's opportunity
costs, [5] the applicable inteiest rate
ceilings, (6) the availability of other fees
and charges, (7) the availability of the
most useful creditor remedies, (8) the
principal amount of the loan, etc.
Apg'-cgate economic conditions have an
effect as well. Thus, any assessment of
the rule's potential effects on credit
costs or availability must start from a
position that the remedies involved have
little effect relati\ e to the major
determinants of cost and supply.
Although this is not, in itself, evidence
of the net effect of the rule, it does
provide a context for assessing the
expected impact of individual rule
provisions, discussed in relevant
chapters above.

The benefits of this rule also cannot
be quantified precisely. At issue is the
treatment of borrowers and their
families when serious financial
problems occur. The record contains
extensive evidence that the specific
remedies at issue here are a direct cause
of substantial consumer injury, that
consumers cannot reasonably avoid
such injury, and that the injury is not
offset by other benefits, either to
consumers or to competition. The record
contains evidence of the use of
challenged remedies and the effect of
such use on consumers and their
families. Much of this evidence is
quantitative in nature.
XI. Impact on Small Business

In the course of this proceeding
certain creditors argued that the rule
will injure small businesses.' Our review

' See. e.g., Tbornat Rotbwall. National Small
Buimeii Aaaocietion, HX-430; Leonard M. Cohen,
Independent Finance Aaaociation of Ulinon. Tr

Conlinnd
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of the record reveals no
disproportionate impact on small
business from federal or state credit
reforms. To the contrary. Federal
Reserve Board data compiled by the
NCFA show that the number of small
finance companies grew from 1970 to
1975, notwithstanding increasing
competition from banks and credit
unions, the Supreme Court's decisions in
Fusntes v. ShevJ'n' and Sniadacfi v.
Family Finance Corporation* and
passage of the Consumer Credit
Protection Act of 1967 (which includes,
as amended. Truth in Lending, Equal
Credit Opportunity, Fair Credit
Reporting, and other credit reforms).*

2477. Robert E Dean. Security Mutual Finance
Corp , Tr 161; Willidm Leyhe, CoriBumer Loan Co.,
Tr. 4361, Gary Finn, Summit Federal Credit Union,
R-I(a)-17. George )one«. Louisiana Independent Tire
Dealer* Afiociation. R-I(a)-286, G C. Backhaul,
Po»t Finance Company, R-I(a)-798. Richard Warren.
Alabama Lender* Auociation. R-I(a)-381.

• 407 US. 67 (1972).
' 395 U.S. 337 (1969).
* Revelant data are fununarized in the following

table-

NUMBER OF FINANCE COMPANIES BY SIZE,
JUNE 30. 1960. 1965. 1970. AND 1975

Compan— havMiy aliud-
and intannftfeal̂ .tafHi
cradH outtandmg of

Undt 1100.000 ... .....
(100.000 Iff S4M.9W...
S500.000 10 W9.999 .
tl.OOCOOO 10

C4.906.996
SS.000,000 10

$24.«99.«99.....-..-.-
<25.000.000 10

(66.996.666—————
S100.000.000 and

ovr.... . . . . . .

Total . . . .

1—0

2.124
2.770

6S2

•31

17S

45

27

t.4i4

1965

1,196
1.771

535

466

164

62

44

4.2B3

1970

626
1.065

424

S99

1 1 2

77

S6

2.961

1975

663
1,204

41$

600

204

103

66

3,376

Source National Conixrwr Rnanoi Auocubon. Rnvwf
FtCU Yurtwo* (1B7B OH) at 52

The diitribution of the number of Finance
companiei by dollar amount* oulatandiog in the
year* 1960,196S. 1970 and 1975 indicate* (harp
decrea*e* in the number of very amall firm* (leu
than (1 million in outitanding) from I960 through
1970, followed by a 7 percent mcreaw in their total
number during 1970-75—the time penod in which
the mo*t iigmncant federal and ttate coniumer
credit reform* took effect (Truth in Lending became
effective in (he aecond half of 1909). While the
number of firm* in the S500.000-f999.0u0 category
decr—ed (lightly from 424 in 1970 to 415 in 1975.
thi« may maik upward movement in individual
firm*' total outitandingi became the (1.000,000-
t4.999.B99 category grew from 399 to 500 nmu In
thi* period.

The total number of finance companiei increred
from 2J61 ID 1970 to 3.376 in 1075. Of theae 3.376
firm*. the top 68 (outitanding* of (100 million and
over) operated 18.699 office*, an average of 215
office* per firm. Th* remaining 7,968 office* In the
total induitry wer* distributed among 3,268 finn*
with outatandmgt under (100 million, an average U
office* per firm. National Cooaumer Finance
. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 

More specifically, with respect to this
rule the record contains evidence that
many small creditors need to rely less
on the contractual provisions and non-
contractual practices addressed by the
rule than large multi-office firms.
Several operators of one and two office
finance companies testified on their
strong community ties, histories of
courteous personal service to successive
generations of related customers, and
effective "notice and phone call"
collection programs.' Thus, small
finance companies tend to rely less on
the practices addressed in the final rule.

On the other hand, major national
finance chains have high turnover rates
in office personnel, uniform procedures
for handling minor delinquencies and
serious defaults, and generally deal with
their customers on a less personal basis
than small independents.* The more
personalized approach to collections
that is possible for smaller creditors in
many cases can serve as an effective
substitute for formal remedies.

The National Commission on
Consumer Finance survey results
suggest that smaller banks and single-
state retailers and finance companies
tend to be less dependent upon many of
the contractual provisions and practices
affected by the rule than larger Firms.7

While there has been a long-term

Aoociation. Finance Facts Yearbook (1978 ed.) at
62. At thi* level many of the finn* with 5.000,000-
24,999,999 outatanding probably can be conndered
•••mall bu*ineu" In thr category between 1970 and
1975 auggeit* that coniumer credit reform* have not
di*proportiooataly affected •mall- to mid-iized
buainenei.

• William Lehye. Coniumer Loan Co., Tr. 4358-62
(- • ••incolhavebeenuilhebuiineaator36
yean, 1 can look a guy ID the eye and make • loan.
But. if you take a chain organization or bank where
you have never met thil fellow before and you hava
not been in the community for 33 yean and you are
learning to be • loan manager, there ia no way that
cbaina or anyone elae other than imall buiine«a like
rnyielf can make II on character alone."); Al Brandt
Brand! Finance Company. Tr. 7516-16: H. E. Smith,
Firat Finance Company, Tr. 2850-81. William
Probaico. Mid Valley Time Loan. Tr 6128-29: Ray
Houghton. Home Finance Corp., Tr. 6624. Joaeph
Park. Community Finance Co.. Tr. 3169; Bernard
Cunningham. Windaor Lock* Finance. Tr. 8572-73,
lame* Hacenger. Citizen* Loan and Thrift
Company, Tr. 3821.

* See generally, lubpoenaed nuance company
conaumer file* operating manual* and employe*
training material* in R-XI. G. Beniton. The Costs to
Consumer Finance Companies of Extending
Coiaumer Credit, NCCF Technical Studio* Vol. H at
S (labor turnover average* about 60 percent per year
for mot) companie*).

'See. National Commiaiion on Coniumer
Finance, Technical Studio*. Vol. V at 72-76 (bank*,
finance companie*. and retailer*' uae of aecurity
mtereat and repoaaeaiion proviaion*); 79-63 (bank*
and finance companlei' ur of deficiency
tudgmenli).
/ Rules and Regulations

, declining trend in the role of small
finance companies this trend is
attributable to causes other than
regulations on creditor remedies.* The
record, taken as a whole, does not
indicate that the rule will have a
disproportionate effect on smaller
creditors.
XII. Relation Between The Rule and
State Law

The rule has been drafted to be as
consistent with existing state laws as
possible. Indeed, stale laws served as
the model for several rule provisions.
The rule prohibits practices that are
authorized by statute or common law in
at least some states. However, none of
the rule provisions preempts state law
by creating an irreconcilable conflict.
That is. creditors will be able to comply
with both state law and this rule.'

Under the law governing preemption,
state legislation that imposes
requirementB not inconsistent with the
rule will remain in effect, whether or not
states ssek exemption. Therefore, where
state regulation is more stringent than
the rule, compliance with the rule will
not immunize creditors from state

Two remedial prohibited by the rule, wage
aiiignmenti and conferion* of judgment tend to
be included more frequently in the form contact; of
•mgle-ilite (compared to mulli-ltate) finance
compame* and retailer* Id. at 53-55, 66-66. Thr
reiult may be explained in part by the widespread
atale reitnctiona impoied upon the*e remedie*
which necenarily limit their importance to any
company operating on a national icale The
frequency of mcluiion of theie two remedies in
bank contract* did not differ ngnilicantly between
large and imall bank* In the NCCF lurvey. Id at 51,
64. Another reaion for thi* phenomenon may be
that (mailer creditor* cannot afford more expernive,
formal collection mathodi.

•Paul Smith, Vice Dean of the Wharlon School.
idenlified bank commercial loan inlereit rate* a*
"the moat important" aource of difficulty for imall
finance companiea. Tr. 6*04. By the lame token. Ur.
Smith pointed out that large finance companiet are
able to obtain capital at lower rate* than •mall
firmi. Tr 6495. He alio italed that increaung
competition from bank* and credit union* and
economiei-of-icale in large, multi-branch operation*
have contributed to decreaae* in the number of
independent finn* Tr. 6494-65. In hi* teltimony. Dr
Smith did not allege that regulatory reitrauit* have
figured in thi* trend. See aim, Robert C. Focht.
Connecticut Banking Department Tr. 11268-69.
' FTC rule* only preempt atate law where there r

a direct conflict See, ef; Statement by the
Commiiaion in Hearing* on S. 866, 92d Cong.. lit
Seia. 65 (1971) at IS: Florida Lime » Avocado
Grower*, Inc. v. Paul. 373 U.S. 132.141 (1963).
Florida Lime held that for Federal law to preempt
there muat be "*uch actual conflict between the two
achemea of regulation that both cannot itand in the
lame area." or "evidence of a congreuional deiign
to preempt the field." No evidence of a deiign to
preempt the field of creditor remedy regulation ii
preient in either the Federal Trade Commliiion Act
or the rule.
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requirements.'We have, however,
adopted a provision (Section 444.5) that
affords an opportunity for states whose
laws are substantially equivalent to, or
more protective than, the rule to apply
for specific exemption from the rule.
This provision can be invoked with
respect to any provision of the rule, but
we are particularly mindful of the states'
role in defining what items are
considered necessities, in the context of
the rule's household goods definition.

Under fi 444.5, the rule will not be in
effect in a state to the extent specified
by the Commission only if: (1)
Application for an exemption is made
by a stale \2] there is a state
requ"-fn..-.ni or prohibition *in effect
that eppises to any transaction to which
a rule provision applies; and (3) the state
shows that its provision provides a level
of protection that is as great as, or
greater than, the protection afforded by
the rule provision. If an exemption is
granted, it shall be in effect only for as
long as the state administers and
enforces the state provision effectively.

As set forth in f 444.5, the Commission
will determine the appropriate
relationship between the rule provisions
and sta >e provision on a case-by-case
basis in the context of an exemption
proceeding conducted pursuant to {1.16
of the Commission's Rule of Practice.
The Commission will evaluate
appropriate petitions for exemption
made by state governmental agencies to
determine the level of protection to
consumers and whether the state
regulation is administered and enforced
effectively.

The requirement in $444.5 th&t a
comparable state requirement be
"substantially equivalent" to the
Commission ru'e p'-ovision docs not, in
our view, require that the state
requirement mirror exactly the
Commission provision. Any differences
that exist, however, should be minor so
.-•s no! to deprive consumers of the level
of protection guaranteed by the
Commission rule nor to complicate
significantly compliance by interstate
ci editors.* Other factors that will be

•See. Mobil Oil Cfp v. Attorney Genera}, 380
N E.2J 406 (Maas 1972) in which the court held that
• state statute banning certain promotional game*
of chance wa* not preempted by a Federal Trade
Commmion rule regulating luch garnet.
' For purposes of Ihr rule a (late requirement or

prohibition could include statutes and formal itate
regulation* It would not include informal
enforcement policy itatementi.

'The itandard ia ana logout to that applied by the
Federal Reserve Board in determining itate
exemptions from requirement* of the Truth in
Lending Ac) See Board of Governon of the Federal
Re*erve SyBtem. Conaumer Leasing. Truth in
Lending, Exemption Application • * •.47FR1B210,
April 15.19082.
9. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 / 

considered by the Commission in
determining whether an exemption is
warranted include the resources
committed by the state to enforce its
provisions, and the extent of any private
rights of action available to aggrieved
consumers.

Only state governmental entities may
request exemptions from provisions of
the Commission's rule under {444.5. The
grant of an exemption based on state
requirement will necessarily place on
the state the primary burden to enforce
its provision. Therefore, a decision to
seek exemption should be made solely
by the state entity involved.

In a number of instances, participants
in the proceeding indicated that the rule
might conflict with state law, or interact
with state law in a confusing or
unforeseen way. We have adopted
modifications in the rule to eliminate
these problems.*

In response to concern expressed by
state officials • and others,' the
Commission takes this opportunity to
make clear that the rule is not intended
to occupy the Bold of credit regulation or
to preempt state law in the absence of

'For example, we have excluJed certain wage
assignments from Section (a}(3) of the rule became
of possible problem! with the California Peraonal
Property Broken law. clarified Section (a)(2) on
waiver* of exemption to avoid problems with
mortgage law* in certain ttate*. and significantly
acaled back { 444.3 on late feel in auch a way a* to
avoid conflict with (late law* on late fee*. See
generally the lection* of thr Statement on
individual rule provitiorn.

*E.S; Tucker Trautman, Colorado Ariitant
Attorney General, HS-252 at S-12; Richard Gross.
Mauarhusrtt* Aiiistant Attorney General. Tr.
1092B; Richard Victor, Wiscomin Auittant
Attorney General. HX-151; Robert Patnck, General
CountE', Wisconsin Office of Commiisioner of
Banking. KX-152 at 8.

' E g ; National ConaumerLaw Center, R-I(c)-103
at 10-11, Jonathan Epstein, Efiex-Newark Legal
Service*. Tr. 8947; Michael Bumi. Legal Aid Society
of Minneapolil. HX-65 at 13, Terry Friediran.
We»!"rn Certer on Law and Poverty, Tr. B537:
Ronald Gu!l. WiEcoirin Conaumer Leieue. Tr. 3976-
77; Mar) Gilleipie, San Franciico Neighborhood
Legal Afittance Foundation. Tr. 5588-88. )«me(
Brown for Coniumer Affairs, Univenity of
Wisconsin Extension, HX-153 at 12. The Presiding
Officer suggeitsd that language should be added to
the rule to eliminate conflict* with certain Federal
law* or regulations. Presiding Officer'* Report at
352. Examination of the testimony dted by the
Presiding Officer in lupport of this recommendation
doe* not reveal any ipecific conflict* between the
rule and Federal law. Although there were no direct
conflict*, witnesses were concerned about the
relation between various Federal law* and the rule
provisions on late charges, waiver* of exemption.
and restrictions on non-purchase money aecurity
interest* We have adopted modifications in then
provisions that eliminate the concern* expressed. In
particular we have substantially reduced the scope
of the late fee* provision. thereby avoiding
problem* with Federal late fee* regulation, and
have clarified the waiver* provision and modified
the security interest provision so that they do not
effect real property mortgage*.
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quirements that are inconsistent with
e rule.
II. Empirical Evidence on the Benefits
d Costs of Provisions Considered by
e Commission But Not Adopted.
This section discusses the benefits
d costs of provisions of the 1975

roposed rule that the Commission
nsidered but did not accept, together
ith analysis of a disclosure alternative
nsidered by the Commission during its

nal deliberations on the rule.
. Deficiencies

A deficiency arises when repossessed
ollateral is sold for less than the
mount owing on a debt. The
ommission has considered but rejected
 provision that would have required
aluing collateral other than household
oods at its retail price for purposes of
alculating deficiencies. The provision
ould have required an election of
medies in the case of household goods

ollateral, requiring creditors to choose
etween repossession or suit.
 Prevalence
Sizeable deficiencies occur in the
ajority of transactions involving

utomobile repossessions; average
utomobile deficiencies range from 25 to
0 percent of the balance owing at the
me of default.1 Little evidence
ddresses deficiencies for other types of
ollateral. Creditors apparently pursue a
eficiency only infrequently, and on
verage creditors recover no more than
 to 15 percent of the deficiency.'As the
residing Officer noted, under those
ircumstances creditors have an
centive to obtain the best possible

rice, net of sales costs, for collateral.'
here is. therefore, insufficient evidence
at problems in the valuation of

ollateral are prevalent.

'E.S. Note, "Defaulting Debtor* and tl c judicial
rocess—The FTC's Proposed Restriction on
elinquency Judgment*: Section 444.2(s)(7) of (he
ule on Credit Practice*," a Conn. L Rev. 459 HX-
8; Note, "Business a* Usual: An Empirical Study

f Automobile Deficiency Judgment Suit* in the
istrict of Columbia," 3 Conn. L Rev. 511 (1971). R-
l-84: Shuchman. "Profit on Default: An Archival
tudy of Repossession and Resale." 22 Stan L Rev
0 (li»6fl). R-X1-8S; Note. ••1 Can Get It For You

holesale: The Lingering Problem of Automobile
eficiency Judgments." 27 Stan. L. Rev. 1061 (1975)
X-247; GMAC, R-l(s)-812 at 0-10; Bank of
merica. HX-227 at 6; Security Pacific National
ank, HX-204: Gwennap, HX-BOO at Table 4:
ilroy, Tr. 5486-87; NageL R-II(g)-M; Marsh, Tr

818.
*Es., Srhmidt, Tr. 6194; GMAC, R-l(a)-812 at 10;

rown. Tr. 2771; Martin, Tr. 1143.1154-55, Marsh.
r. 2810-20.
•Presiding Officer'* Report at 2SO.
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2. Benefits
The benefits of an election of

remedies requirement in repossession of
household goods would be similar in
nature if not magnitude to those that
would result from the provision to
prohibit non-purchase money security
interests in household goods. When a
deficiency is pursued, a requirement for
valuation at the retail price would
benefit borrowers, because normally
resale would take place at the lower
wholesale value. In the event of abuse,
resale may take place below wholesale
value.

Retail valuation thus raises two
issues. The first is the requirement to
credit consumers with the retail rather
than the wholesale value of repossessed
collateral before pursuing a deficiency.
The second involves any remaining
problems in cases where consumers are
credited with less than the wholesale
value of the goods. These issues will be
addressed before considering the
benefits and costs of the provision.

The difference between retail and
wholesale prices is a result of the costs
of retailing. The Commission concluded
that it is not unreasonable for defaulters
to bear the costs of retailing repossessed
collateral and that sales at wholesale
prices are therefore not inherently
unfair. When retailers sell repossessed
collateral themselves, they normally do
•ell it on the retail market.4

The fact that repossessed cars are
sold for prices below wholesale book
value * can often be explained by
differences in the condition of
repossessed cars and the average
"good" used car.* and hence there is
little basis for concluding that
undervaluation of collateral is prevalent.

The record does, nevertheless, reveal
some problems in valuation of collateral
when the creditor and the buyer are
closely related. When the creditor sells
the car to itself or in a "sweetheart"
deal, there is an incentive to undervalue
it to the extent that recovery on a
deficiency is possible. However, the
evidence does not indicate that such
undervaluations are prevalent,7 and they
frequently violate existing: state law.
The U.C.C. requires that collateral be
disposed of in a "commercially
reasonable" manner. A* the Presiding
Officer noted, a valuation requirement
"is not • self-executing remedy. To
secure benefits, consumers must resort
to die courts just as they must do to
insure that sales of collateral under
current laws are made in a

•S.S: R-XI-U7.
•Note 1 mpm at HX-S3S.
•£<. R-XI-71-77 and R-XI-70.
'Prodding Officer'* Report at 248.
9, No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 

commercially reasonable manner. In
view of reluctance or inability to take
this action as shown by the record, the
provision will be largely ineffective." '
We therefore conclude that a case-by-
case approach to enforce existing
standards of valuation in the event of
abuse is preferable to a rule that would
restrict the legitimate use of
deficiencies.
3. Costs

To the extent that these provisions
would reduce recovery on deficiencies,
or restrict repossession of household
goods used as collateral for installment
credit or purchase money loans, they
would reduce the value of collateral to
creditors and hence increase creditors'
costs and losses due to defaults. In
addition, the determination of retail
value and the allocation of selling costs
would involve substantial costs for
creditors as well as enforcement
agencies.* These costs would be
especially great if a vehicle required
extensive repairs or was resold several
times before its eventual retail
disposition.

Furthermore, the retail value provision
could create perverse incentives. Some
debtors might intentionally default on
their loans in order to obtain free
retailing services, the costs of which
would be imposed on creditors. "The
rule would also create incentives for
creditors to enter retailing even though
costs might be lower if more efficient
retailers were used."
4. Commission Decision

A majority of the Commission decided
that this provision would impose costs,
and could raise the cost and reduce the
availability of credit, in excess of
offsetting benefits. Crediting debtors
with the wholesale value is not unfair
when a higher price is not obtained,
there is little evidence of prevalence
concerning valuation below the
wholesale value, and such valuations
are already Illegal under current
standards. Our decision is consistent
with the Presiding Officer's findings
concerning the retail value provision.1*
B. Attorney's Fees

The Commission considered but
rejected a provision prohibiting credit

•Pretiding OfflctT'* Report a< 24ft
*£«., Friedman. Tr. si-02; Breeden. Tr. 1400:

Edward*. Tr. SSOO; Boyla, Tr. 1S-19; Fiah. Tr. 622-23;
Walthen. Tr. 2312; 2315-17; Martin. Tr. 1142;
Wairen. Tr. BS1S-431B; NCLC. R-l(c)-103 at 41.54.
NCLC.R-Xm-40atl53.

"Eg.. Brown. Tr. 2772-71; Camar. Tr. 148S-8B.
" Bureau of Economic*. "Comment* oo Credit

Practice* Rula.-Auguilia.iaso. at 54-U.
-Preaidinc Offlcer'i Report at 240
/ Rules and Regulations

contract clauses requiring that debtors
pay attorney* fees incurred by creditor
in debt collection.1* This provision
would not have restricted the power of
the courts to impose such fees on
defaulters under state law, however.
Consequently, the provision might have
had little effect in some states.14

1. Prevalence
A large majority of the states permit

attorneys' fees clauses, although some
ban them on small loans and/or place
limits on the size of the fees." Record
evidence indicates that such clauses are
included in the great majority of
contracts when they are permitted by
state law. "Attorneys' fees represent a
significant share of the average
judgment."
2. Benefits

The rationales offered for this
provision were that attorneys' fees
exceed actual costs, that consumer
liability for attorneys' fees discourages
the assertion of valid defenses, and that
consumer liability reduces creditors'
incentives to minimize their legal costs.

The evidence shows that the
attorneys* fees assessed against
defaulters generally reflect what
attorneys charge creditors for their
services. "The evidence also shows
that, in some specific instances, what
attorneys charge creditors for their
services bears little relation to the
amount of work performed and may
appear excessive. However, this is
explained by the way attorneys are
paid, e.g.. a percentage of the unpaid
obligation, "and does not imply that

"One version of the provnion would have
allowed exception* where attorney' fee* are
payable to the prevailing party or require a judicial
determination that they are reaionable bred on the
value of (ervice* performed. The Commiuion
rejected thil venion becauae It wa* not •upported
by the record. A provinon that attorney' fee* are lo
be paid by the Idling party would have little impact,
became debtor* have default judgment* entered
agamat them in the vaat majority of caw. Nothing
would be gained from a requirement of judicial
determination of reaionableneaa, becauae the
evidence diacuaaed below auggeata that attorney'
fee* awed again*! defaulter* are already aubject
to alate requirement* of judicial review for
reaaonablaneaa.

"Pre»iding Officer'* Report at 322.
"NCFA. R-XI11-31 at C-22-23. and Preaiding

Officer'* Report at ISO.
••NCFA. HX-493; NCCP, Technical Studio*. Vol

Vat 43-48.
"The NCLC •urvey indicate* legal aid attorney*

believe the average la 20 percent. HX-487. HX-4fl9.
The record contain* reference* to figure* of S to 33
percent in individual caaaa; a-f., Baker, HX-443 ai
1-2; Baker, HX-444 at i-11; Paer, Tr. S343; Preaiding
Officer'* Report at IS&

"S.S.. Hellentem. Tr. Tm-92. Wehner, Tr. 8091:
KuaheL HX-3SS at 13-1B; Goldbefg. Tr. 118.136-
37; Lavenftein. Tr. S3S3; NeeUerode. Tr. 7207.

"Preaiding Officer'* Report at 186.
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debtors overcompcnsate creditors. As
the Presiding Officer found, on average,
"attorneys' fees, as limited by state
laws. do net fully reimburse creditors
for the amounts they actually expend for
such fees." 20

This provision would benefit
borrowers to the extent that, in the
event of default, it wnild increase their
bargaining power with creditors and
reduce the size of ihe judgments ngdinst
them.

Because this provision would reduce
the expected cost of defending a
lawsuit, under some circumstances it
would providu benefits by encouraging
the successful assertion ofvd! •'i
defenses. The record contains evidence
of instances in which a debtor agreed
not to assert a defense in return for the
creditor's agreement to waive attorney's
fees." The decision to reach a
settlement reflects a mutual interest in
minimizing legal costs. Although an
attorney's fees clause could affect the
terms of settlement, it would not
necessarily affect the probability of a
settlement. In any event, the
Commission shares the Presiding
Officer's conclusion that the "use of
attorneys' fees clauses to persuade
consumers to pay debts they do not owe
or to forego valid defenses is simply not
supported by the evidence in this
record.""

The suggestion that this provision
would provide benefits by encouraging
creditors to limit their legal costs is not
sufficiently supported by the record. As
with deficiencies, creditors have an
incentive to minimize attorneys' fees
and other collection costs, because
generally they are not fully reimbursed
by defaulters."
3. Costs

As is the case with any measure that
reduces the costs of default to the
borrower, the attorneys' fees provision
might increase creditors' collection and
other costs. In the event of default and a
judgment, what borrowers would gain in
reduced judgments as a result of this
provision, creditors would lose in
reduced recoveries. In addition, if the
provision did encourage the assertion of
defenses, total legal costs would rise.
4. Commission Decision

After weighing the record evidence,
the Commission determined that the
costs of this provision outweigh the
benefits. This is consistent with the
conclusion of the Presiding Officer that

"Presiding Officer'* Report it 171.
"E.8. Bodron. Tr. 324^26.
"Presiding Officer'1 Report at 182.
"E.8. Gwennap. Tr. 12217-18; Wohner. Tr. 9061.
49. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1, 1984 /

"* * * the record does not permit an
objective determination that the degree
of consumer injury Is sufficient to justify
prohibiting the inclusion of attorneys'
fees clauses in consumer credit
contracts." M

C. Third Party Contacts
The Commission considered but

rejected a provision to prohibit creditor
contacts with third parties except to
locate the debtor, to determine the
nature and extent of the debtor's income
or property, or as a court permits.
1. Prevalence

Record evidence indicates that many
consumer credit contracts contain
provisions expressly waiving the
debtor's right to privacy or otherwise
permitting third party contacts. At the
time credit is extended creditors often
obtain names of employers, relatives,
friends, and neighbors. "Fifteen states
limit third party contacts, and two
prohibit them.*6

The NCFA survey of finance company
contracts indicates that third party
contacts with employers in the case of
delinquency occur in 1.5 percent of
persona] loans and 0.23 percent of sale
finance contracts. "The percentage
increases to 5 percent for loans
delinquent 60 days or longer. Some of
these contacts are incident to wage
assignments and garnishments."

The NCFA survey shows that contacts
with third parties other than employers
are more frequent, occuring in 12
percent of personal loans and 6 percent
of sales finance contracts, and
increasing to 35 percent of personal
loans which have been delinquent for 60
days or longer—Almost half these
contacts are with relatives of the debtor.
The vast majority are to locate or leave
a message for the debtor. Nonetheless,
the survey reveals that about 5 percent
of these contacts are to seek collection
from a third party.10

The record does not contain evidence
of widespread abusive third party
contacts. In the case of creditor contacts
with a debtor's employer, it is in the
creditor's interest refrain from abusive
conduct because to do othewise might
jeopardize the debtor's earnings."

"Presiding Officer'* Report at 188.
"E.8. NCLC. HX-M7; Avco, R-X1-AVCO-61B;

General Finance Co.. R-XI-GFC-2 at 218-2.
"NCFA. R-Xm-31 at C-26-27.
" Shay. HX-4M at 57, NCFA. HX-4B5 at Qll. HX-

496 at Qll. HX-4B7 at Oil. HX-496 at Oil, HX-49B
at Qll. NCFA data may understate third party
contact*. Oemasco. Tr. 11961-11964.

"Shay. HX-484 at 63.
"NCFA. HX-4B6 at Oil and HX-489 at Oil.
"Id.
" Curtis, Tr. 2052: Thomssch. Tr. 8030.
 Rules and Regulations____7785

2. Benefits
This provision would benefit

borrowers to the extent that it would
reduce the ability of creditors to apply
pressure to them in the event of default,
reduce contacts with employers that
might endanger debtors' jobs, reduce
loss of privacy, or otherwise reduce -
abusive contracts. Examples of such
abuses shown on the record include
threats to reveal information to third
parties, disclosures of information to
third parties that amount to gross
invasions of privacy, threats against
third parties, or threats against debtors
conveyed to third parties.

The provision requiring a con*ract
clause ruling out third party contacts
would produce few benefits because of
enforcement problems. In tlie event of a
prohibited third party contact, the
debtor would have to sue for breach of
contract, and the remedy would be
limited to actual damages. It is unlikely
that much litigation of this type would
occur, because the large majority of
judgments against debtors are taken by
default."
3. Costs

In some cases, the restriction on third
party contacts could work to the
detriment of debtors because these
contacts may currently prevent the use
of more onerous collection methods."
^ This provision would increase
creditors' collection costs and perhaps
losses due to default. Many contacts are
efficient, legitimate business procedures,
e.g., contacts with third parties who
might posses the collateral or contacts
with other creditors for purposes of
instituting bankruptcy proceedings. "A
general prohibition on third party
contacts of the type contemplated by
this provision as proposed would
inevitably prevent some useful contacts
because of problems in drawing a clear
line between abusive and legitimate
contacts.
4. Commission Decision

The majority of the Commission
decided that the costs of this provision
outweigh its benefits. We consider that
a case-by-case approach is more
appropriate to stem abusive third party

"Caplovite, Coniumers in Trouble: A Study of
Defaulting Debtor*, at 100, and Wamer, reporting
remits of S U. Conn L Rev. 412 itudy, Tr. 8303-04
Becauie ofthia problem, we also con»idered a
direct prohibition on third party contact* Even with
thia change, the provision wa« rejected became of
It* other costs, particularly inteference with
legitimate contacts.

"E.G., Schmidt.Tr. 8199-6200; Tanner, HX-171 at
IS; Thomas. Tr. 193-05.

"£.5., Childers, Tr. 11S8-87
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contacts without restricting legitimate
contacts. In this decision, we departed
from the findings of the Presiding
Officer, who concluded that any
potential benefit from third party
contacts was "completely outweighed"
by the potential for consumer injury.**
However, the Presiding Officer did find
"a clear necessity for redrafting this
prevision of the rule so as to permit the
creditor use of third party contacts that
have a genuine business purpose." **We
concluded that because of the
difficulties of distinguishing contacts
that are injurious from those that are
beneficial, case-by-case enforcement
against roiitacts that cause injury to
consin'rc-s ia a mure cost-effective
spp'-oach.
D. Late Charges

Another proposed rule provision that
we rejected would have prohibited late
charges, that is, fees assessed for late
payments above and beyond interest on
the la:e payments.
1 Prevalance

Consumer credit contracts almost
universally provide for the assessment
of l^le charges, and such charges are
usually levied when payments are
late si1 The amounts of these charges are
limited by federal and state laws.'8

2 Benefits
Borrowers would be better off in the

event of delinquency if late charges «
could not be assessed. However, in the
absence of pyramid;^!g there is no
evidence of creditor abuse in imposing
late charges.3* In general the charges
assessed do not fully compensate
creditors for the extra costs of handling
delinquent accounts.40

3. Costs
Late charges serve a dual purpose.

They provide an incentive to the debtor
to make payments on time, and thpy
partially compensate thp creditor for the
additional costs'" involved in collecting
delinquent payments. Creditors receive
e significant amount of income from late
chargps.4*

Without late charges a debtor could
effectively convert a precomputed
installment contract or loan into open-
ended credit. This could create serious
portfolio problems for a creditor, and in
particular would increase the risks

"Preiiding Officer • Rpport al 258
" Preaiding Officer'8 Report at 283
•' Pn»idir.g Officer'1 Report at 203
•• FHA. HX-424 at 3.24; NCLC. R-l(c)-103 at 64
•• Prending Officer'* Report ai 195,203.
" E.g. Shay. HX-494 al S5-S6.
«• E.g., Himoto. Tr. 5388. Lapan. Tr. 11478.
41 Prodding Officer'1 Report at 203.
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elated to changes in interest rates and
atching of the terms of assets and
abilities. To prevent this problem, a
reditor would have to declare a default
nd accelerate the due date of the entire
alance. Such a choice would injure
onsumers rather than help them.
. Commission Decision
The Commission concluded that the

osts of the proposed provision
utweigh the benefits. The benefits to
orrowers would not be sufficient to
ffset the adverse effects on the cost
nd availability of credit. This is
onsistent with the findings of the
residing Officer: "there does not
ppear to be any economic jiintification
or [this provision of] the rule, at least
rom the standpoint of the consumer."43

. Cross-ColloteraIization.
Cross-collateralization occur when

oods purchased from a retailer on
redit are used to secure credit extended
or subsequent purchases until the
ccount is cleared. A provision of the
roposed rule which we decided not to
romulgate would have restricted cross-
ollateral clauses in installment sales
ontracts. Essentially, the provision
ould have required first-in, first-out

ccounting for credit contracts covering
ultiple purchases.

. Prevalence
Cross-collateral clauses are allowed
 all but two states; however, another

8 states mandate a first-in, first-out
ccounting principle similar to the one
pecified by the proposed provision.
nother 16 states mandate an
ccounting principle, based on proration
f payments, which would have been
rohibited by the proposed provision.44

The NCLC survey of legal aid
ttorneys and other evidence suggest
hat cross-collateral clauses are often
sed by retailers, particularly by sellers
f furniture and appliances, in states
here they are permitted. "However,

his evidence is not systematic, and
here is insufficient evidence in the
ecord to permit an estimate of the
requency with which such clauses
ppear.
Also, a majority of the Commission

ound that there is insufficient evidence
hat cross-collateral clauses cause any
otable degree of consumer injury.
here is some evidence that use of such
41 Pretiding Officer'* Report at 325
-NCFA, RX-XIil-31 at C-15-16.
«• B.s.. NCLC. HX-467 at 25-20: Motley, Tr. 911:
'Connor, Tr. 1MOTT; Spanogle. Tr. 9716-7;
evinion, Tr. •349: Sleiner, Tr. 1765; R-GF at SF 114-
 (General Finance Company Manual): R-GECC-

37; R-AVCO-767.
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isions by major retailers has not
d problems for consumers.4*
nefits
rrowers would probably be better
 the event of default if cross-
teral clauses were restricted.
use the amount of collateral subject
possession would be reduced.
ever, little is known about the
unting schemes that would be used
reditors if cross-collateral clauses
 prohibited or about their
ications for consumer debtors.
sts
is provision could significantly
ce the value of purchase money
rity interests. No payments would
llocated to reducing the principal
d on the most recent purchase until
arlier purchases are paid off. If
eding purchases were not paid off
 a year after the most recent one,
xample, the only security for the
e amount of the credit extended for
ost recent purchase would then be

ar-old appliance or piece of
iture.47

mmission Decision
 light of the fact that the record does
ermit a finding regarding the
alence of cross-collateral clauses or
revalence of consumer injury, and
use the record does suggest
rtant costs that would result from

iction of security for retail credit
s, a majority of the Commission
ludes that the benefits of this
ision would not outweigh its co&ts "
ther Cosigner Provisions
ne provision of the originally
osed rule that a majority of the
mission decided not to accept
ld have required a three-day waiting
d before cosigners could oblig;.-(p
selves; "another would have

fcd cos'gper liability; another would
 required that the creditor provide
osigner with copies of all

ument signed by the cosignpr and
ocuments furnished to the debtors;
her would have required the
itor to notify the cosigner whenever
ebtor became delinquent;10 and

.g.. Tarpley, Tr. 3763-05: Holliburton. R-I(c)-Z9

orten. R-I(a}-240.
 thr decilion. the Coinminion departed from
ncluiion o( the Preiiding Officer Presiding

er'* Report at 316-317
n the laleit venion. thr wai re»tncled to cases
e the debtor waa already In default. See Staff
rt al Appendix A, p. 5
 the lateit venion. thil wai restricted to

quencjei of 30 or more day. Id at 5-6.
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another would have required that the
creditor reduce a claim to judgment
before seeking payment from the
cosigner.
1 Waiting Period

The rationale for the waiting period
was primarily the possibility that
creditors might use high pressure tactics
to secure cosigners, especially in
si'uations where the loan is already in
default The record contains some
evidence that such tactics are used,"
!;ut there is insufficient indication that
their incidence is significant. "None of
the states app"ar to require such a
wailing period."

The provisions would impose two
costs every time a cosigner is used: the
credit could be delayed, which could be
a serious problem in emergency
situations, and a second meeting
between the creditor and cosigner
would be required. Creditors uniformly
and vociferously objected that the three-
day waiting period was unreasonable
and unnecessary.14

The Presiding Officer found that "in
view of the evidence of delay,
inconvenience, and costs accompanying
a required three-day cooling-off period
for cosigners, it is concluded that the
record does not support a requirement
for so drastic a remedy." " We concur in
this determination.
2. Cosigner Liability

It was proposed that the cosigner's
liability be limited to the total amount of
payments for which the debtor is
obligated at the time the cosigner
signs. "This provision would impose a
cost on creditors, who would be unable
to seek compensation from cosigners for
late charges, attorneys fees, and court
costs.

The Commission shares the Presiding
Officer's conclusion that "there is
insufficient justification for the rule's
limitation on cosigner liability." »7

" -CIT Financial Services, R-XI-CIT-E, Section L
416 at 1-22. Pienng. Tt. B877. McCabe. Tr B739-WW.
Gall. Tr 3976. Elder, Tr. 3271: Williams. Tr. 4612.

"Presiding Officer's Report at 278.
"Presiding Officer's Report at 267.
-Vilches. Tr. 8588. BaggetL Tr 863: Cohen, Tr.

2485, Montgomery. Tr. 2574-75: Welsh. Tr. 4127;
SchmidL Tr. 6200: Gwennap. HX-SOO at 21; Wehner,
HX-380 at 10; Pfeilksdcker. Tr. 2347

-Presiding dfficw's Report at 286.
"Because this could virtually prevent cosigners

on open-end accounts, in the latest version the
provision would not have applied to such accounts.
However, the Commission re)ected this restricted
version of the provision, because we concluded that
the costs of limiting cosigner liability would
outweigh the benefits even for closed-end credit

"Presiding Office's Report at 286.
3. Documents
In most states, creditors are not

required to give cosigners copies of the
documents they sign or other
documents, and in most cases these
documents are not given.*' Such
documents would assist cosigners in
presenting defenses when a creditor
demands payment from them. The
record contains a few references to
instances in which cosigners tried
unsuccessfully to obtain copies of the
documents they signed,** but no
systematic evidence addresses the
incidence of this problem. This
requirement would increase creditors'
costs because many documents,
including such things as warranties, are
involved.

The Presiding Officer believed that
cosigners should be furnished with such
documents.*0 The Commission
concluded that the record provides
insufficient evidence to conclude that
unavailability of documents when
needed is sufficiently common to offset
the coats of providing documents in all
instances.
4. Notice of Delinquency

The rationale for requiring notice to
the cosigner of delinquency by the
debtor is that lack of notice deprives the
cosigner of an opportunity to bring
pressure to bear on the debtor or
otherwise work to forestall more serious
delinquency. Cosigner* routinely sign
waivers of their rights to notice of
nonpayment. •* However, there is little
evidence in the record indicating that
cosigners are not presently notified of
delinquency. On the contrary, there is
evidence that they are notified about
serious delinquencies, because creditors
often seek payment from cosigners.**
The provision would have required
creditors to contact cosigners even in
cases of minor delinquency. When
minor delinquencies are corrected, an
additional notice would be necessary to
inform the cosigner of this fact. These
repeated contacts would increase
creditors' costs. In addition, the required
contacts might lead to unnecessary
embarrassment for debtors and
cosigners alike.

-Butler. HX-488 at 13; Hlx. Tr. 1034; Rothschild.
Tr. 8804: Consumer Complaint Letters. R-M-188. R-
n(b)-414. R-ll(l)-317; Erwin, Tr. 10028; Reisman. Tr.
7145: Williams. R-XVI-15, Corsetn. Tr. 10503

"R-XMMAL-174, R-X1-OT-S5; R-M-Cn-A-52.
•Presiding Officer's Report at 286.
" Shay, HX-W4 at 81-<3; Van Norman. R-Il(l)-

330 at 4.
"R-Xl-GFC-Mfc R-XI-CTA-liB; R-X1-ASSOC-

92: R-Xl-CIT-A-Ott; R-XI-UB-85.
/ Rules and Regulations____7787

The Presiding Officer concluded that
this provision was unnecessary,** and
we concur.
5. Remedies Applied First to Debtor

The Commission's conclusion that the
majority of defaults occur because the
debtor cannot pay M suggests that
pursuing the cosigner when the debtor
can pay is unlikely to constitute a
significant problem. Despite isolated
indications, no reliable evidence
contradicts this proposition.

The proposed provision would
increase creditors' collection costs in
cases where the debtor cannot pay,
because it would require an
unnecessary court action. One reason
that cosigners are used is that they
usually pay without court action when
the creditor asks them to do so.'5

6. Commission Decision
The Commission decided that these

proposed provisions would impose
substantial costs and that the evidence
does not indicate that they would
provide benefits in a significant share of
cases.
C, Empirical Evidence on the Benefits
and Costs of the Disclosure Alternative

An alternative to the rule that we
promulgate here was considered but
rejected during our final consideration
of this proceeding. It would have
required disclosure of information to
borrowers concerning the contractual
remedies available to creditors. The
creditor would have been required to
give the borrower a one-page, plain
English disclosure containing a brief
description of various remedies and
checkoff boxes to indicate those that
were included in the contract.

The disclosure alternative was
proposed to the Commission late in the
proceedings; consequently, little
empirical evidence in the record directly
addresses the benefits and costs of such
an alternative.**

The case for a disclosure rule would
be persuasive if one could establish: (1)
There is inefficiently high use of creditor
remedies due to a market failure caused
by consumer ignorance about the

-Presiding Officer's Report at 288.
—See fupre Chapter ID.
•Presiding OfBcer'» Report at 284.
—Although disclosure was not a central focus, a

few commentator did suggest disclosure remedies.
See Bankruptcy Judge T. Sam Plowden. HX-408.
James Ban, National Association of Federal Credit
Unions. R-l(a)-484 at 4: Dan Griffin, R-l(a)-567 at 2-
3; John Robbert. Louisiana Consumers League, HX-
073, Tr. 1988: Taylor, Faherty, McCutheon. 215-42-
1-18-1: Brown. HX-1S3 at 1-3. Others opposed
disclosure remedies. See Sidney Margolius, Tr.
11214; Sten, Tr. 5831.
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remedies inc'dded in loan contracts and
their meanings; (2) the disclosure would
substantially redur.e this ignuiance; (3)
the cost of the disclosure would not be
high; and (4) there are no other
important sources of market failure In
ths market for creditor remedies.

The discussion of benefits and costs
presented below focuses on whether
the'e conditions exist. The Commission
found that there are in fact other
important sources of market failure in
the market for creditor remedies, and
that consequently the disclosure
e'temative would not adequately deal
with *he problems raised by use of
certain creditor remedies.
1. Bpnpfits

Although it does not explicitly
address a disclosure alternative, the
ruiemaking record does contain
evidence of t'sie extent to which
consul-.";? "un'-iprstand the meaning,
lcgc.1 effect and pos-i.b'e consequences
oi the provisions included in contracts
us?d in consumer credit transactions." *7

Afier reviewing the evidence, the
Presiding Officiir found that "consumers
do not hdve a complete understanding of
consumer credit contracts." " He noted
that: "ConsJmer cr?d;l contracts are not
drafted with a view to making the
provisions understandable to the
consumer generally and do not contain
an adequate e\pld:;dtion of either the
consumer's rights or the creditor's
obligations." "In discussing the
individual provisions of the proposed
rule, the Presiding OiTicer'g Report often
infers evidence of consumer ignorance
about contractual creditor remedies as a
problem relating to the use of these
remedies.

The fact that a significant share of
borrowers have incomplete information
about available creditor remedies
suggests that there is a potential market
failure that might be remedied by a
disclosure rule. Although there is no
direct information on the extent to
which a disclosure would reduce
consumer ignorance of specific creditor
remedies, such a disclosure may well
increase general consumer awareness.

If no other market failuies restricted
consumer choice, improved awareness
would increase the ability of consumers
to make credit decisions in their best
interest and to comparison shop on the
basis of creditor remedies. If an
increased number of consumers made
decisions and comparison shopped on
the basis of remedies, creditors would
have more incentive to compete with

"42 FR 32259 (1977).
"Presiding Officer'* Report at 77.

"Id.
9. No. 42 / Thursday, March 1, 1984 / 

each other by offering those remedies
that best satisfy consumer preferences.

Although it does not bear directly on
disclosure of remedies, reliable record
evidence on the effects of interest rate
disclosures under the Truth in Lending
(TIL) Act conducted for the National
Commission on Consumer Finance
(NCCF) indicates the potential
effectiveness of disclosure of credit
terms. Based on surveys of consumers
conducted approximately 15 months
after the effective date of the Act, the
studies examined consumer awareness
of annual percentage rates as well as
the extent to which consumers actually
shopped for interest rates.

Prior to the TIL Act, a relatively small
percentage of borrowers had an
accurate perception of prevailing
interest rates for installment credit. The
Act significantly increased awareness of
prevailing interest rates."

However, awareness of disclosed
information if not sufficient to establish
that disclosures are useful. An
additional issue is the extent to which
consumers actually use the disclosed
information to shop for credit. Day and
Brandt conducted a survey addressing
consumer shopping behavior after TIL
became effective. They found that over
one-fifth of consumers claimed to have
compared rates or postponed purchases
based on TIL informa'ion.71

This raises the question whether the
level of awareness and the extent of
shopping revealed by these studies are
sufficient to assure competitive markets.
The NCCF concluded:

In tern-ig of fostering viable rate
competilion among credit grantors, these
levels of awareness pioc-Jced by TIL are
probably adequite. Not all roiisumers nesd
be aware of the APR or shop for credit to
bring about effective price competition. A
significant marginal group of consumers who
are aware and do shoe id sufficient to
"police" the market. As Senator Douglas
pointed out in the House hearings on HR
11601, " • • * it i« the undecided minority
that influences the tellers. So you need only
have. in my judgment, about 10 percent cost
conscious and they will got the firms
competing for that 10 percent." "
The NCCF found: "In summary then, it
appears that 15 months after TIL'S
effective date a large enough body of

"Shay and Schober, Consumer Awareness of
Annual Percentage Hales of Charge in Consumer
Installment Credit- Be fan and After Truth in
Leading Become Effective, National Commission on
Columnar Finance (NCCF), Technical Studies, Vol.

" Day and Brandt, A Study of Consumer Credit
Decisions • Implications for Present and Prospective
Legislation, NCCF. Technical Studies, Vol. I.
Chapter 5.
" Consumer Credit in the United Stoles. Report of

the NCCF at 176 (1872).
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onsumers in the general market had
nough information to enforce price
ompetition in that market." "
However, this conclusion is subject to

wo important qualifications which limit
ts relevance to the current rulemaking.
irst, the NCCF's discussion is
oncerned with the adequacy of
nformation about interest rate options
hat are now available to consamcrs It
oes not follow that in other credit areas
fficient options will be made available,
ince there may be other market failures
hich prevent suppliers from offering

hem. Indeed, the Commission has
oncluded that this is the case for
estrictions on certain creditor
emedies." Second, the NCCF results
elate to shopping for interest rates.
onsumers are less likely to consider
reditor remedies than interest rates
hen they shop."
•We also considered a 1977 survey of
onsumer awareness of APRs conducted
y the Federal Reserve Board. "The
977 Federal Reserve Board survey
ddressed changes in consumer
wareness of APRs since the Truth in
ending Act, thus updating the ear!icr
CCF studies. The survey also
ddressed consumer shopping behavior
hen considering credit transactions
The survey found substantial

increases in awareness of APRs
between 1970 and 1977, and suggested
that disclosures had provided enuugh
information to influence the
competiveness of the credit market for
all consumers, including lower income
and less educated individuals. The
survey, although it showed significant
awareness of APRs by consumers, does
not establish that levels of knowledge
and shr-pping as a result of disclosure
will necessarily be great enough to
asuure that disclosure of creditor
remedies will work." Again, we are
most cognizant of the fact that the
elements which influence consumer
consideration of contract terms such as
interest rates and those which influence
consideration of creditor remedies are
so fundamentally different as to make

"Id. «1177, emphair in original.
"See supra Chapter III. which discusses

unpedimentB to competition in the market for
creditor remedies.

"Id., which drcuuel limitation* on consumer
•hopping for creditor remedies.

"1977 Container Credit Survey. Federil Reierve
Board, at S.

"Evidence of the effectivenec of di»c!o«dre in
olher context* [e.g., corrective advertising) is
inconclusive and of only marginal relevance to our
consideration of creditor remedy disclosures. See,
e.g., sources died in memorandum to the
Commission from Carol Crawford. Director, Bureau
of Consumer Protection, and Wendy L. Gramm.
Director. Bureau of Economics, fuly 1.19S3. •I 9-12.
nn.27-33.
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generalizations about the efficacy of
disclosures somewhat speculative.

Thus, even though the disclosure
alternative might have produced some
benefits, we concluded that disclosure
would provide a less adequate remedy
for existing market failures than would
the prohibitory rule promulgated by the
Commission. Inefficiently high use of
certain creditor remedies results not
only from lack of consumer awareness,
but from other problems as well.
Moreover, lack of consumer awareness
of other relevant issues would not be
addressed by the disclosure of creditor
remedies. For example, come consumers
may underestimate the risk of default,
and some consumers may not
understand legal procedure well enough
to grasp the implications of gome
remedies (e.g. confessions of judgment)
even if they are told that such provisions
are in the contract.'*
2. Costs

The principal cost of a disclosure rule
would be the resources needed to
provide the forms, individualize them for
various consumer contracts, and explain
them to borrowers, together with the
resources needed to enforce the rule.
Unlike the accepted rule, which restricts
the use of collateral and collection *
procedures, the disclosure alternative
would not prohibit the use of contract
terms between informed borrowers and
creditors. As a result, a disclosure
alternative would avoid most of the
costs of the accepted rule and any
resulting effects on the cost and
availability of credit.
3. Commission Decision

The Commission concluded that the
benefits of the promulgated rule would
exceed those of the disclosure
alternative. Although the Commission
also found that the costs of the
promulgated rule would exceed those of
the disclosure alternative, it concluded
that the net benefits of the promulgated
rule would exceed the net benefits that
would result from a rule based on
disclosures. In particular, a disclosure
alternative would not address other
impediments to shopping that prevent
creditors from competing to supply the
creditor remedies which informed
borrowers would most prefer.

"For example, in • drcuMion of dixclirun with
t—pect to confeuioni of judgment the Preeiding
Officer reported en argument the! diKloeure would
be inadequate- "[E)ven if there la a bold-face
diacloiure, it wai (aid that the Idea of a lull without
notice or a hearing ii to foreign to the American
conaunwr that he tail* to comprehend it" Prwiduis
Officer'1 Report at 90, citing Carolyn C. McTighe.
Legal Aid Society of Cleveland. R-I(c)-3&
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Accordingly, Title 16 of the Code of •
ederal Regulations is amended by the
ddition of new Part 444.
ART 444—CREDIT PRACTICES
ec.
44.1 Definitions.
44.2 Unfair credit practices.
44.3 Unfair or deceptive cosigner practices.
44.4 Late charges.
44.5 State exemptions.
Authority: Sec. 18(a), 88 Stafc 2193. as

mended 93 Stat. 95 (15 U.S.C. 57a); 80 StaL
83. ai amended. 81 Stat. 54 (5 U.S.C. 552).

444.1 Definition*.
(a) Lender. A person who engages in

he business of lending money to
onsumers within the jurisdiction of the
ederal Trade Commission.
(b) Retail installment seller. A person
ho sells goods or services to

onsumers on a deferred payment basis
r pursuant to a lease-purchase
rrangement within the jurisdiction of
he Federal Trade Commission.

(c) Person. An individual, corporation,
r other business organization.
(d) Consumer. A natural person who

eeks or acquires goods, services, or
oney for personal, family, or
ousehold use.
(e) Obligation. An agreement between

 consumer and a lender or retail
nstallment seller.

(f) Creditor. A lender or a retail
nstallment seller.

(g) Debt. Money that is due or alleged
o be due from one to another.

(h) Earnings. Compensation paid or
ayable to an individual or for his or her
ccount for personal services rendered
r to be rendered by him or her, whether
enominated as wages, salary,
ommission, bonus, or otherwise,
ncluding periodic payments pursuant to
 pension, retirement, or disability
rogram.
(i) Household goods. Clothing,

urniture, appliances, one radio and one
elevision, linens, china, crockery,
itchenware, and personal effects
including wedding rings) of the
onsumer and his or her dependents,
rovided that the following are not
ncluded within the scope of the term
household goods":
(1) Works of art;
(2) Electronic entertainment

quipment (except one television and
ne radio):
(3) Items acquired as antiques; and
(4) Jewelry (except wedding rings).
(j) Antique. Any item over one

hundred years of age, including such
items that have been repaired or
enovated without changing their

original form or character.
 Rules and Regulations____7789

(k) Cosigner. A natural person who
renders himself or herself liable for the
obligation of another person without
compensation. The term shall include
any person whose signature is requested
as a condition to granting credit to
another person, or as a condition for
forbearance on collection of another
person's obligation that is in default.
The term shall not include a spouse
whose signature is required on a credit
obligation to perfect a security interest
pursuant to state law. A person who
does not receive goods, services, or
money in return for a credit obligation
does not receive compensation within
the meaning of this definition. A person
is a cosigner within the meaning of this
definition whether or not he or she is
designated as such on a credit
obligation.
$444.2 Unfair cfdH practic—.

(a) In connection with the extension of
credit to consumers in or affecting
commerce, as commerce is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act. it is
an unfair act or practice within the
meaning of Section 5 of that Act for a
lender or retail installment seller
directly or indirectly to take or receive
from a consumer an obligation that:

(1) Constitutes or contains a cognovit
or confession of judgment (for purposes
other than executory process in the
State of Louisiana), warrant of attorney,
or other waiver of the right to notice and
the opportunity to be heard in the event
of suit or process thereon.

(2) Constitutes or contains an
executory waiver or a limitation of
exemption from attachment, execution,
or other process on real or personal
property held, owned by, or due to the
consumer, unless the waiver applies
•olely to property subject to a security
interest executed in connection with the
obligation.

(3) Constitutes or contains an
assignment of wages or other earnings
unless:

(i) The assignment by its terms is
revocable at the will of the debtor, or

(ii) The assignment is a payroll
deduction plan or preauthorized
payment plan, commencing at the time
of the transaction, in which the
consumer authorizes a series of wage
deductions as a method of making each
payment, or

(iii) The assignment applies only to
wages or other earnings already earned
at the time of the assignment.

(4) Constitutes or contains a
nonpossessory security interest in
household goods other than a purchase
money security interest.
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$444.3 Unfair or deceptive eoeloner
practice*.

(a) In connection with the extension of
credit to consumers in or affecting
commerce, as commerce is denned in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, it is:

(1) A deceptive act or practice within
the meaning of Section 5 of that Act for
a lender or retail installment seller,
directly or indirectly, to misrepresent
the nature or extent of cosigner liability
to any person.

(2] An unfair act or practice within the
meaning of Section 5 of that Act for a
lender or retail installment seller,
directly or indirectly, to obligate a
cosigner unless the cosigner is informed
prior to becoming obligated, which in
the case of open end credit shall mean
prior to the time that the agreement
creating the cosigner's liability for future
charges is executed, of the nature of his
or her liability as cosigner.

(b) Any lender or retail Installment
seller who complies with the preventive
requirements in paragraph (c) of this
section does not violate paragraph (a) of
this section.

(c) To prevent these unfair or
deceptive acts or practices, a disclosure,
consisting of a separate document that
shall contain the following statement
and no other, shalT be given to the
cosigner prior to becoming obligated,
which in the case of open end credit
9. No. 42 / Thursday. March 1. 1984 

•hall mean prior to the time that die
agreement creating the cosigner's
liability for future charges Is executed:
Notice to Cosigner

You are being asked to guarantee this debt.
Think carefully before you do. If the borrower
doein't pay the debt. you will have to. Be
sure you can afford to pay If you have to, and
that you want to accept this responsibility.

You may have to pay up to the full amount
of the debt if the borrower does not pay. You
may also have to pay late feu or collection
costs, which increase this amount.

The creditor can collect this debt from you
without first toying to collect from the
borrower. The creditor can use Ac same
collection methods against you that can be
used against the borrower, such as suing you.
garnishing your wages, etc. If this debt is ever
in default that fact may become a part of
your credit record.

This notice is not the contract that makes
you liable for the debt
$444.4 Latecharoe*.

(a) In connection with collecting a
debt arising out of an extension of credit
to a consumer in or affecting commerce,
as commerce is denned in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, It is an unfair
act or practice within the meaning of
Section 5 of that Act for a creditor,
directly or indirectly, to levy or collect
any deliquency charge on a payment,
which payment is otherwise a full
payment for the applicable period and is
paid on its due date or within an
/ Rules and Regulations

applicable grace period, when the only
delinquency is attributable to late fee(s)
or delinquency charge(s) assessed on
earlier installment(s).

(b) For purposes of this section.
"collecting a debt" means any activity
other than the use of judicial process
that is Intended to bring about or does
bring about repayment of all or part of a
consumer debt

{444.5 State exemption*.
(a) If, upon application to the Federal

Trade Commission by an appropriate
state agency, the Federal Trade
Commission determines that:

(1) There is a state requirement or
prohibition in effect that applies to any
transaction to which a provision of this
rule applies; and

(2) The state requirement or
prohibition affords a level of protection
to consumers that is substantially
equivalent to, or greater than. the
protection afforded by this rule;
Then that provision of the rule will not
be in effect in that state to the extent
specified by the Federal Trade
Commission in its determination, for as
long as the state administers and
enforces the state requirement or
prohibition effectively.
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